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IN 1993 WHEATSTONE began manufacturing the D-500 digital audio mixing console for the
radio broadcast industry, and after 10 years of experience in the field it was only natural we
would apply this digital technology base to the surround television market.
The new WHEATSTONE D-9 DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE, despite its small footprint (25 inches

front -to -back), is FULLY loaded with all the functions and control capability needed by most
television broadcast facilities. With integrated routing, multiple outputs, surround sound, subgroups, DCM masters, full monitor functions and powerful communication circuits, the D-9 offers
a wealth of operational choices for the most demanding of live television applications.
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Introducing
Expressfinancing

on Harris

digital broadcast
equipment.
Now you can get 0% Financing*
from
American Express Business Finance

on select Harris digital

broadcast equipment.

financing.
0% Financing for 36 months
American Express Business Finance and Harris Broadcast Communications Division announce a new

limited -time offer for your digital upgrade path.

Get your digital solution up and running as quickly
as possible with the leading broadcast supplierHarris.

Preserve your cash with a 36 -month, no -interest
financing plan on any equipment purchases of
$20,000.00 or more. Use your working capital to
grow your business and earn higher profits.

Move into the new generation of television with
digital solutions specifically designed for your
industry. Don't settle for limited systems- integrate
your business with anything from automation to
encoding to transmission.

For more information on 0% financing of Digital
Transmitters or other Harris equipment with American
Express, please call your local District Sales Manager
or Linda Wirmel at 513-459-3549.
Terms & Conditions Apply. Financing available through American Express Business Finance
Corporation to qualified customers in the U', Financing is subject to credit approval and
execution of standard American Express Business Finance documentation. 0% Financing
available on 36 month term with S1.00 purchase option. Offer ends December 31, 2003.
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HDW-F900 High Definition
CineAlta- Camcorder

LMD-230WS Multi -format
LCD LUMA- Monitor

MVS-8000 Multi -format
Production Switcher

PDW-530 XDCAM -

--49
XPRI'' Non -Linear Editor

Optical Disc Camcorder
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SONY

Stayng on top of the fast-moving world of digital
technology can be a tremendous challenge. That's

why Sony is hitting the road with a truckload of
innovative gear and a team of experts to help you
understand what it's all about

Our commitment to informing and educating the broadcast and production
community remains as strong as ever, so be sure to take advantage when our
Work Smart Work Sony Truck Tour rolls into your town.
Take part in hands-on demonstrations of the latest technology fron Sony...non-linear
editors, acquisition/storage/playback toot, monitors, switchers, and more. Plus an
exciting demo of what many called "The Best of NAB": Sory's new XDCAM- optical
disc system-one that is destined to revolutionize the face of broadcast news and
field production. Don't miss it! Work Smart. Work Sony.

VISIT WWW.SONY.COM/PROTOUR TO REGISTER NOW!
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Taking care of details
such as the proper
placement of an
exhaust outtake can
keep emergency
power systems
running smoothly, and
broadcast facilities'
downtime to a minimum. Generator photo
courtesy Syska
Hennessy Group.
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universal master
The de facto international mastering standard, Panasonic's D-5
format continues to evolve with the debut of the multi -format
AJ-HD3700B VTR. Whether your work calls for uncompressed
standard definition, PAL or 1080P/24, the AJ-HD3700B has you

covered. Call your local post facility for more details on

Panasonic D-5 mastering or visit www.panasonic.com/hdworld

Panasonic ideas for life
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Broadcast Engineering
columnist Michael Robin has
carefully defined many
terms in his column,
"Transition to Digital." Can
you answer this question
from one of his recent
columns? What is the
vertical resolution of a
1920x1080/60i format signal
expressed in LPH?

Correct entries will be
eligible for a drawing of
Broadcast Engineering Tshirts. Enter by e-mail. Title
your entry "FreezeframeOctober" in the subject field
and send it to:
bdick©primediabusiness.com.
Correct answers received by
Dec. 17, 2003, are eligible to

win.
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What company gives studio pros
the most technologically advanced media possible?
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Expanding Memory & Mobility

BETACAM

For every new piece of digital hardware, Maxell has the ultimate media technology. Our focus on advancing technologies
has resulted in a superior manufacturing process. The end result: media that provides unsurpassed quality, stability and reliability.
So for production and post -production professionals, Maxell media provides the consistently high-performance they depend on every day.
To learn more about Maxell Professional Media, call 800-533-2836 or visit www.maxell.com.

Recordable Media

Data Storage

Portable Energy

Technological Partnerships
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The
long
march
toward HD
Because I write these editorials two months
in advance of publication, I'm enjoying the
hot days of summer. However, I still find

time to sit in the cool of my home theater and enjoy
the latest in HD entertainment. I was recently demonstrating HD for my son's father-in-law when he remarked that I sounded like a salesman on the topic. After some thought, I realized he's right. I have promoted
HD for what seems like a long time.

Well, Jerry, the FCC has now mandated DTV tuners
in sets beginning in 2007. And I could spend the rest
of this column reviewing the increasing amount of HD
that's coming online.
Not all readers were negative about HD. Bob said,
"Everyone who spent thousands on HD equipment
this past year (myself included) is going to be furious
when they turn on their local FOX DTV affiliate and
see that once again, FOX has taken the cheap route to
making their programming. Thanks to FOX for putting another roadblock up for HDTV. I hope all the
HD viewers complain. Maybe that will prevent them
from being cheap and trying to pass it off as an improvement."
Well Bob, it seems that viewers like you and, perhaps
even my open letter to the great Wizard Seetooths, did
have an effect on FOX's position on HD. Recently, FOX

announced they would now broadcast half of their
prime time programs in HD beginning next fall, which

is a complete reversal from their previous position.
Oh well, better late than never.

Finally, one reader wrote; "I was re -arranging the
deck chairs here at the SS KEPR and ran across the
August 1982 edition of Broadcast Engineering. Of
course HDTV was mentioned on the cover, and in
an appropriate article inside. It was good reading
now, as it was then. I then carefully re -stacked the

magazine pile on the Quad machine and went on
However, not all my tirades on the benefits of HD
have been well received. Some readers have vehemently
disagreed (and still do) that HD is important to broad-

with my day."
Okay, he's got me. Maybe I have been promoting HD
too long.

casters. Some have called HD just a technology looking for an application.
One guy said, "Sure, HDTV may look good, but so
does Cindy Crawford, and neither will appear in my
living room any time soon." Then there was Jerry, who

claimed I'd "sold my soul to the digital equipment
manufacturers." He refused to believe that once the
public could see HD they'd love it. He predicted there
would be only two circumstances where viewers would
"adopt" HD: when tuners are mandated or when there
is "high -profile programming" available.

Send comments to:

10
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To view all

Thq,product Broadcast Engineering
products for 2003, look for
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The Product Shop logo at

www.broadcastengineering.com
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Introducing FLEXLineTM from Dielectric our new, flexible air dielectric coaxial cable
now available in sizes for every broadcast
application from low power FM through high

the world's leading supplier of broadcast

power DI V.
And because it's from Dielectric, FLEXLineTM

challenges such as crowded tower
installations, or any application in which
flexible cable has advantages over rigid
transmission line.

meets the same rigid standards of
excellence that you've come to expect from

equipment. FLEXLineTM is manufactured
from the finest material available. Simply stated,
it's the perfect alternative for tough design

Sizes 7/8", 1-5/8'', 2-1/4", 3-1/8", 4-1/8", 5", 6-1/8"
Features precision fitted connectors
5/10 year warranty
Complements complete line of VHF/FM/UHF
antennas and RF Systems

Dielectric
COMMUNICATIONS

Engineering Excellence Since 1942

1.800.341.9678 www.dielectric.com Raymond, Maine
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Advice on
video over IP

signals for a substan-

tially lower price,

Brad:

Continuing
coverage
of today's
technology

I enjoyed your article on video over IP

in the June issue. I

why shouldn't I have
that option? I'm just

going to hook my

am considering this

DTV set up to cable
anyway.
When

technology for video

would a consumer

delivery. Have you
had any experience
with VPNs streaming real-time video

with cable tune to an
OTA channel? That

would require two
RF inputs and an au-

or telco LSS services
over relatively closed IP networks? It
appears latency and rerouting of packets would not be so much of an issue
on a network within a LATA or limited geographic area. A 45Mb/s pipe
should do wonders. Any thoughts?

tomatic switch that
switches to the over -the -air input. I
would guess very few consumers have
that type of setup.

ROBERT J. WYATT

tor, since the STB has all the needed
outputs for a 4:3 or 16:9 screen, and

KHQ

It will not take long for consumers to

realize that they can use a cable SIB
and a DTV (or even analog) TV moni-

digital or analog signals. Will NAB then

Brad Gilmer responds:

I have had experience using video
over IP through closed IP networks,
and it works quite well. If you can con-

ask Congress or the FCC to mandate
that every monitor have OTA tuners?
I hope the FCC has better sense and
better judgment. Let the CE industry

trol network traffic and configure the
routing so that you do not have disruptions due to dynamic rerouting of
network traffic, video over IP can be a

make the products the consumer

reliable and cost-effective way to transport broadcast -quality video. I am not
specifically familiar with LSS. Also, the

about 70 percent of the country is on

addition of VPN should add a valu-

Must -carry rights
Dear Mr. Martin,
I appreciated your July column. I
find myself making a similar argu-

able layer of security, and may simplify

routing and network address translation issues across firewalls. Sounds like

you may have a wining combination.

Why receive OTA?
To the editor:
The article "NAB commends House
bill to accelerate consumer adoption

Keep in mind that the station was
responsible for converting the signal
back to analog and delivering it to the
headend in that mode.
Watching ad dollars
There's an elephant in the room that
nobody wants to talk about. When the
radio consolidation took place, one of

the results was that the big owners
made it attractive to buy a package of
spots on their multiple stations in the
market. To pick specific stations where

you wanted the spots to go, you had
to pay top dollar. In radio that was no
big deal. In TV, having some of your
ad budget go where you don't want it
to becomes quite expensive. I don't

want to say these big owners have
lunch together, but I'd hate to buy time
in a market with fewer owners. I think

the politicians are worried that their
already expensive TV campaigns will
become even more so.
ROY TRUMBULL BE

wants. Consumers don't need to pay
more for a cable -ready receiver that
receives over -the -air signals. After all,
cable anyway.

ment. Our analog signal is not as good
as our digital. Can you please tell me
what case this was and how I may read
it? I feel certain this would help us.
DANIEL HUBER

WBPH

MayFreezeframe:
Q. In the mid '80s JVC developed a
series of cameras under the PROCAM
name. What was the key marketed feature of this series of cameras and what
technology was used to enable it? (An-

swers had to include both to be considered correct.)

A. Plumbicon tubes provided the
low -light sensitivity the line was
known for. No one was able to cor-

rectly give the feature and the enabling technology.

of DTV" in the Sept. 3 issue of the "RF

Update" newsletter, says that it is desirable for a cable -ready receiver to be
able to receive over -the -air signals.
Why would that be the case?
If I can buy a cable -ready receiver
without the capability to receive OTA

12

Harry Martin responds:

The link to the FCC case granting
must -carry rights to a broadcaster
based on the reach of its DTV signal
is hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/

Test your knowledge!
See the Freezeframe question of the
month on page 8 and enter to win
a Broadcast Engineering T-shirt.

Send answers to bdick@primediabusiness.com

attachmatch/DA-03-1286A1.pdf
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AFFORDABILITY THROUGH INNOVATION
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Concerto- 64
Multi -Format Router

M -Series
NOR

Now you can get the industry's highest quality picture and signal performance for
less than you ever imagined!
With complete Grass Valley- news and production packages,
Thomson is making the digital transition affordable for small
to mid -market broadcasters and video professionals-with the
highest degree of system integrity as well as industry -proven
user functionality and control.

KayaktID-

tip igitiN6.ctcher

Gecko- Signal Conversion
& Distribution Products

Now we're taking these perlormance leaders a step further
with our Grass Valley TV Station in a Kit" Series of four bundled,
scalable packages for digital news and studio/mobile production.
Choose the one :hat meets your production and capital budget
needs today with the confidence that it will easily and economically scale to your needs tomorrow.
Whatever your facility size, we have the products and package
for you. There's never been a better time to choose affordable
Grass Valley products from Thomson.

Lowering the cost barriers.
Squeezing the latest digital technology into tight capital budgets
can be a tough fit. But your facility's upgrade to the capital and
workflow efficiencies of digital can't wait forever.

That's why we've introduced a new line of affordable digital
acquisition and studio/mobile and sports producticn equipment.

Grass Valley products by Thomson.
Affordability Through Digital Technology Innovation.

www.thomsongrassvalley.com/TightBudgetUSA

Bundled Packages Starting at Under $68,000*
Products also available individually

A

THOMSON BRAND

Entry-level news production package. See us about low-priced studio/mobile
production packages. Promotional pricing subject to change and availability.

Download
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Opportunistic
data

BY CRAIG BIRKMAIER

In recent years, a variety of opportunities to develop new revenue streams from DTV broadcasts have been run up the tower and
hung out to die. Some of these opportunities include:

HDTV HD is turning into a premium niche market for cable and
DBS, not to mention a profitable
product niche for consumer electronics manufacturers.
Multichannel STDV broadcasting.
It's beginning to gain momentum in

Europe, but U.S. broadcasters have
largely ignored it, conceding the opportunity to multichannel cable and
DBS, and the media conglomerates
that supply more than 85 percent of
all popular TV programming.
Datacasting. Anything that involves

broadcasting data has been ignored,
misunderstood and/or mishandled.
One can forgive broadcasters for taking a wait -and -see attitude about creating interactive content or delivering

data services to PCs. The whole idea

broadcasts in their mailbox. Similar to

of broadcasting bits to devices that

TV broadcasts, we have no control

have more in common with a PC than
a TV flies in the face of a generation
of broadcasters who expect their programs to be consumed synchronously
by passive couch potatoes. It is nearly
impossible to cobble together a rational business model for data broadcasting, especially when it is nearly impossible to receive DTV broadcasts reliably in many areas.
At least that's been the excuse. Back

over the audience that chooses to subscribe to the print version of the maga-

zine. They can surf the table of contents and browse a few stories; advertisers are not guaranteed that their ads
will be seen or read.
The data broadcast that took place
in June was somewhat different. In this
case, Beyond The Headlines, an e-mail
newsletter, was broadcast as IP data to
the e-mail addresses of the newsletter's

Anything that involves broadcasting data has been
ignored, misunderstood and/or mishandled.
in June, Broadcast Engineering stirred
the waters a bit with a data broadcast.
Ok, it was a highly targeted multicast,
but who's quibbling? Like our readers,
we are in the broadcast business. Every month tens of thousands of indus-

try professionals receive one of our
'

Ii II

,I I

III

I

uarin off with cable/satellite networks
Many broadcasters see competition as a top business challenge

subscribers. This is possible because
of the Internet, and the emerging reality that a very high percentage of the
people who receive our printed broadcasts via the mail also have computers, e-mail addresses and the ability to
surf the Web. It works because the data
delivery infrastructure is reliable and

we are leveraging broadly adopted
standards that turn the bits into a consumable digital media product.

There is a point to this attempt to
create a relevant analogy. The June 30
issue of the e -newsletter, Beyond the

60% -

Headlines, included the story:
"Thomson to FCC: Make broadcasters transmit full DTV power and en-

50%

40%

dorse plug -and -play:'

The story explained that Thomson

30%

Consumer Electronics has called upon

20%

the FCC to expedite its approval of plug10%

0%

and -play connectivity standards for
cable -ready digital TV sets. A Thomson
Cable stations

Broadcast
stations

Networks

over -the -air DTV reception with broadcasters, who he said have a "lack of com-

Station type

SOURCE: TrendWatch

spokesman also placed blame for poor

www. trendwatch. corn

mitment" to full power broadcasting.

"We anticipate that the majority of

14
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consumers who will be shopping for
HDTV sets will be expecting cable ready products that work seamlessly

could be forgiven for their apparent
lack of interest in the data opportu-

with existing cable networks,"

nore the reality that PSIP is the only
form of data broadcasting universally

Thomson's David Arland wrote to W.
Kenneth Ferree, the chief of

the FCC's media bureau,
adding that, to meet this
expectation, the commission needed to adopt the

nity. However, broadcasters cannot ig-

and only when the receiver handles
the data properly.
Bottom line, if broadcasters cannot
get this right, all of the opportunities
to exploit data broadcasting are irrel-

evant. To assist broad-

Programmed
multichannel audio
program video
closed captions
graphics and sprites
synchronous data

pending HDTV plug -and play agreement.

Periodic
asynchronous data
(related to programmed)
subscription services
data carousel
teletext
Web -based services

Opportunistic
puted IP packets
)aging services
Web -based services

mentations, the ATSC has

published

a recommended practice (A-69)

for implementation of
the PSIP standard (A-65);

Multiple bit streams
variable and fixed bit rate encodings

On Sept. 10, the FCC

casters with PSIP imple-

a link is provided in the

adopted the plug -and -play

Web links associated with
this article.

cable rules that Thomson
was lobbying for. As for the

Unfortunately, just get-

power level issue, one

ting PSIP right is not

might conclude that it really

enough to help broadcasters exploit the data broad-

doesn't matter; broadcasters continue to expect cable

MPEG-2 transpo-t packets
approximately 19Mb/s

and DBS to deliver their
content to the masses.

of standards for data

The aspect of this story that

Figure 1. The three categories of data that would be car-

is relevant to this column,
however, is the response to

ried in the ATSC transport multiplex are programmed,
periodic and opportunistic.

the newsletter story about Thomson that
was printed in the August issue of Broadcast Engineering: "The DTV Reception

Debate." The response from Pete
Putman called into question the validity of Thomson's daim that low power
levels are a major impediment to successful reception of DTV broadcasts,
suggesting that problems with reception often stem from the way PSIP is
sent out, rather than from RF. He advised Thomson to take a stance on the
PSIP broadcasters are sending out. As
he said, "Many broadcasters don't do

this, and PSIP is what makes DTV
more user-friendly."

The PSIP problem
Earlier I noted that broadcasters

supported by ATSC receivers (even if
it is a very small universe). PSIP is a

broadcasting built around

A-90, the core standard.

There is no guarantee,

nately, many broadcasters, not to men-

however, that these standards will be
supported in a "DTV-ready" receiver.
The FCC mandate to include ATSC
tuners in new receivers only requires
them to deal with 8-VSB modulation

tion receiver manufacturers, have

and the decoders necessary for

made little effort to get it right.
At the heart of PSIP one will find a
bunch of tables that tell the receiver
how to deal with various components
of a station's ATSC transport stream.

MPEG-2 video and AC3 audio. The

fundamental requirement to make
DTV broadcasting work. Unfortu-

One such table carries the program
guide information central to the digital multichannel services offered by
cable and DBS. Broadcasters can depend on ATSC receivers to receive the
PSIP broadcasts that guide viewers to

FCC does not require support for
PSIP, much less any of the data broadcast standards.

Adding to the dilemma, it is more
likely that new digital receivers will
implement the standards being used
by cable or DBS. These multichannel
systems may not be required to deliver

any data from broadcasters, except
perhaps for data specifically associated

their programs, but only if they with a carried program.
implement the standard properly,

Web links
"Beyond The Headlines" story on Thomson:

editoriallindustryclick.com/microsites/
index.asp?srid=11266&pageid=7414&siteid=15&magazineid=158&srtype=1#thomson

August Broadcast Engineering story: "The DTV Reception Debate."
broadcastengineering.primediabusiness.com/ar/

broadcasting dtv reception debate/index.htm
"Program and System Information Protocol Implementation Guidelines for
Broadcasters"www.atsc.org/standards/a 69.pdf
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casting opportunity. The
ATSC has created a suite

broadcastengineering.com

Opportunistic datacasting
We have known for more than a
decade that digital broadcasting offers the opportunity to deliver more
than the video and audio program
streams associated with the analog
television service. Early in the standards setting process there were discussions about the ability to deliver
data services alongside traditional
TV programming.
OCTOBER 2003

The Clear
Difference

The DPA 4066 microphone is designed for exceptional sound and comfort. Successful
professionals such as Linda Kruse, a model, actress and product demonstrator, choose
the 4066 for Its highly articulate sound and adjustable headband.
The versatile 4066 is compatible with most all wireless and hard -wired systems and built to

perform with utmost reliability. The low profile microphone boom detaches for easy
mounting on either the left or right side and can be quickly adjusted for a comfortable fit.
For broadcast and theatrical applications and conference presentations and worship
environments, the DPA 4066 provides a clear difference in sound quality, flexibility and
ease -of -use.
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For more information call 1.866.DPA.MICS or visit www.dpamicrophones.com.
DPA Microphones, Inc. info-usa@dpamicrophones.com
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Attn: Anton Bauer Users

The term opportunistic data became
part of the vernacular by the late '90s

The Azden 1000URX-AB UHF receiver

- perhaps because of efforts by this

is a 1000URX receiver pre -assembled

author to evangelize the data broadcast-

ing opportunity. In a paper delivered

into the Anton Bauer "Gold Mount"

at a 1997 SMPTE Conference, I defined

for easy and secure mounting to your

UHF channels in the 723-735MHz

three categories of data that would be
carried in the ATSC transport multiplex: programmed, periodic and opportunistic (see Figure 1 on page 16).
While the concepts outlined in that
1997 paper have been standardized,
implemented and deployed, the oppor-

range. For complete features and

tunity has been ignored ... perhaps lost.

camera. Designed to perform at
broadcast -quality levels, this true

diversity receiver with 2 complete
front -ends, has 121 user -selectable

Cable and DBS services are rapidly
deploying set -top boxes with the core
technologies to exploit the data broad-

specifications visit our website:
www.azden.com.

cast opportunity: local data and pro-

gram caching to a hard disk drive
(a.k.a. a PVR or DVR) and the ability

to transform bits delivered to cache
into services that can be displayed on
the attached TV.

Dish networks recently upped the
ante by offering a PVR-enabled STB as

part of their standard "free" hardware

packages. They understand that the

Here's what Buck McNeely, of the

ability to broadcast data to local cache
is the most important tool in the arsenal of weapons needed to compete with
localized cable services. For example,
localized weather on demand is now a
reality for many DBS subscribers.
This is becoming a tired refrain, but
broadcasters have the ability to compete with the multichannel services, if

TV Show "THE OUTDOORSMAN WITH

BUCK MCNEELY" has to say about
the 1000:
"My choice of wireless microphones is the
AZDEN 1000 series. I can mount up to 2
receivers in line between the camera body
and the battery on the gold mount adapter
and it's powered by the attached battery
with little noticeable extra drain. We have
hundreds of channel options and appreciate
the clear reception and range these Azden

cynamic or phantom -

they choose to do so. There are three
steps to exploiting the opportunity:
1. Ask Congress for the opportunity
to create a competitive multichannel
service in the broadcast spectrum.
2. Develop a reliable infrastructure
for delivery of bits in every market.
3. Create a platform that is competitive with those offered by the other
multichannel services -a platform that
will allow content to be broadcast to
cache for asynchronous consumption.
Broadcasters need to think of DTV

pow ran mics

as an opportunistic way to rebuild

3od'pack transmitter
11003BT) will reduced
current -drain for

units deliver"

inpuoved beery life,
is mailable with

Recently selected by Ikegami and
Panasonic for their new "Slot -In"
cameras, (model 1000URX-Si), the
1000 Series is the result of years of
development by Azden in the field of
high quality audio for video.

AzdEn EX -5022H, Sony

ECM -44)1 cr ECM -55H.

Recently reduced in price, contact your
professional equipment supplier, many
of whom are linked at our website.

Plug-in XLR transmitter
(10011XTI worF s with

their business.

AZDEN
E -Mail: azdenus@azden.com
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P.O. Box 10, Franklin SquarE, NY 11010

(516) 328-7500 FAX: (E16) 328.7506

Web site:
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www.azden.com

Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant
at Pcube Labs, and he hosts and moderates the OpenDTV Forum.
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Our competitors don't know Jack.
Meet Jack - one of ADC's engineering extraordinaires. Brilliant, brainy and
innovative, Jack and our engineers are the reason why ADC's audio, video, and data

products are technology leaders. With unique features like our high -definition Midsized
(MVJ) Video Jack's patented tuning fins, environmentally -sealed casing, and 15 -year warran-

ty, you don't have to sacrifice electrical performance for mechanical reliability. Though competitors may

pursue our lead, the fact is they can't beat our ingenuity. And when it comes to jacks, they don't know Jack

Schmidt. Invest in the best for your network, and find out why more

engineers choose ADC. Call us at 1.800.366.3891, ext. 73784 or
I

visit www.adc.com/jack today.
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Political
Broadcasting 101
BY HARRY C. MARTIN

Whether you are in
California
or
Maine, it's election
season again. Here is a brief review of
applicable law and regulation governing access to time by political candidates.

Right to access. The political broad-

cast rules require stations to provide
federal candidates reasonable access to

to equal opportunity obligations.

under any of these exceptions, then

advertisement related to the candidate's
campaign. Bonus spots provided to advertisers must be factored into calculation of lowest unit rate.

the appearance may be what the FCC
calls a "use," in which case the door
would be opened to all other legally
qualified candidates who may want
equal time. Once the first use has oc-

two- or three -candidate race, these
rules can be troublesome. Consider
California this year, where at last
count there were more than 130 an -

However, if a candidate's appearance,
either by voice or picture, does not fall

their facilities. State and local candidates do not have the same right of access. Indeed, no station licensee is required to permit the use of its facilities
by any legally qualified candidate for
state or local public office. However, if
a licensee permits any such candidate
to use its facilities, it must afford equal
opportunities to all other candidates for
that office. And that candidate may say
or show whatever he or she wants. The

licensee cannot censor any of a
candidate's broadcast material.

Qualifying uses. Certain appearances by a candidate do not count as a
"use" of broadcast facilities and do not
trigger the equal opportunity requirement. For example, appearances in a

bona fide newscast, news interview,
news documentary (if the appearance
of the candidate is incidental to the pre-

The political broadcast rules require stations to
provide federal candidates reasonable access to
their facilities, but state and local candidates do
noth
have
same rg

curred, a broadcaster must accommodate other legally qualified candidates
who request time within a week after
the first use.
Recordkeeping. Every licensee must
keep and permit public inspection of
a complete record of all requests for
broadcast time made by or on behalf

of a candidate for public office, together with an appropriate notation
showing the disposition made by the
licensee of such requests, and the
charges made, if any, if the request is
granted. Unlike other parts of the pub-

mentary), and on -the -spot coverage of
bona fide news events do not give rise

lic inspection file, a licensee whose
main studio is outside its community

is the dea
e or
filing with the FCC the biennial
ownership reports, and for the
placement of annual EEO reports in
the public file, for TV stations in the
1

following states: Alabama,
Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia,
Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota,
Montana, New Hampshire, North
Dakota, Rhode Island, South
Pakota and Verm©nt.
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sentation of the subject of the docu-

Trmber

Special California issues. In even a

of license does not have to honor telephone requests for photocopies of the
political file.
Lowest unit charge. During the 45
days preceding the date of a primary or
primary runoff election and during the
60 days preceding the date of a general
or special election in which such person is a candidate, a broadcaster cannot
charge a legally qualified candidate more

than the lowest unit charge of the station for the same class and amount of

time for the same period for any

broadcastengineering.com

nounced candidates for governor. By
taking one candidate's spots, stations

will open the door to 129 potential
equal time requests.
In California there is another perplexing twist: As a technical matter, the

current governor, who is the subject
of the recall election, is technically not
himself a candidate as far as California is concerned. Does the governor
then qualify as a candidate for FCC
purposes? The commission has taken
the position in the past that a person
who is subject to recall is a candidate
under the FCC's rules if the candidates

to replace him appear on the same
ballot as the recall.
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Harry C. Martin is an attorney with Fletcher,
Heald & Hildreth PLC, Arlington, VA.
SEND

Send questions and comments to:

harry_martin@primediabusiness.com
.4.1111.7\

View an online
product demo
/-` whenever you
see this logo.
www.broadcastengineering.com
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LIVE FROM LONDON

IMAGES FROM ISLAMABAD

REPORT FROM R

TRACKING DOWN THE STORY MIGHT BE HARD.
SENDING IT WON'T.
Unfortunately, the places in the world that make news don't always build the best local communications networks.
Which can be a bit of a problem for reporters and broadcasters, especially when love transmissions or urgent news

updates are demanded. But, fortunately, Inmarsat has the answer. Or rather, a range of them. Our unique network
covers almost the entire globe, with an unrivalled record for reliability And offers a full suite of Inmarsat Global Area

Network solutions, including high-speed voice, data and video transmission;

web access; e-mail and fax. To find out how we can help make sure your

stories get across, just visit our website at www.inmarsat.com/media
an Inmanat ventures company

Wherever. Whenever.

02003 Inmarsat Ltd. Alt rights reserved.
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Encoding
closed captions for
digital television
BY DANNA BETHLEHEM

I

I
0

Illhe broadcasting industry is

in a state of transition from
analog to digital television,
and further down the road, to high definition TV. As part of this transition, closed captions must also be converted for service with digital. Closed
captions, which are encoded in line 21

of the NTSC TV signal, display the
dialogue, narration and sound effects
of a TV program. Viewers can choose
whether or not to display closed captions by using a decoder built into or

attached to a television set, which
"opens" the captions and shows them
on the TV screen.

The move to digital TV and the
implementation of closed captions

people in the United States who speak
English as a second language (ESL).

Studies show that captions can dramatically improve English vocabulary

and comprehension among the ESL
population. And, of course, closed

and CC2) at 250 words per minute,
we have hit the limit of what can be
transmitted. There's no room for text
or Internet data. EIA-708 increases the
data rate by 16 times.

captioning is a crucial aid for the hard-

EIA-608 captioning

of -hearing population, the group for
which the FCC regulation was originally intended.

Closed caption data is included in
the vertical blanking interval (VBI)
section of the NTSC analog TV signal, a part of the signal not displayed

The transition to digital TV

tion to full digital environments, all

on TV screens. The VBI can also contain other signal information, such as
teletext, time codes, and program delivery controls.
Production houses and TV studios
take the closed caption data, encode

programming will have to support the

it with the TV signal, and send the

The closed caption standard used today is EIA-608, which specifies the use
of closed captions in analog TV signals. As TV stations begin the transi-

integrated TV signal to broadcasters
for transmission.
This composite analog TV signal is
fed into an MPEG encoding board,

Broadcasters and producers are
increasingly recognizing the real market
which extracts the closed caption
need for closed captions. stream and compresses the TV signal.
has been part of an effort by the Federal Communications Commission.

The group has mandated both requirements and forced broadcasters
to adjust.

Reaching out with
closed captions

digital closed caption format, EIA-708.

In the interim period, encoding and
broadcasting equipment will have to
support closed captions in both formats. The move from EIA-608 (ana-

and outputs an MPEG-1 or MPEG-

log) to EIA-708B (digital) brings with
it many improvements. For example,

EIA-708B captioning

closed captions, broadcasters and pro-

viewers at home will be able to control the size of the caption text. EIA708 also offers many more letters and
symbols, as well as support for mul-

ducers, supported by consumer re-

tiple fonts and colors for text and

search, are recognizing that there is a

backgrounds. The traditional black

market need for them. Increasingly

box background can be replaced by a

available on videos and DVDs, closed
captioning serves a need in noisy environments, such as airports, where TV
monitors provide ongoing public ser-

colored box, or done away with en-

Although legislation has been the
major impetus for the adoption of

tirely in favor of edged or drop -shadowed text.

vice information. Closed captioning

In addition, DTV captions contain
more information. Currently, if we

has also benefited the nearly 32 million

caption a show in two languages (CC I

22

It then multiplexes the closed caption
signal and the encoded MPEG stream

broadcastengineering.com

2 stream that includes the closed
caption signal.

As mentioned before, analog closed
caption data is located in the VBI of
the analog stream. Digital TV signals
do not have a vertical blanking interval. The digital EIA-708B standard
offers an alternate way of including
existing analog closed captions in the
digital signal by transcoding or converting EIA-608 data to the EIA 708
standard via a closed caption conversion box that can receive either format. This saves production houses
and studios from having to reproduce
existing closed caption data in 708
OCTOBER 2003

MULTIPLE FORMATS IN TIMEt
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HD EXPANDABLE
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format from scratch. In Figure 1, an
analog signal containing CC 608 data
is simultaneously fed into an MPEG
encoding board and a closed caption

the MPEG encoder compresses the
composite TV signal into MPEG. The

MPEG signal and the 708 data are
then multiplexed and output as an

DTV receivers. When a larger number of consumers have receivers that
are able to receive DTV signals, there
will be more pressure on producers

and broadcasters to include native
EIA-708 closed captions.

No time to waste
+ CC EIA-608

MPEG +

Encoder

Composite input

CC 708

F

Given the regulatory pressure to pro-

duce new programming with digital
closed captions based on the EIA-708B
MPEG encoder

RS -232

CC 608

CC 708

CC extractor
Host

CC receiver

standard, producers and broadcasters
should be seriously thinking how to
make this move. Although investing

in new equipment may involve a

Figure 1. An analog TV signal that contains CC 608 data is fed into an
MPEG encoder and a closed caption extractor box, then to a CC receiver that converts the 608 data to 708 format.

learning curve and a capital investment, there is no doubt that the end
product, in terms of quality and benefits for consumers, will be superior

extractor box. The closed caption ex-

to that available today.

MPEG-1 or MPEG-2 stream.

tractor separates the CC data from

Today, most DTV content still relies

the composite signal and feeds it into
a closed caption receiver for conversion to the 708 format. Meanwhile,

on EIA-608 captions that have been
converted to 708 format, mainly because of the small consumer base of

BE

Danna Bethlehem is the publications and
online marketing manager for Optibase.

Rainbow
Network
Communications is a full service
network programming origination and distribution company
supplying an array of technical
services to the cable and broadcast industry. From program
origination to satellite services,
our experience in program
delivery is unparalleled in the
industry.
Network Program Origination
High Definition E Standard
Definition
Satellite Transponder
Compression Services

Uplinking and Downlinking
Services

Rainbow Network Communications
Leader In Transmission Services

Studio Production
VOD Encoding Services
Linear and Non -Linear Editing
Mobile Ku -Truck Operations
Data Delivery Services

rs

xkINBOW

NETWORK COMMUNICATIONS

62o Hicksville Road
Bethpage, NY 11714
516-803-4914

FAX 516-803-4924

See our web page at
www.RNCNetwork.com
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The new DV 15 Fluid Head is the perfect combination with any
digital ENG camcorder. It is yet ano:her example of Sachtler's

proven quality be ng used to support the new gene-ation of
cameras. And with is central lockir g fc r immediate leg release, tie
new Hot Pod C F is the fastest tripod in the world. Its maintenance free pneumatic gas spring effortlessly ifs the camera over six feet
high. So why wait? Optimize your aquipment now. With Sachtler!
www.sachtler.com

sachtler
corporation of america
55, North Main Street
Freeport, N.Y. 11520
Phone: (516) 867 4900
Fax: (516) 623 6844
email sachtlerUS@aol.com

3316, West Victory Blvd., Burbank. C. 91505
Phone: (818) 845-4446
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Digitizing
audio
BY MICHAEL ROBIN

irhe world around us is analog. Our perception mecha-

,-

nism is also analog. Standard audio transducers such as the
microphone and the loudAmp itude
speaker are analog devices.
A

medium inherently introduces undesirable electrical signal impairments
(linear distortions, nonlinear distortions and noise), which have a direct

analog chain depends on the individual

performance and number of discrete
components assembled in a typical operational configuration (the medium).

Sampling pulses

Sound perception of hu-

mans occupies about 20 octaves extending from 20Hz

Amp itude
A

to 20kHz.

Sampled signal (PAM)

0- Time

Why digital audio?
In an analog system, the infinite number of discrete elec-

Amplitude

A

trical signal amplitudes that
the microphone produces (the
information) are amplified to
a suitable level for further pro-

Amplitude
modulator

Audio signal

Time
Time

cessing such as mixing, recording, transmission and re-

production. The signal processing is essentially a transmission medium that carries

Figure 1. The sampling process consists of multiplying the analog audio signal with a
stream of repetitive pulses. This is equivalent to a pulse amplitude modulation (PAM)
process, which is represented here in the time domain.

the original signal from the source (the

effect on the reproduced audio quality.

This puts a limit to the number of

sound captured by the microphone)
to the destination (the listener). The

These impairments are additive, and
the overall performance of a complete

stages that an analog audio signal can

RAB

Brin in HD int h= hm

Installation of STBs with HD capability rising
35%

35%

impaired to be acceptable.
Many analog signal -handling difficulties can be eliminated if the analog
signal is digitized prior to modulation

and transmission. In a digital audio
system, the original analog information is converted to a digital represen-

tation. This information is in binary
form. Essentially, the signal has two

30%

well-defined states: zero and one. Undesirable medium -generated impairments affect the digital electrical signal in a manner similar to the one affecting the analog signal. They have,
however, no effect on the information

25%
17%

20%
15%
10%

as long as the receiver can distinctly
recognize the two levels. The result is

5%
0%

2003

2005

SOURCE: Kagan World Media
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pass through before it becomes too

broadcastengineering.com

that the message distortion is re-

2007

stricted only to the analog -to -digital
www. kagan. corn

(A/D) and digital -to -analog (D/A)
tandem process, thereby improving
OCTOBER 2003
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Amplitude
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from the same master clock)

Audio signal spectrum

A

with the video sampling

0

frequencies.
Amplitude
A

CO

Sampled audio signal spectrum

Quantizing
considerations

F

Fmax

The samples are further

processed by assigning
Amplitude Sampling frequency spectrum
Amplitude
modulator

F

t Fs

2F5

3F,

value. This process is called

4F5

quantizing. Quantizing divides up the sampled volt-

Fs-Fmax
Fs+Fmax
F

Fs

2Fs

3Fs

them a binary number approximating their sampled

age range into 2"-1 quantizing intervals, where n is the

4Fs

Figure 2. The pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) process is represented here in the
frequency domain. In this idealized case, the sampling frequency (F=1/11) is considerably higher than the sampled frequency, and the sampling pulse duration is close
to zero.

number of bits per sample
(sampling resolution). For
example, an 8 -bit system
can identify 28 = 256 dis-

the transparency. The transparency is

use a sampling frequency of 44.1kHz.

crete sampled signal values (255 quan-

maintained as long as the SNR is

Sampling 20kHz bandwidth analog
audio signals at 44.1kHz requires a

tizing intervals). This is the case of a
signal with an amplitude occupying
the whole quantizing range.

within some medium -related values
beyond which the "cliff effect" occurs
and the transmission shuts off.

20kHz low-pass filter between the analog input and the A/D converter. Well designed filters avoid interference be-

Sampling considerations

tween the baseband audio and the

Sampling is the first step towards
digitizing audio signals. It consists of
measuring the analog audio waveform

amplitude at periodic intervals, T.
The main concern is to represent the
original analog values with adequate
precision. The measurement

sampled PAM spectrum, which would
result in aliasing. Even so, many purists claim that a 20kHz low-pass filter
gives rise to overshoot, ringing and related audio distortions, which to some

are unacceptable. For this and other

accuracy depends on the
sampling frequency. The
sampling frequency has to be

at least twice the maximum
audio frequency, preferably
higher.

Left channel
analog audio
input

Low -amplitude audio signals would be

quantized with considerably fewer discrete levels, resulting in significant quantizing errors. These quantizing errors are
correlated with the signal and perceived

as distortion. With higher level signals,

the quantizing errors are uncorrelated
with the signal and perceived as random
noise. The quantizing errors can be re-

24+1 wins

20kHz

low-pass
filter

x

20kHz

low-pass
filter

Left channel
analog audio
output

Sampling

reference

The sampling process
consists of multiplying the
analog audio signal with a
stream of repetitive pulses.

Right channel
analog audio
input

This is equivalent to a

201cH7

low-tfa;t,
filter

20kHz

12/

low-pass
filter

Right channel
analog audio
output

24+1 wins

pulse amplitude modula-

Figure 3. This simplified block diagram illustrates a stereophonic digital audio systion (PAM) process. Figure tem consisting of an ADC, a DAC and a transport medium. In this diagram, the digital
1 on page 26 represents this audio is in its bit -parallel native format.
process in the time domain,
and Figure 2 represents it in the fre- reasons, studio operations are carried duced by increasing the number of bits
quency domain. In this idealized case, out at a 48kHz sampling rate. Using per sample as well as the sampling frethe sampling frequency (Fs=1/T) is both sampling frequencies in a studio quency (oversampling).
considerably higher than the sampled environment requires sample -rate conEarly digital audio equipment (e.g.
frequency, and the sampling pulse du- verters. In addition, in a digital televi- CD technology) uses 16 bits (65,535
ration is close to zero.
sion studio, the audio sampling fre- quantizing intervals). Current high For historical reasons, CD recordings quencies have to be coherent (derived quality studio equipment uses 20 bits
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Axon is recognized as a market
leader in:
V:deo and audio D/A conversion
iMPEG-2 over IP

Compliance recording/video air check
V deo and audio processing
Synchronizing
Audio delay
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Audio shuffling

Analog and digital video isolating

Dolby E processing
Video and audio A/D conversion

Fiber optic conversion

Legalizing
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As pioneers in the industry, we
meet not only today's standards,
but also take an active role in

formulating those of tomorrow.
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Overall performance
considerations
The formula expressing the SNR of
a digital audio system is:
SNR (dB) = 6.02n + 1.76 + 10 logic,

oversampling increases the SNR by

self -clocking single -cable format, now

6dB.

universally used. We will describe
this format in a future article. BE

Transporting digital
audio signals
Figure 3 on page 28 shows a simpli-

and Fs ensure a better SNR. At n=24,

fied block diagram of a stereophonic
digital audio system consisting of an
ADC, a DAC and a transport medium.
In this basic diagram, the digital audio is in its bit -parallel native format.
Assuming a 24 -bit accuracy, each of
the two signals would be transported
by 24 pairs of wires (one pair per bit)
plus an additional pair for the clock
signal. This calls for a heavy cable

F5=48kHz and F max=20kHz, the SNR

and connector. Early equipment

is 151.24dB. A 6dB SNR improve-

worked in this manner.
This works well in simple operational environments but not in a large

(Fs/2Fmax)

where n is the number of bits per

H

sample, Fs the sampling frequency in

0

Hz and F. the maximum (low-pass
filtered) baseband frequency in Hz.
It is evident that higher values of n

ment is obtained for every additional bit at a given Fs. Over -sam-

pling improves the A/D and D/A
performance by reducing the quantizing errors and aliasing component

installation. For large installations, the
digital signals are distributed using the
AES/EBU bit -serial digital audio sig-

Michael Robin, a fellow of the SMPTE and
former engineer with the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.'s engineering headquarters, is an independent broadcast consultant located in Montreal, Canada. He is coauthor of Digital Television Fundamentals,
published by McGraw-Hill, and recently
translated into Chinese and Japanese.
Send questions and comments to:
SE JD

michael robin@primediabusiness.com
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amplitudes. At a given n, 4x nal distribution format. This is a
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High-speed

networks
BY BRAD GILMER

lipust what constitutes a high-

speed network depends
upon your point of view. If
you are running a 10Base-T network
using a simple hub, then a 100Base-T
network using switches will be a major
O

step up. If you currently have a 100BaseT network but feel the need for speed, a

fiber -based Gigabit Ethernet network
may be in your future.

the network in five years ago, no one
used it. Even a couple of years ago,
people were still exchanging files using CD-ROM. But now, the network
has slowed down enough that they're
using CD-ROM because they have to.
What to do?
The first thing I would do is replace
the hubs with switches. For a small
amount of money, you can replace all

When you start shopping for
Ethernet switches, you will find that
you cannot purchase a 10Mb switch
anymore. You have to buy a 10/100Mb

switch. 10/100 means that the switch
will automatically sense the speed capabilities of the network interface card

(NIC) connected to each port. Users
may connect a mixture of 10Base-T
and 100Base-T NICs to the switch.

The networking industry has been
trying hard to make these upgrades as
painless as possible. Let's say you cur-

Just what constitutes a high-speed network

rently have a 10Base-T network in
your facility that's been around for a

depends upon your point of view.

while, and you would like to upgrade
it without breaking the bank.

The current network consists of
three interconnected hubs with two
servers and 12 workstations. One of
the servers is used to store graphics
that have been generated by the art
department until they can be moved
to the on -air systems in news. Your
Daisy -chained
10Base-T hubs
Server 1

Hub 1

Workstation 1
Workstation 2
Workstation 3

three hubs with a single Ethernet

(See Figure 2 on page 34.)

switch. Switches are fundamentally
different from hubs. Hubs connect all
computers together. When one computer talks, all the computers on the

To upgrade your network, all you have
to do is install the 10/100 switch in place

network "hear" that computer,
whether it is talking to them or not.
(See Figure 1.) If two workstations

workstations or servers are 10/100

want to exchange some files while another workstation is moving a big file
onto the server, the workstations will

your cables. If they are not CAT -5, then
you may not be able to get reliable per-

have to compete for available network bandwidth.
On the other hand, switches provide

switch. Traffic is switched from one

Workstation 9

Figure 1. A typical older 10Base-T in-

stallation.All workstations "hear" all
other workstations on the network.

users have been complaining that
transfer times have been getting very
long lately, and that overall network
performance is suffering. Upon further investigation, you find that people
are now really using the network in
everyday production. When you put

32

compatible. Second, you should check

formance at 100Mb/s, even though the
card in the workstation, and the switch,
are both 10/100. You may have to up-

grade your cabling to get the higher

a dedicated 10Base-T connection network speeds. Remember that using
from each computer back to the telephone cable or other non -network

Hub 2

11111111

of the three older hubs. But, of course,
nothing in life is easy. You will need to
check to see if any of the cards in your

port to another on a packet -by -packet
basis. This means that in the example
above, the two computers involved in
a peer -to -peer transfer can do so at full
bandwidth without "hearing" the traf-

fic generated by the workstation engaged in a file transfer to the server.
The switch does this by reading the
Ethernet packet headers to determine

the destination for the packet, and
then switching the packet to its desti-

nation port without having to read
through the entire packet.

broadcastengineering.com

cabling can cause you headaches. The
switch will not detect that you are using the wrong cable. If you have a 10/
100 NIC, the switch will try to operate
in 100Base-T mode, but will have a very

high error rate resulting in slow network connections and many time-out
messages (if it works at all).

One of the nice things about having
10/100 -compatible equipment is that
you can upgrade your network a piece
at a time. If you determine that your
servers are a choke point, then you can
buy 10/100 cards for them too, but you
OCTOBER 2003
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have the flexibility to leave the workstations with their old 10Base-T cards
if you like.

If you move everything from
10Base-T to 100Base-T, it is likely that

the new configuration will be more

I
I-

than 10 times faster than the old one.
Why would that be? The old network
operated at 10Mb/s; the upgraded network operates at 100Mb/s, 10 times
faster. The answer lies in the difference

between a hub and a switch. Because
the switch gives each computer a dedicated full -bandwidth connection, and
workstations and servers never "hear"

traffic from another port, they will
never encounter a collision.
If your 10Base-T network is really

overloaded, then throughput across
the network will be severely limited.

network are 10/100 capable. Also, it is

still possible to hit major bandwidth
limitations either because of limits in
switch bandwidth or because of limits on connectivity to a high -demand
destination on your network, such as
a server or Internet firewall.
So what is the difference between a
switch that costs $10 per port and one
that costs $150 per port? Why do large

organizations continue to purchase
more expensive switches? There are

Dual

Server

Gigabit
Ethernet
switch

to CAT -6 cable. If you need longer distance, or electrical isolation, Gig -E supports fiber as well as unshielded twisted

may not experience as big a jump in

agement Protocol (SNMP). SNMP allows a network engineer to use tools
to look at the performance of network

in moving from a 10Base-T hub to a
100Base-T switch because you are already in a switched environment and
do not have problems with collisions
on your existing 100Base-T network

components from his desktop. You

Let's assume you replace your
100Base-T switch with a new Gig -E
switch and CAT -6 cable. Everyone is
happy for a few minutes until they no-

now come with a management interface you can access with a Web browser,

Workstation 9
(Gigabit Ethernet)

Figure 2. A multimode Gigabit Ethernet switch
allows the user to mix 10Base-T and 100Base-T
with Gigabit Ethernet on the same switch.

speed, relatively speaking, as you would

size of your network.
Many network products

A

from 100Base-T to Gig -E switches, you

tools, depending on the

1100Base-T)

must frequently wait for an opportunity to transmit their packets. Also, in

tors, but may require you to upgrade

agement, usually operating over the
network using Simple Network Man-

Workstation 2

Talk time is seldom available and NICs

above applies just as well to moving up
from 100Base-T to Gigabit Ethernet or
Gig -E. Gig -E still uses RJ-45 connec-

pair (UTP) cable. If you are moving

may or may not need these

gigabit fiber

100Base-T network in place. The good

news is that much of what is written

two main answers. First, more expensive switches come with network man-

Workstation 1
(10Base-T)

Server ME

performance. If you are charged with
increasing the speed of a post -production network, you may already have a

making management un-

tice that even with a Gig -E NIC card in
the server, things are still too slow. Af-

necessary for most small -

ter a little checking you discover the
problem. Your workstations with new

to medium-sized net-

Gig -E cards are running the Gig -E card

works. The second reason

in your server out of bandwidth. (Yes,
this is possible, even though it might
seem that 1Gb/s is a lot of bandwidth.)
As soon as people start moving high-

a switch may be much

more expensive is because
of the device's backbone bandwidth.
If a 10 -port 10/100 switch has a back-

res moving video in and out of the

bone bandwidth of 100Mb/s, guess what

a hub -based network, when an

server, new bottlenecks will appear. We

- assuming equal loading on all

have one last trick available in this

Ethernet collision occurs, the NIC card

ports, each port will get a real throughput of 10Mb/s, in spite of the fact that

month's column. If your server NIC is
the culprit, check to see if your server
operating system supports aggregating
bandwidth across multiple NIC cards.

is forced to wait a random amount of
time before attempting to resend. This
algorithm works very well on lightly
loaded networks, but things slow to a
crawl when network utilization becomes more than about 75 percent. So,
if your old network was running at 80

percent utilization, your effective
throughput might have been somewhere around 4Mb/s - a long way
from 10Mb/s. Moving to a 100Base-T
switched network likely will get you

throughput in the range of 70- to
80Mb/s. But remember, you will only
see this performance improvement if

the connection will support a
throughput of 100Mb/s. For a 10 -port
100Mb/s switch to provide 100Mb/s

to each port (less actually, due to
Ethernet overhead), the switch must
have a backplane bandwidth of 1Gb/
s. Switch designers take a number of

approaches to keep bandwidth requirements from spiraling out of sight
in large commercial switches, but you
can see that there can be some major
performance differences between different switches with the same 10/100
label on the box.

your original network was heavily

There are still a couple of other

saturated, and if the new cards on your

things we can do to increase network

34
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Most do. Drop another Gig -E NIC card
in your server, and the bottleneck will
go away. Of course, now you probably

have bandwidth limitations caused
somewhere else in the network (like the
server backbone), but that is an article

for another month.

BE

Brad Gilmer is president of Gilmer &
Associates, executive director of the AAF
Association and executive director of the
Video Services Forum.
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Send questions and comments to:

brad gilmer@primethabusiness.com
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Animating
the
rabbit and the duck
BY L. T. MARTIN
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After a disappointing
shortage of summer

"Gattaca") decided he wanted to be

Framed Roger Rabbit?") precisely re-

able to keep track of every single

comedies, next month
moviegoers will be treated to a mix ture of live action and animation as
Warner Bros. Studio releases "Looney
Tunes: Back in Action." Director Joe
Dante ("Gremlins" and "The Howl ing") has recaptured the spirit of the
classic Termite Terrace animation by
combining hand -drawn characters,

frame, from camera negative through
high -definition dailies to final release
print. By assigning a unique number
to each frame and camera roll, he was
able to let the editors cut the film the
way they normally would, while at the

peat every camera move while adding or subtracting animated or live
action elements.

including Bugs Bunny and Daffy Duck

(both voiced by Joe Alaskey), with
sophisticated computer- generated

same time ensuring that each frame
of every element could be accessed at

any time during the effects creation
process in preparation for the inevitable last-minute changes. This dedicated frame identification was locked

For example, in the first "action
pass," Fraser could act out a scene
playing against a puppeteer manipu-

lating a foam rubber Bugs Bunny
mock-up, something called a "stuffy."
This gave the animators a reference to

establish the proper line of eye contact between the star and that"wascally
wabbit." In fact, for tight close-ups that

effects to inflict their gags upon a full

with each take so that even the final

couldn't accommodate a whole stuffy
in the frame, two eyeballs stuck on the

cast of human actors headlined by
Brendan Fraser, Jenna

assemble list generated by the Avid DS

end of sticks would suffice to let
Fraser know how to look at his cot-

Elfman, Timothy Dalton
and Heather Locklear.

ton -tailed co-star.

As usual, the plot -

Then Dante would call for a "clean
pass," repeating the setup of angles

which careens from the
studio's back lot to Las

that included both Fraser and the ani-

Vegas, Paris and even the

out the stand-in stuffy. With the

jungles of Africa in a

motion control rig precisely repeat-

search for the mythical
Blue Monkey Diamond
- is subordinated to the
rapid-fire salvo of sight

take helped the animators minimize

gags. In an even more ambitious interweaving of 2D animation with 3-D live

action than the studio's
own 1996 "Space Jam," the

mated character, but this time with-

ing the camera's movements, this

To combine live action with 2-D animation in
"Looney Tunes: Back in Action:' animators used
a HotGears motion control rig made by Salamati
Productions, a Nikon CoolPix digital camera with
a wide fisheye lens, a Wacom Cintiq tablet, the
Avid DS NLE, Apple's Shake, Alias's Maya, and
ink and paint tools from U.S. Animation.

techniques employed at
its animation facilities in Sherman
Oaks, CA, for the film's 1450 visual ef-

fects shots included many new processes made possible by revolutionary
digital production technologies.
Combining live action with elaborate character animation and multilevel backgrounds inherently involves

intensely complex compositing.
Knowing that practically every moment in the film would involve special visual effects, visual effects supervisor Chris Watts ("Pleasantville" and

36

NLE could be referenced to a master
shot database in case they needed to
find any take's original source.
During principle photography, almost every scene was shot up to five
times, with the camera being guided

by a HotGears motion control rig
made by Salamati Productions. Based
on a mechanized 3 -axis pan/tilt head
controlled by a laptop computer, the

the amount of subsequent
rotoscope work needed to remove
the bunny costume before they could
insert the hand -drawn rabbit.

But one of the biggest challenges
when combining live action with 2D animation is maintaining a consistency between the light shining on
the real actors and the artificial highlights later drawn onto the painted
characters. The studio's animation
technicians came up with an intricate
technique to provide their animators

with a reference to recreate this
proper perspective and depth. After
the live action takes were completed
for each scene, the crew repeated the
camera action once again while hold-

motion control rig let director of ing a white ball in the animated
photography Dean Cundey, A. S. C.
(Oscar -nominated for 1988's "Who

broadcastengineering.com

character's position. The reflections
off these balls served as cues for the
OCTOBER 2003
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animation lighters to determine the
angles from which the proper light
sources should come. If the toon had
to interact with computer -generated

mimicking his girl -bunny alter ego,

But perhaps the most visually scin-

O
O

saying, "Usually I play the female love
interest," and then dabbing his mouth
with a napkin. The laughs it garnered

tillating sequence involving hand drawn animation comes when Elmer

0

3-D items in a scene, the motion con-

were disappointing. So during post,
they repurposed a different shot over
the original background that had the

through the Louvre museum in Paris.
As they jump into masterpieces from
different eras, the look of the animation takes on the appearance of each

trol rig would re -choreograph the
camera move focusing on a mirrored

ball in the character's position to bunny wiping lipstick from his
accurately reflect the ambient light
of the surrounding environment.

One of the biggest challenges is maintaining

Then, using a Nikon CoolPix digital

camera with a wide fisheye lens,

0

Watts' team shot at least five high dynamic range (HDR) photos of the set
at opposing 180 -degree angles, brack-

eting the exposure to cover all their

Fudd is chasing Bugs and Daffy

a

consistency between the light shining on the real
actors and the artificial highlights later drawn onto
Mir
the painted characters.

bases. That way, all the illumination in-

formation for each lighting setup was
stored for reference during the anima-

mouth, which made the gag funnier.

great master's signature style. Scott

During the actual animation pro-

tion process, and a proprietary approach called LUMO enabled the
character lighting department to ap-

cess, however, the classical disciplines

ply computer -generated lighting effects to the animated characters for

frame at a time. Animation director

Johnston, the film's artistic coordinator, and his animation team gave Bugs
and Daffy a melting look when they
dove into Salvador Dali's surrealistic
"Persistence of Memory," or the ap-

each scene.
This provided a crucial benefit if the

"Fantasia 2000"), who considers himself Bugs and Daffy's "keeper," supervised the other animators and cleanup
artists while intentionally deciding to
adopt the spirit of the

director decided to repurpose a certain background plate in a situation

of cell animation rule the workflow
because each character is still drawn a

Eric Goldberg ("Pocahontas" and

Chuck Jones classic
and '50s.

tinctive visual style.

to create key character
pose drawings for ani-

mation editors Jason
Tucker and Rick
Finney to follow, but
all of the actual cells

commissary, where Jenna Elfinan has

decided to give Bugs a makeover to
boost his star status. In the original

script, the scene ended with Bugs

38

shower of colored dots after them

system, Goldberg de-

in a long line of classics from the origi-

termined key mo- nators of character -driven animation
ments in the animation action and

sketched them in using PhotoShop on
the Wacom board. This efficiently created a rough animatic they could use

to assess a sequence's timing and to
subsequently screen producers for
their preliminary approval.

broadcastengineering.com

Pointillism technique spews a

ditional pencil and
paper. Using frame
grabs from the edit

were crafted with tra-

One scene takes place in the studio

Finally, when the duck and rabbit
pop out of George Seurat's "A Sunday on La Grande Jatte," the famed
into the gallery.
That's just one example of the devices that the animators added to the
gags in the original script during production. As with most of the Warner
Bros. Animation legacy, it's a joke inserted just for its own humor's sake.
Hopefully, this will be just one more

created for the film

for which it was not initially intended.

of custom -written software along
with Apple's Shake, Alias's Maya, and

ink and paint tools from U. S. Animation to emulate each artist's dis-

Wacom Cintiq tablet

co-stars.

Johnston's crew used a combination

shorts of the 1940s

Goldberg used a

A foam rubber "stuffy" was used in the first "ac tion pass" to provide live actors a reference to
maintain proper eye contact with th eir animated

pearance of a lithographic print as
they scrambled through ToulouseLautrec's Moulin Rouge posters.

featuring everyone's favorite rabbit
and duck.
BaDeep-BaDeep-BaDeep, That's All
Folks!

BE

L.T. Martin is a post -production consultant
living in the Los Angeles area.
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BY RAUL GUTIERREZ AND JOE FEDELE

MTV Networks

Latin America

-

AtA /new central equipment room at MTV Latin America feeds surrounding

0

nonlinear edit and audio suites. A five -layer Sigma Electronics ADX routing
system controls 34 VTRs and six audio tape recorders.

ften, the benefits of a facility redesign are difficult to quantify. But that

which cover a significant amount of pro-

Room to grow

gramming. The station broadcasts six
localin-cl cable feeds to North, Central

The original edit and production
rooms were spread out over three

isn't the case with MTV Networks Latin
America, which recently completed an

and South America: three for each of the

floors of an office building, with other
offices and administrative spaces in be-

overhaul of its broadcast editing and
reproduction facilities. The benefits are
clear: time and money saved.

network's channels, MTV and Nickelodeon. MTV in Latin America reaches
approximately 30 million households
(including Brazil's separate operation

tween. The network had continually
added editing systems over the years,
but new technologies had always been

To illustrate, prior to the project's
completion, 58 percent of the facility's
work was sent out of house. The over-

New technologies had always been
installed based on individual department needs
rather than on the technological requirements of

haul allowed the facility reduce that

dramatically; now they go out of
house for only 2 percent of the work.
That's a tremendous savings over the
course of a year.

AM

In addition to gaining efficiencies, the

MTV Brasil), while Nickelodeon reaches

network also wanted to position itself
for future growth, as well as standardize

more than 14 million households, including a Portuguese language service

its formats and centralize operations,

exclusive to viewers in Brazil.

broadcastengineering.com

the entire facility.
installed based on individual department needs, rather than on the technological requirements of the entire facility. This was counterproductive for
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same high levels of resilience, all
have hot-swappable cards and
panels and all operate

independently of the on -board PC.

Clear Channel

Calrec solves them.

In short, all Calrec consoles share
the same comprehensive
broadcast specifications essential
for Eve to air production. ft's no
wonder they have the finest

KJRH Ch 2 Tulsa

Whatever your requirements,
Calrec have a solution available
right now
Specialists in broadcast console
design for over 30 years Calrec
provide all the broadcast features
your programme needs, now and
in the future.

reputation for quality
and reliability.

Cahec,Total commitment,
total solution.

Calrec's unique family of digital
production consoles all share the

Powerful, flexible feature set to meet all
programme needs

Embedded control system allowing for
power -up and operation without the PC

Automatic redundant DSP control Hot -swap cards and modules throughout
processor and PSU systems

High input headroom, excellent
audio performance
TEL: 01144 1422 842159

South and Mid West States - TEL: (615) 871 0094

North East States and Canada - TEL: (212) 586 7376
SALES TEL: (310) 544 8388

CNBC
KNSD-TV Ch 39 San Diego
KXAS-TV Ch 41 Dallas
KXTX-TV Ch 39 Dallas
Maryland Public Television
NBC Olympics
NBC Television Network
NEP Supershoote-s, Inc.
Trio Video
Univision Network
WTVJ Ch 6 Florida
WVTM-TV Ch.13 Birmingham

WXYZ Ch 7 Detroit

CALREC AUDIO LTD, NUTCLOUGH MILL, HEBDEN BRIDGE, WEST YORKSHIRE, HX1 8E1, UK

Western States

Calrec Digital 13roadcast
Console Users:

Different applications require
different solutions. Most
manufactuters' limited awareness
of this fact just creates problems.

EMAIL: Mo.wilmer@calrec.com

- ALL cards and panels are removable and
insertable under power
Full system reboot in less than 20 seconds
EMAIL: enquiries@calrec.com

WEB: www.calrec.com

EMAIL: ericj@redwoodweb.com

EMAIL dsimon@studioconsultants.corn
SERVICE TEL: (818) 181 8911

EMAIL: pstech©earthlink.net

several reasons.

hardware and furnishings. Every room

Primarily, these were
stand-alone edit rooms - each
supporting all of the formats we

also has access to any VTR on the floor,
as well as all the hard drive space.

handle. If a machine went down, then
that room was down until the machine
was replaced or repaired. Also, since
usually only one tape format was used

fewer passes on each machine. With
the old system, if five copies of one

The overhaul has also resulted in

and projects in a shared workspace.
The project included building a central equipment room with equipment
racks feeding surrounding nonlinear

edit and audio suites. Because we
handle a high volume of duplication

tape were needed in a Digital requests, the equipment room proBetacam-to-Digital Betacam transfer,

and only two machines were available,

it had to be recorded
from one to the other
five times. Now we
can roll it on one ma-

chine and record it

handles both editing and duplication,
every possible tape format is represented in the installation. While the

are available. That not

primary format is serial digital 601, we

only saves time, but

also have the capability in each room
to support an array of formats includ-

the hardware, because the playback
the project team installed six Avid Media Composer
1000XL nonlinear editing systems. The systems interface with an Avid Unity Media Network to allow

format. However, since the facility

on five machines simultaneously, if five

also wear and tear on

As part of an overhaul of station editing facilities,

vides simultaneous editing and duplication support.
The racks presently hold 34 VTRs
and six audio tape recorders. Our standard format is Digital Betacam, and
the majority of our machines are that

machine is only spinning its heads once to

do the project, and
not five times.
The new facility also

ing Digital Betacam, SP, DV, D2, VHS
PAL and VHS NTSC.

Everything is running through a
Sigma Electronics ADX routing system,
a five -layer system consisting of analog

includes a variety of

and digital video and audio, and time
code. The configuration allows for a
single 6RU frame system that can ac-

at a time, and editing can be a long
process, it was not uncommon for

other new features, including a

commodate up to 64x64 operation, and

ProTools suite, with the optional

is expandable to allow for a 128x128

machines to be sitting idle for a week.

ProControl mixing surface. The team

matrix using a four -frame system. Sev-

Yet, at the same time, we still had to
go out of house for duplication services. The facility didn't have a dedicated audio suite, yet outside audio
sessions accounted for 30 percent of
post -production costs.
For years, we had been toying with
the idea of a centralized in-house edit

incorporated a Whisper Room isolated sound booth in the suite to cre-

eral Sigma analog 8x8 routers served

staff members across the facility to collaborate in
real time using high -bandwidth media.

1000XL units and one

and duplication facility. Finally in

Avid DS system for digital
compositing. All the suites

2001, we sold the idea to our finance
and creative departments, and started
the process of analyzing and planning

interface with an Avid
Unity Media Network,
which provides 5TB of

the build -out. Not only would this
streamline workflow and drastically

shared media storage. This
system allows the entire facility to collaborate in real

reduce outsourcing, it would also add
a measure of security and access control to busy technical areas. In the past,

the old facility.

ate a self-contained audio
environment.
The facility currently has
six Avid Media Composer

time using high -bandwidth, high -resolution,

anybody could walk into the edit

uncompressed and com-

rooms with no restrictions. There was

pressed media. This has op-

no real distinction between office
space and technical space.

timized workflow by enabling editing, finishing,

Now, all edit, duplication and production spaces are located on one floor. All
six suites mirror each other in software,

audio and graphics work to
take place at the same time,
using the same media files

The facility employs an Avid DS system for digital compositing. This system works with the installed Media Composer editing systems and the
Unity Media Network to enable staff to perform

editing, finishing, audio and graphics work on
the same media files at the same time.

Cool.

Studio Cool.
Introducing Arri Studio Cool, the most complete, flexible, and easy to service
fluorescent lighting solution ever developed.

The optically superior Arri Studio Cool is available in 2 -tube, 4 -tube,
and 8 -tube models. Each lamphead accommodates 55 -watt tubes for

higher light output. What's more, only Arri offers interchangeable
reflectors that allow designers to select either the high output 90 degree

reflector or the wide, soft 120 degree beam angle reflector.
Studio Cool's rugged aluminum extrusion and cast housing features a detachable

electronics module for total ease of service and maintenance. And when it
comes to control, three different choices of Arri Studio Cool provide dimming via DMX control, two-step switching, or phase control dimming.

Finally, a complete line of Studio Cool accessories is
available to help you create the system solution that's
right for you. Accessories include barndoors, intensifiers,
egg crates, louvers, and filter frames.

Optically superior, flexible, rugged and reliable, Studio Cool offers
everything you've come to expect from Arri. And that's the coolest part of all.
For more information about Arri Studio Cool, please call 845.353.1400 or
email us at studio-be@arri.com.

ARRI

www.arri.com
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The router's capabilities and expandability en-

able the staff to route any

source to any destination, and use
all five layers, depending on what a

particular editor needs at a specific
time. We needed to route machine
control to allow editors to remotely
control VTRs, and we worked with
Sigma to accomplish this by using a

DNF SW32PS external RS -422
switcher, which provides 32 RS -422

ports and switches them simultaneously with the ADX router.
A five -layer design was decided upon

for the routing system because analog

formats still comprise much of the
facility's workload. The team thought
it was best to keep analog and digital
separate in their own levels of routing.
With most newer, all -digital systems,
everything would need to be converted
to digital and then routed, adding more
steps to the process.

JVC TM-A9U 9" monitors
Ikegami PM509 6" monitors
Wohler Amp1A and Amp2-S8DA
audio monitors
Belden cable
Neutrik XLR connectors
Sigma Electronics
ADX analog and digital routing

switcher
ANX alphanumeric control panel
ADC audio/video patchbays
TBC Crossfire editing consoles
Avid

Media Composer 1000XL

Unity Media Network storage
system
Sony

DVW-A500 Digital Betacam
DSR 80 and 2000 DVCAMs
DVR20 D2 recorder
UVW 2800, BVW 70 and UVW
2800 Betacam SPs
SVO 5800 VCR

switcher

CDP-D500 CD player
BVM-20F1U video monitor

JBL Control 25 speakers

RH1OMD HD -SDI to SD

New HD Conversion Gear
New

HD1OMD2 High Definition Digital
New Miniature Downconverter
AJA

HD

*Broadcast quality 10 bit HD to SD
down conversion.

Miniature
Converter *2 Equalized Loop-Thru HD -SDI Outputs
$2,400 *SDI and 10 bit Component/Composite
In Stock Now Analog Outputs
*MultiStandard input, including 1080p24sf
(3:2 pulldown)

Optima racks
Panasonic duplicators
TASCAM DA -98 audio recorder
Fostex D-25 digital master recorder
Hitachi DV -W10 DVD player -CD
recorder
Videotek
VSR-2040 601 digital sync
generator clock system
VTM-200 and TVM-675
multiformat monitors
TenLab TR-1000 Pro converter
Digidesign ProTools 24 Mix Plus
system
Omnirax Coda EX console
Genelec 1031A bi-amplified monitor
speakers
Crown D-45 amplifiers
ElectroVoice RE20 microphone
Leader LV 5100 DU multiformat
monitor
DNF SW32PS external RS -422

AJA

Downconverter and DA Module
*Broadcast quality 10 bit HD to SD
down conversion.

Rackmount
Module *4 Equalized, Reclocked DA Outputs;
$2,800 HD -SDI or SDI (follows input)
In Stock Now * 4 SD Outputs Configurable to SDI,
Component or Composite Analog

*MultiStandard input, including 1080p24sf
(3:2 pulldown)

*Configurable for 16:9 or 4:3 monitor
*Crop Mode or Letterbox Mode

*Configurable for 16:9 or 4:3 Output
*Supports 4 channel embedded audio
(passed to SDI output)

*Supports 4 channel embedded audio
(passed to SDI output)

*5-12 Volt Power
HOTt

www.aja.corn
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530-274-2048

800-251-4224
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It would also require
many more A -to -D and D -

to -A converters, which could
end up being cost prohibitive. This
routing system utilizes all the inputs
to the VTRs. For example, going from
an analog beta machine to a digital beta,
we would use the analog inputs on the
digital machine, and then use the digital converter inside the Digital Betacam,
rather than having to buy another analog -to -digital converter. This design
also allows analog machines to talk to

each other without having to be converted to digital and back to analog.
In the new facility, quality control is
achieved through Videotek VTM-200
multiformat monitors. There is a QC

To eliminate the need for costly outside audio sessions, the new facilities
include a ProTools suite with a ProControl mixing surface and a Whisper
Room isolated sound booth.
acoustical wall panels on the surfaces

then installing the new router. Then

of the individual edit rooms, as well
as hallways and exposed walls. The
ProTools suite was treated with Snap

we started slowly, room by room, tak-

Tex panels and RPG Modex bass traps.

ing the equipment out of those edit
rooms and re -populating the new
racks, hooking them up to the new

station in every third rack, for a total of
six stations. ANX alphanumeric control
panels from Sigma are installed in each

Construction and build -out

router.
To further distinguish the technical

The actual construction process was as

spaces, we created an independent,

station, as well as in every audio and

intricate and detailed as the planning

video suite. These control panels, which
can include as many as 64 remote control panels per communications port on
up to 2000 feet of coaxial cable, allow an

and design stages. To convert office space

supplemental HVAC system for the central machine room and a second supple-

into technical space, an entire midsection of the existing location was gutted
and cleared out. We took part of one of

mental unit that feeds the edit rooms.
While all this work was in progress, it
also was critical to have the workflow

operator to route from any location
within a room. The entire system is controlled using the Sigma ADX SigMatrix
software. Backup for the ADX system in-

The actual construction process was as intricate and

detailed as the planning and design stages.

cludes dual power supplies as well as
ADC patchbays for each routing layer.
The routing system also allows for future expansion. At the appropriate time,
we can double the station's present ca-

pacity by expanding the ADX to a

the floors where there had been several

maintain its usual pace, with as few dis-

offices and hollowed the area out to

ruptions as possible.
Since each edit room was originally
a stand-alone room, we worked on relocating them one at a time. That way,

build a VTR room. Then we retrofitted
the surrounding offices for edit rooms.

128x128 matrix on a four -frame system.

We literally started from the

Acoustic treatment throughout the

ground up, putting in a new floor,

facility was achieved by using Snap Tex

new electrical and all new racks, and

we really didn't lose any work time
when we took one room out of service. We also scheduled the heavy con-

Design team
MTV Networks Latin America:
Ernesto Navarro, director of technical operations/administration
Raul Gutierrez, PM and sr. mgr., technical operations/administration
Elizabeth Kahan-Ledee, post production supervisor
Renato Schneider, Richard Maher, Daniel Ritts, Mike Lorey, Santiago
Rodriguez and David Innocenti, installation technicians
Fedele & Associates:
Joe Fedele, integration manager
James !Winger and Paul Scallion', PE
Nick Barge, lead technician
Robert Hobler and George Stevanoff, audio technicians
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struction either for weekends or other
slower times to minimize disruptions.
In addition to the technological innovations, we worked closely with the architects and entire design team to create a facility that conveyed both a laidback, almost "basement -type" environment with exposed overhead mechanical and electrical systems, and a totally
modem and up-to-date image.
BE
Raul Gutierrez is senior manager, technical

operations, for MW Networks Latin
America, and Joe Fedele is president of
Fedele & Associates.
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SONY

it's a digital world:
44PEG Nones

Over 900111 stations broadcasting in digital
The DTV transition reached another milestone as the NAB count of digital
stations exceeded 900 this week. Some 98% of U.S. TV househohis are in
markets served by at least one DTV broadcaster. 78% are served 6y t

OVER 1,000 MPEG IMX DECKS DELIVERED
TO U.S. TV STATIONS AND PRODUCTION HOUSES
ony's MPEG IMX production system achieved another plateau this month as
Scumulative sales in the United States surpassed 1,000 units. Over 8,000 units have
been shipped worldwide. Users praise the format's phenomenal picture quality.
operating costs and backward compatibility with decades 01 assets recc

I

"d Betacam SP*, format

ver 380,000 DVCAM units sold
Fastest growing professional recording format ever introduced by Sony

MPEG IMX IS THE FORMAT
OF CHOICE FOR REALITY TV
Los Angeles kasc,1 rental

houses report that
influential and
successful Reality
TV series are
converting to the
MPEG IMX

.sorldwide sales exceed 380,000 VTRs and

digital video format. DVCAM products have

eorders, the DVCAM format has scored

proven popular for television news, corporate

achievements as Sony's fastest -growing

and event videos, documentaries and digital

I

' the world's number one pro

cinematography.

eept,onal
produtcts 56ith
image quality, an
easy migration path
from analog gear,
workflow improvements, and -advantage

system. The

norts program

40 EPISODIC TV PROGRAMS SHOT ON 24P
production format is the brightest star of the

comedies on the six broadcast networks.
CineAlta systems are also being used for

ng on

police and courtroom dramas, as well as live

Sony's

24P CineAlta"

high

,1-,ision season. Some 40 sho

definition

roadcast and

entertainr""

So why are you still using analog(
The Digital Era has reached critical mass. And Sony

networking, metadata and play -to -air solutions.

is making it happen.

You can even choose MPEG IMX decks that play back

Sony DVCAM and MPEG IMX'" equipment delivers

superb digital quality. And wicked fast digital
workflow. And digital savings in tape stock and
maintenance.

Betacam tapes from as long ago as 1983! That's
investment protection the Sony way. And when
Sony optical disc arrives, it will be compatible with
both DVCAM and MPEG IMX platforms. So you'll be
set for years to come.

MPEG

DVCAM

DVCAM and MPEG IMX systems are not just tape
formats. They're entire platforms with a full range of

nonlinear editors, servers, disk recorders, IP

DVCAM and MPEG IMX recording: The ultimate analog

to digital converter. .,0i k Smart, work so riy

SO JOIN THE DIGITAL WORLD... TODAY. VISIT US AT WWW . SONY COM/GODIGITA

0 FIND OUT

HOW TO GET YOUR FREE "GO DIGITAL" HAT AND LEAR

SOLUTIONS.
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Antenna
measurements revisited
BY DON MARKLEY
While the subject of an- had a tendency to be greater than the

reflected signals one was measuring.

attempted, the network analyzer

was discussed in a

However, the measurements taken
with the slotted lines or admittance
meter were normally quite accurate.
The main problem was not in accu-

should be calibrated on the frequencies of interest. It measures on a number of discrete frequencies in the as-

racy, but in speed. To understand what

ments, the default is 201 points. How-

is happening in a wideband antenna,
such as those used in broadcast systems, one needs to be able to see the
results of many measurements across

that usually can be changed to
1601 points, which gives a smoother
and more detailed result. The calibration process must include any impedance bridges, couplers and cables that
are included in the final test setup. The
calibration is performed using a calibrated load, open and short. Just leaving the end of the test cable open isn't
enough to do this properly. The point

past column, questions still remain

concerning what should be done,
what it means and how they should
be performed.
First, there is nothing magic about
the new equipment being used for
antenna measurements. The instrument of choice is currently the vector
network analyzer from any of several

different manufacturers, the most
popular being Agilent. In the past,
antenna measurements were per-

The main problem was
not in accuracy,

formed with slotted lines, the wellknown admittance meter from General Radio, or the impedance bridge

but in speed.

from Hewlett Packard. Various
schemes of test equipment were used

to design home brew Smith Chart
plotters and to incorporate older network analyzers into complex systems
that would show plots across the entire channel at once. Those usually included a computer, various analog -to -

for an instrument, such as the network

problem with such composite test sys-

analyzer, in one box that would perform all of those functions.

tems was that the overall noise floor

:
Pa in for online content

I.
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I

I

36%

Subscription

ever,

Single item

8%

Neither

Type of service bought by North American online
consumers who have paid for online content in the past year
(percentages do not total 100 because of rounding)
SOURCE: Forrester Research
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should be at the exact same location
as the point where the 5011 termination appears. It really doesn't make an
enormous difference if one is measuring VSWR values around 1.5:1. But, if

you are measuring values like that in
a modern antenna, you have bigger
problems than errors in calibration.
The calibration process measures the
magnitude and phase of the reflected
signal from the three test transitions.
Then, knowing what the load, open
and short should look like, a matrix
of correction coefficients is generated.
The instrument is now ready to per-

form the desired measurements. It

Consumers more likely to buy ongoing service

54%

signed band. For most HP instru-

where the open and short occur
the band of interest. Just checking one
or two points doesn't give an accurate
representation of the system response.
That meant taking a ton of individual

measurements, measuring each frequency with a counter, and plotting
them on graph paper. A sweep over
6MHz with the subsequent analysis
took a few hours. There was a need

digital converters and their inverse
with a frequency synthesizer. The

48

Before any measurements are even

tenna measurements

www.forrester.corn

should be remembered that the accuracy of all the measurements depends
on the accuracy of that 5011 load. The
calibration process has taken away the
errors in cables, directional couplers,
etc. assuming that the load is really 50
plus j 0. If the engineer/technician performing the measurements at your station does not do this calibration prior
to connecting to the antenna system,
escort him gently to the edge of the site

and wish him a fond adieu. Without
field calibration, the measurements are
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When a world audience is watching a unique event, there's no chance for a 'take two'.
For almost 30 years, the world's largest broadcast organisations have trusted SSL consoles
to cover events of this importance and scale.

SSL's latest digital broadcast console, the C100, is designed to comfDrtably meet the
needs of surround production and interactive programming. Security and
performance are built in, with a host of redundancy and fail-safe features
such as Self -Healing DSP.

The C100's freelance -friendly control surface makes for
a short learning curve, and the ability to scale consoles
also helps to meet your budget.
The C100 is already the first choice for respected
broadcasters worldwide, including: NBA -TV The Golf Channel

Disney Broadcasting Danish Radio & TV NHK Seoul Broadcasting.
Find out how the C100 can help achieve your audio goals.
www.ssl-broadcast.com

Solid State Logic
(BROADCAST AUDIO TECHNOLOGY)
Begbroke, Oxford 0%5 1RU, England. Tel: +44 (0)1865 842300 MK: +44 (0)1865 842118 Enw8: salarsolid-stale-lagic.com Welk www.selid-stale-logic.com
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junk. The 501/ load is critical. It cannot
be just any 5011 termination. Off -the-

shelf terminations such as one would
normally use on circulators or directional couplers aren't accurate enough.
The load should be calibrated by the
manufacturer to have a return loss of

more than 40dB. Further, the load

ca

should never be used for anything but
the calibration of the test equipment.
Most engineers maintain a new load at
the office, which is periodically used to

fn191777111.4w-broadcastengineering.com

checked in this fashion, you don't know
what is going on.
The problem is that the presence or

system. A review of the literature concerning network analyzers shows that
the problem of the input connection is

absence of VSWR at the input of the line
is not sufficient to determine how the sys-

critical to the accuracy of the test re-

tem will operate. It is critical to know

equipment, it probably will pose far less
of a problem than if it is at the input to

brated load with its own adapter separated from the adapter being tuned by
a reasonable length of known transmission line. Putting the adapters back to
back is not satisfactory as they are then
being tuned to an unknown impedance

the antenna. Certainly, it won't cause

- the one where they come together

where that VSWR is coming from. If the

problem is occurring at the gas barrier
right at the output of the transmitting

check the load taken into the field.

- as opposed to 5051. If there is a section of transmission line in the middle,
the adapters must both reach 5011. A

When they differ, the field load buys the
farm and a new load is purchased, usually for the price of 5051.
Remember the network analyzer only
O
to

to
>U)

sults. Calibration requires having a cali-

lot of stations have started buying a fac-

tory tuned set of adapters - two is a

measures the magnitude and phase of

good idea - and keeping them on

the reflected signal on each of the 1601
or less frequencies in the assigned frequency band. Those are the only measurements - everything else is manipulation of those measurements by the test
equipment itself. First, the measured signals are compared to the forward -going signals to determine the actual measured return loss in both magnitude and
phase. That data then is corrected by use
of the calibration matrix of coefficients.
The corrected data then is displayed in
one of several formats as chosen by the
operator. These normally include the re-

hand for future measurements.

turn loss, the log of the magnitude of
the return loss, Smith Chart, polar plot
and VSWR.

Equally important, the network analyzer should be equipped with the nec-

essary option to give a time domain
presentation. This is done by using a
version of Fourier Transform to convert the measurements at individual fre-

quencies to a presentation of what is
happening as time passes - the time
domain; in other words, to act like a
TDR over a limited range of frequen-

The problem goes back to the original
point that the only thing the instrument
measures is the magnitude and phase of
the reflected signal. Everything else is
manipulation of that data. If the instrument sees a large mismatch at the input,

low-level reflections returning from
smaller mismatches are lost, especially

those occurring near the input where
Measuring the UHF TV panel array's

performance upon installation is

they are overwhelmed by the larger reflection. Some network analyzers permit
bad reflections to be eliminated by "gat-

usually done by choosing a remote
site and measuring the signal level
received from the transmitter. Periodic measurements at that same location will reveal the amount of any

ing" functions that mathematically eliminate the "bad" reflections. This is fine if

may be taken. Photo courtesy Radio
Frequency Systems.

- and remember that every time the

ghosts or be as significant a problem concerning the bit error rate of the digital signaL The more significant problems result
from the signals traveling up the line, be-

or changed, the opportunity exists for
error to come creeping in - even in the

degradation so corrective action

small mismatches are being ruled out,
but not satisfactory for large errors. Remember what the equipment is doing
data is manipulated, fondled, processed

digital world where the ubiquitous

sion line and the antenna. Further, the
performance of elbows and connectors
between sections of transmission line

tween the test equipment and the trans-

rounding error rears its ugly head.
The point now has been reached where
the equipment is ready for the measurement and the initial measurements have
been taken. The VSWR is not bad but
not as good as we would like - what do
we do now? Tune in next month for that

mission line. The test equipment is

-and you thought "To Be Continued"

normally 5011 with a type "N" connec-

only occurred on TV.

can be checked, waveguide can be tuned

tor at the end of the test cable. The
adapter must permit the connections
to the transmission line, possibly in-

Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley
and Associates, Peoria, IL.

cies. This allows a quick analysis of how
well the match is between the transmis-

along its length, and the transmission
line itself can be checked even down
to individual insulators along a section

of line. Until the system has been

50

ing reflected, coming back down, going
back up, etc.

Another enormous point in performing antenna system measurements is
the necessity of a tuned adapter be-

cluding an impedance change to 7511,

without introducing VSWR into the

broadcastengineering.com
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Send questions and comments to:

don _markley@primediabusiness.com
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Emergency power systems
BY BRYAN GAUGER, PE

Just about every news or entertainment broadcast facility requires a
backup generator system. Today,
such a system must be highly reliable

Keeping the juice
and the revenue Flowing

to meet demanding uptime needs. It
must also work seamlessly with the
facility's mechanical and electrical infrastructure, especially its UPS system.
Selecting a generator with the appro-

priate characteristics and interfacing
it with other facility systems poses a
number of key challenges.
To meet these challenges, first consider generator voltage and power capacity. The generator's voltage depends on the facility's power -system
configuration. Its capacity depends on
the type of loads it must handle and

how it handles them. Generator
manufacturers offer products in a
range of voltages and capacities, with
a variety of options and features.

UTERPILLI

Voltage and configuration
The first step in choosing a generator is understanding the facility's operating voltage and the voltage of the
equipment the generator will support.
For example, to use a 480V generator
in a building with 208V, three-phase
service, you'd have to add infrastructure to match the two. Fortunately, generators are available in a variety of voltages in both single and three phase, so

there should be no problem finding a
generator that matches the facility's
operating requirements. Most UPS sys-

tems and mechanical equipment are
480V, three-phase systems, and the gen-

erator should follow suit. Some facilities are configured as a campus, with
one main building distributing power
to several other buildings. In such cases,
the main building often supplies power

at a medium voltage (4160V, for example) to reduce feeder sizes. With the

generators also located in the main
building, the emergency distribution
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Proper integration of backup generatc -s in broadcast operations can
keep stations on the air, even under adverse conditions.
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emergency equipment. In aci ities

4160V. Such a distribution system

systems. But i a u mg s generator
is serving broadcast equipment as well

would require 4160V generators.

as safety equipment, it could present

broadcast and safety equipment, the
ATS system is set up per code, so life

wo

o f ow suit an supp y power at

The UPS' battery -recharge load and magnetization

can make it "loor 60 percent larger
to the generator.

where the generator serves both
safety has priority. Should the genera-

tor have tr ouble su porting the load,
it can shed non -life safety load, includ-

ing broadcast equipment. Generator
testing can prevent such an incident

and, in extreme reliability cases, a
Generators are most commonly used
for safety applications, such as emergency lights, fire pumps and fire -alarm

a problem. Modern safety codes require that a separate automatic-trans-

separate generator is employed.

fer switch (ATS) serve safety and

Load capacity
To determine the generator capacity
your facility requires, begin by tallying the known loads within each category of equipment. These categories
include HVAC, UPS (the actual loading on the UPS, not just its capacity),

general technical equipment that is
not on UPS (i.e., general receptacles
and equipment with built-in battery
or UPS backup) and non -code -required lighting.
Sometimes, a device's normal operating load rating can be deceiving. For
example, a generator serving a UPS
cannot be sized to the UPS' full -load
kVA rating because the UPS' battery recharge load and magnetization can
make it "look" 60 percent larger to the
generator. Similarly, you might have
to inflate mechanical loads by up to
50 percent to handle start-up in -rush

currents, depending upon how the
equipment is started and controlled.
In smaller installations, it is not unheard of to have a generator loaded to
its maximum capability but rated at
twice the kW rating of the UPS and
HVAC loads. By contrast, lighting and

general -receptacle systems don't
present large start-up in -rush currents, so you don't need to inflate these
loads.

Based on the load, and considering
inflation factors, you can determine an

approximate generator load. Be sure
to include all individual loads within
each category, all of which must run
off the generator to ensure continued
operation during a power failure. For
the mechanical system, look at all the
components - not just those within, say,
master control. For example, for HVAC

broadcastengineering.com
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Emergency power systems

systems, include the pumps, air-handing equipment, compressors, cool Mg towers, etc. Don't forget to include
the control system because, without
control power, the entire mechanical
system will not operate.

In a base building environment,

cooling capacity, but cannot handle a
prolonged outage. A qualified HVAC
engineer can verify such scenarios.

building loads gives the generator a

During the schematic -design stages, if
you don't know the loads of the systems,

reduce the overall capacity requirements of the generator.

you can use certain rules of thumb to
estimate sizes. You can estimate 2kVA

where a larger building cooling system
feeds the technical rooms, it is impor-

per ton of refrigeration, 100W per

tant to look at where the heat rejection is taking place and make sure
those systems are backed up. For ex-

per square foot for studio space, including studio lighting, and 25W per

ample, if a studio is located in a large
high-rise, it is impractical to use the
massive building chiller and/or cool-

ing tower system to handle the relatively smaller studio loads. Instead, it
would be necessary to set up separate
smaller HVAC systems that can run off
a generator. Broadcast engineers often
make mistakes when planning genera-

tor -powered emergency cooling systems. They sometimes assume that all

the heat can be rejected into a nontechnical space during a power outage, or that a fan coil running off a
larger base -building chiller system
(that will be offline in a power outage) will have adequate chilled -water
capacity to run continuously during a
prolonged power outage. Many times
these systems will not work They typi-

cally offer perhaps an hour or two of

square foot for data -center space, 75W

square foot for control rooms, including lighting. But, since these are only
estimates, it is essential to use actual
loads, when available, in the design of
the system. Every facility is unique. Besides, all cities will require actual load

calculations for their approval before
they issue building permits.
The final step is to refine the generator capacity. When attempting to
pedal uphill on a bicycle from a dead
standstill, it is much easier to start on
a gradual slope than a steep one. The

same goes for a generator attempting to power several systems. Depending on the generator, it may be
possible to step the loads (i.e., have
the loads start up in a specifically
timed sequence instead of all at once)
to reduce the required generator size.
Allowing 15 seconds between the ad-

dition of UPS, HVAC and other

To combat critical failure points, some facilities employ parallel generators. This photo shows generator -paralleling gear and ATS equipment used
in a Los Angeles -based live -news studio.

chance to "breathe" and catch up with
each successive load. This process can

Next, identify the facility's most criti-

cal path and work with the generator
manufacturer to identify and select the
appropriate alternator. At a certain engine size and kVA range, there is usually

a specific range of alternators you can
consider. For example, one alternator
may be able to handle more loads on
a steady-state basis, while another may
better handle high in -rush currents.

Redundancy, reliability
and testing
Reliability and redundancy go hand
in hand. In a perfect world, every system would have a backup. In reality,

broadcast systems are often redundant, but many times the power feeding them has several single points of
failure. For any mission -critical facility, such as a live -news broadcast fa-

cility, relying on a single piece of
equipment for backup is asking for
trouble. Just as a facility would not rely

on a single piece of critical broadcast
equipment, the generator system must
be designed with backups and alternate routes. For example, if the system will rely on a single ATS, it should

have a bypass isolation option. This
option allows the power to be routed

around the ATS during periods of
maintenance or in case of a failure.
To combat critical failure points, other

strategies employ parallel generators,
each of which is capable of handling
the critical entertainment -equipment
loads. Or, a mission -critical facility
might have feeds from two separate
grids with a medium -voltage transfer
switch, reducing the risk of downtime.
Increasingly, facilities are using dualcord technology to provide two power

inputs into each piece of equipment,

with an internal power supply that
controls the source from which it
draws power. With such a system,
power supplied to the equipment can
potentially be completely redundant
from the generators down to the plug.
OCTOBER 2003

This is the ultimate in the elimination
of single points of failure on the electrical system. But if you power each

system from the same point, you've
gained nothing. It sounds obvious, but
it's a common mistake.
The last step in any generator design
and construction is to coordinate and

schedule testing. Failure to perform
commissioning and regular testing of
the generator system is a hidden danger in the operation of generator systems. It is surprising how few systems

really work the first or second time
they are tested. The process of com-

missioning (in-depth testing) will
identify and solve possible power failures in different load scenarios before

project completion and prior to operations relying on the system. Even a
simple case of miswiring, in which a

piece of equipment is accidentally
wired to utility power, can bring the
whole facility down. Once you've suc-

cessfully commissioned the system,
run it weekly and perform regular (at
least annual) tests simulating a power
failure to verify reliable operation.

Bridging the gap
It takes 10 seconds for a generator to
achieve sufficient RPM to carry its load,

but it only takes a fraction of a second
of power loss for a computer system to

Location, location, location
In almost any facility, space is at a premium. This makes identifying appropriate generator locations particularly challengirg. Consider the following
issues related to fuel, noise and exhaust emissions:
Fuel: You must consider tank size and refueling strategy. Larger
generators consume more than 80 gallons of diesel an hour, and
rooftop storage of a large volume of fuel for a prolonged outage may be
too costly or structurally impossible. You'll also need a pump to get the
fuel to the roof. Storing fuel inside may require special wall ratings,
venting and controls. Many broadcast facilities have street -accessible
refueling points and agreements with suppliers to bring fuel as needed.
Noise: When designing a generator system, engineers often forget the
need for a proper acoustical environment. You may require complete
acoustical enclosures and critically rated mulflers to provide the proper
environment. Proper placement is key to avoiding noise and vibration
transmission in critical areas, at the property ire, or through a shared
floor. Don't fall into the trap of thinking that the generator will only be on
in an emergency; you'll still need to test it weekly.
Exhaust emissions: Early in the planning phase, consider local
Jurisdictional permits, limits on the diesel generator runtime and
runtime verification requirements. Proper placement of the exhaust
outtake is essential. Avoid locating the outtake too close to any
building fresh -air intakes, or where it will leave dark stains on an
expensive façade or intrude into the building.

time than newer flywheel systems. Flywheel systems are only good for 15 to

waveforms, assume the generator is

30 seconds. Moreover, if a second

"hunt" for the proper level or shut

power failure occurs two or three minutes later, the flywheel will be worthless because it may require a couple of

down. This is more prevalent in older

hours to regain momentum. In con-

est generator regulator software and
devices. Filtering on the UPS system
can also help prevent this problem in
older generators.

go down. To bridge this critical gap,

trast, UPS batteries can handle multiple

UPS systems provide battery storage or
flywheel momentum. Battery UPS systems are more reliable, offer more flex-

outages of 10 minutes or longer, depending on the quantity of batteries
provided.
Unfortunately, battery -based UPS
systems are inherently
undesirable loads on a
generator. This may be
counterintuitive, but the

ibility, and provide a longer backup

UPS creates third and

an hour.This generator has a Nema 3R enclosure
and base fuel tank.
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generator and UPS systems. Make sure
the generator is equipped with the lat-

The boftom line
Downtime is money lost. Generator
systems are a critically important com-

ponent in maintaining reliable opera-

tions at news and entertainment

fifth harmonics and

broadcast facilities. Sizing, designing
and integrating these systems present

adds them to the funda-

many challenges. But a well -conceived

mental power wave-

system design, coupled with proper
maintenance and regular testing, will

form. The generator's

Larger generators like this outdoor stand-alone
unit consume more than 80 gallons of diesel fuel

causing the problem, and either

governor, which monitors the governor's output frequency and voltage, can interpret this as
a problem. If not properly set up, the governor

will see the distorted

provide years of reliable operation.

BE

Bryan Gauger, PE, is a senior associate in
the Los Angeles office of Syska Hennessy
Group, a consulting engineering technology and construction firm specializing in
broadcast, entertainment and arena
facilities.
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Mission critical

roadcast facilities depend on mission -critical design to keep them up and
running around the clock. Planning with prudence allows all aspects of a
facility, including the crucial master -control room (like UniversalTelevision's
network origination center, shown here), to operate without interruption.
Photo by Andy Washnik.
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Planning ahead saves money

more susceptible to
much more susceptible to problems with
he broadcast
industry is undergoing
a monumental change to digi-

tal broadcasting that affects not
only signal transmission, but content,

production and processing as well.
Digital production, for example, requires a different medium (hard drive
vs. videotape), and different process-

ing equipment (digital servers and
workstations instead of tape -based editing equipment) than analog produc-

tion. Servers and workstations are
OCTOBER 2003

power and cooling than their analog
counterparts, and they don't recover
as quickly when stressed.
With analog, a loss of power causes
equipment to stop and restart where
it left off, making the length of the
broadcast outage directly related to
the length of the power outage. But,
in the digital world, a loss of power
in excess of 50 milliseconds requires
a reboot and a return to the proper
point in the program before continuing. The actual broadcast outage can
be much longer than the power outage. Digital equipment is also much

power surges and sags than analog
equipment, and must be operated in
more precise cooling environments.
Large dela-processing centers have
a history cf experience with these specialized electrical and mechanical service problems, and they address them
on a daily basis. Data -center design has

seen subs:antial progress in the past
15 years towaxl true round-the-clock
reliability, where there is no tolerance
for any system outages. The broadcast

industry can take advantage of this
body of knowledge without the attendant risk and learning curve.
The application of well -established
design concepts from these data centers can provide mission -critical broad-

cast operations with a level of service

broadcastengineering.com
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plus system" (N+N) capabilities. The
N+0 design provides merely sufficient
system capacity to meet the load re-

maintenance, increasing the likelihood
of catastrophic failure. Most broadcast
environments are dynamic, and they require continuous upgrades to change or
expand operations. These changes also

quirement, whereas an N+1 system has
one additional unit. Systems with N+1
and N+2 redundancy require a system

may require disruptive utility -system alterations that take days to complete.

controller, which becomes a single

Figure 1. Redundancy has pro-

gressed from the simplest system

design of N+O to hardened approaches with "system plus system" (N+N) capabilities.

far in excess of present systems. While

it is more costly to implement a mission -critical design, the added investment is but a fraction of the total costs
of the broadcast equipment and facilities. If broadcast -equipment manufacturers design all their products for ul-

point of failure. If one or two

For example, Figure 2 depicts a con-

uninterruptible power supplies (UPS)
fail (N+1 and N+2, respectively), there
may be sufficient capacity to meet the
load. But if the system cabinet should
fail, the redundancy is lost.
This deficiency can be remedied by
employing an N+N configuration. In
this design, there are two, distinct, independent systems serving the load.
And either system can serve the entire
load, even if its sister fails or is offline

denser water system with a normal

for maintenance or upgrade. Also, there
is no tie between the systems, so there
is no common device that can fail. This
is the preferred system design for mission -critical applications.

overall operation. Figure 3 on page 59
shows a system that has alternate flow
paths for the condenser water, providing 7x24x365 maintainability.
Maintainability also requires developing a system configured so that if a
normal item should fail, a backup can

non -redundant design. In this design,
there is only one condenser water path.

If any item should fail or need to be

taken offline for maintenance, the
broadcaster must shut down the airconditioning system. By contrast, a
configuration -redundant equipment
design provides alternate paths that al-

low broadcasters to perform maintenance without affecting the system's

Computer manufacturers have re-

timate reliability, the weak link then becomes the systems that power and cool

sponded to this preferred system design
by providing dual -power -cord equipment so that System "R' can power one

this equipment.

cord and System "B" can power the

Mission -critical design

other. As you begin to implement digital technology in the broadcast environ-

system design can compensate if an

ment, you will see dual -power -cord

properly (X). In such an event, there

Before designing any system, you
must determine the level of mission critical design the application requires.

The ultimate system will reduce the
risks to an absolute minimum, but it
may not be appropriate or cost effective. It would be more prudent to begin by developing a "project business
objective" that outlines the project requirements from a business perspective. This forms the basis for analyzing

three design criteria - redundancy,
maintainability and fault tolerance -

Maintainability

minimize outages caused by

In a power -delivery system, where N
equals the load, the number of elements
(N) and their configuration defines the

equipment failures. But, if they
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O Back-up
equipment

Condenser
water pump

operator to maintain and up-

Redundancy

to hardened approaches with "system

equipment -isolating valve fails to close

The overall design and configuration of a system directly
affects the ability of its owner/
grade it. Typically, broadcasters configure their systems to

shows, there are many variations of redundancy. Redundancy has progressed
from the simplest system design of N+0

the re -designed chilled -water system,
the red Xs and green Os show how the

equipment. If you don't plan for this de- are still alternate valves (Os) that can
sign capability, you will end up power- isolate the equipment.
ing both power cords from the
Condenser
same source, thereby comprowater flow
mising a basic reliability feaX Failure
ture of this type of equipment.
Isolation valve
Cooling tower

so that they meet specific project needs.

system's redundancy. As Figure 1

perform the same task. Referring to

don't design the electrical
power and cooling systems
properly, they can't perform
maintenance without shutting
down operations for perhaps
six to 10 hours. This often delays or even eliminates regular

broacicastengineering.com
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Chilled water
to building kiad

Chiller

1

Figure 2. In this non -redundant air conditioning configuration, there is only one condenser
water path. If any item should fail or need to
be taken offline for maintenance, the broad-

caster must shut down the entire air-conditioning system.

OCTOBER 2003

4-

broadcast content - and, therefore, the
business finances.

Many times, the "mission -critical
design" only focuses on the electrical

Chilled water
to build ng load

A

Condenser
water pump

power system because broadcasters

rr

perceive it as the most critical system.
Yet, loss of air conditioning is just as
detrimental to the on -air performance
of the broadcast operation. In a mission -critical facility, it is important to

Chiller
#1

Chilled water
to building load
A

apply appropriate design criteria to
the following systems:

4-

Condenser
water pump

Incoming electrical power

Chiller
#2

#2

Condenser water flow 0 Back-up equipment Lx Isolation valve

Figure 3. In this redundant looped air conditioning configuration, alternate
paths are provided to allow complete maintenance of the system and to
provide alternate paths should a piece of equipment fail.

Fault tolerance

develop different sets of the three mis-

Human error causes over 60 percent

sion -critical design criteria (redun-

of outages, so broadcasters must design
systems to ensure that a staff member's

dancy, maintainability and fault toler-

inadvertent erroneous operation of
equipment doesn't adversely affect the
mission -critical broadcast operation.

Broadcasters must configure redundant equipment so that, if it is unintentionally shut down, the shutdown
will not affect other equipment in the

ance) for different spaces, and apply
the designs appropriately. Equipment
rooms, control rooms, studios, trans-

other critical areas may not all need

Conversion to digital technology
requires that broadcasters install this

minimize any risk to the ongoing

SWGR

analog operations. Such companies
can implement mission -critical de-

-t

NC
NC
I

sign criteria easily as they design and
construct these new facilities. When

--I A/C

I NC i---

LCritical equipment room I

compared with trying to implement
mission -critical design later, after

Checkerboard distribution

the facility goes online, this approach can significantly reduce

SWGR
B

costs. It is important to note that, in
many instances, it is impossible to
upgrade a faulty design to incorporate mission -critical design criteria
without a major outage in the existing broadcast operations.
BE

help eliminate the previously described
I NC I
Critical equipment room
SWGR - Switchgear

cal design criteria, you can design the
individual systems. You may need to
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new technology while the analog
equipment is still operating. Some
broadcast companies are designing
completely new digital facilities to

Normal distribution

cept called "checkerboarding." It can

Once you've set the mission -criti-

From the beginning

sign sophistication, because they all
have different impacts on the final

ing operation. For example, don't

Different designs for
different systems

systems

Security

the same level of mission -critical de-

requires broadcasters to evaluate as
many different scenarios as possible
with the intent of eliminating singleaction items detrimental to the ongo-

problem by ensuring that the air-conditioning equipment is redundant and
fed from several different sources.

Building monitoring and control

mitter and uplink equipment, and

redundant system. This design concept

power all of the air-conditioning equipment serving an equipment room from
a single piece of electrical switchgear.
If that switchgear were accidentally shut
down, it would affect all air-conditioning equipment. Figure 4 shows a con-

Standby emergency power
Uninterruptible power
Chilled water and air-conditioning systems
Normal power distribution
Emergency power distribution
Uninterruptible power distribution
Broadcast and electrical grounding systems
Fire protection
Fire suppression

NC - Air conditioner

Figure 4. Normal vs. checkerboard
distribution. Checkerboarding can
help ensure that the air-conditioning
equipment is redundant and fed from
several different sources.

Leo P Soucy, Jr. is president of Facilities
Engineering Associates and a specialist in
mission -critical design.
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The emerging standard
BY MARIO RAINVILLE AND AMIR SEGEV
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Since its introduction in the
early 1990s, the MPEG-2

dundancies are similarities that appear within a

video -compression stan-

frame, such as a large

dard has enjoyed exclusive dominance in the broadcasting world. And

number of similar pixels
that portray a uniformly

during this decade, its performance
has improved in several ways. The

blue sky. Figure 1 is a
simplified representa-

tion of the steps that
its implementation has been en- MPEG encoders take to
hanced by techniques such as ad- perform temporal and
standard now has a lower bit rate, and

vanced motion estimation, pre-pro-

spatial compression.

cessing, dual processing and adaptive

allocation of bit rate through statistical multiplexing.
But MPEG-2's performance cannot

Select mode,
divide
and conquer

be enhanced indefinitely. Today's consensus is that the MPEG-2 standard is

deciding what type of

reaching its practical limits. At the
same time, the demand for compres-

sion is growing. Broadcasters and
other communications providers are
offering an increasing amount of content while introducing on -demand
and personalized services over cable,
satellite and telco infrastructures.
Because of this, codec users need a
new compression standard to pick up

Intra/inter
mode select

Infra
blocks

Uncompressed
video in

The encoder begins by
frame it wants to compress
at a particular time and selecting the appropriate encoding mode.

The "intra" mode produces an "I"

each block to just a

frame; the "inter" mode produces a "P"
or "B" frame. Then, the encoder divides

representation of its motion. From
there, it goes to the discrete cosine
transform (DCT) to begin spatial

the hundreds of rows and columns of
pixels that make up the incoming frame

of uncompressed digital video into
smaller blocks, each containing several

DCT

Inter
blocks

compression. When the encoder is in
the "intra" mode, the block skips the
motion -compensation step and goes
straight to the DCT.

Spatial
compression

En -ropy

Quantization

ccd ng

Motion
compensation

Inverse
quantization

Frame
store

Inverse

Compressed
video out

Blocks usually contain
pixels that are similar or

even identical to their
neighbors. In many blocks,

the pixels frequently don't

DCT

change much - if at all Figure 1. This block diagram is a simplified representation of the steps that MPEG
encoders use to perform temporal and spatial compression. The dotted line represents an additional data path used in MPEG-4 AVC spatial compression.

where MPEG-2 leaves off. One of the
leading candidates is MPEG-4 AVC,
also known as H.264, MPEG-4 part 10,
H.26L or JVT.

Reducing redundancy
Like other codecs, MPEG-4 AVC
compresses video by reducing the
temporal and spatial redundancies
found in video images. Temporal redundancies are picture similarities
that repeat from frame to frame, such
as the nonmoving background
in a talk show. Spatial re -

OCTOBER 20

from one to the next. This
means that in many blocks,
the frequency of changing

rows and columns of pixels.

pixel values within the block
is low. Such blocks are said to have low
spatial frequency. The encoder takes ad-

Temporal compression

vantage of this characteristic by first

When the encoder is operating in
the "inter" mode, the block under-

converting the block's pixel values into

goes motion compensation. This process detects any motion that has occurred between the current block and

its counterpart in one or more previously stored reference frames, and

frequency information in the discrete
cosine transform process.
Discrete cosine transform. The DCT
process transforms the block's pixel

values into a grid of horizontal and
vertical frequency coefficients located

creates a "difference" or "error" block.

in frequency space. When the origi-

This effectively reduces the data in

nal block has low spatial frequency, the

DCT dusters most of the frequency
energy at the low -frequency cor-

broadcasts

m
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RossGear
Terminal Equipment
Encodes
Decoders

Video Keyers
Master Control Switchers

liff ii

ADC -803211

iii

i

11

if if iii

4.-...egi3/4.L..7,04.,t

ner of the grid. The few low -frequency

coefficients located in this corner of
the grid therefore have high values.
The numerous coefficients on the remaining portion of the grid are high -

fIDC-803211-S

with frame synchronizer
S1795.00

'

fiDC-8035
Dual Analog Composite to
SDI Converter $1995.00

Q11111-8044

Quad Monitoring Amplifier
(270 MB) $995.00

IID1-8520
AES/EBU Auto -Tracking

Audio Delay Unit S900.00
1101-852041
Analog In to AES/EBU Out
Auto -Tracking Audio Delay

Unit S1575.00

001-8520-B
Analog Audio In to Analog Out
Auto -Tracking Audio Delay
Unit S1875.00

Cool Practical
Technology

proves its ability to perform spatial
compression on images with large areas of similar pixels. Second, this com-

the information describing the original block is now contained in the DC
coefficient and a few low -frequency
coefficients. This means that the encoder can eliminate most of the re-

before the DCT process. MPEG-4 AVC
compares the current macroblock with

pression occurs in the spatial domain

its neighbors within the frame, calculates the difference, and sends only the
difference to the DCT. Alternatively, it

MPEG-4 AVC enhances motion compensation by
allowing the encoder to vary the size of luminance
x.

component of each macroblock.

maining high -frequency coefficients
without degrading the image quality
of the block. The encoder prepares the
coefficients for this process by scanning the grid, starting at the DC coefficient and working its way diagonally
in a zig-zag fashion through the grid's
increasing horizontal and vertical frequency coefficient locations. Thus, it
generates a sequence of coefficients arranged by frequency.

Quantization and entropy coding.
This is where the actual spatial compression takes place. Based on a scaling factor (which the encoder can adjust), the quantizer "rounds off" all the
coefficient values. Since most of the
coefficients coming from the DCT are
high -frequency coefficients having
low values, the quantizer rounds most
of these values to zero. The result is a
sequence of quantized coefficient values that begins with a few high values
at the beginning of the sequence, followed by long runs of coefficients that

thereby reducing the amount of data
it must send for each sequence.

compare each of these with its neighbors within the macroblock. This significantly improves its ability to compress detailed images.

MPEG-4 AVC temporal -

compression advantages
The biggest improvement offered by
MPEG-4 AVC is in inter coding. Advanced methods in this mode produce
a much higher level of temporal com-

pression and better motion quality
than prior MPEG standards.
2

Block sizes. In the inter mode, MPEGsupports only 16x16 -pixel

macroblocks, which does not provide
enough resolution to accurately encode

complex or nonlinear motion such as
zooming. By contrast, MPEG-4 AVC en-

hances motion compensation by allowing the encoder to vary the size of the

luminance component of each
macroblock (The encoder uses the lu-

color movement.) As Figure 2 shows,
MPEG-4 AVC can split up the luminance component of each macroblock
in four ways: 16x16, 16x8, 8x16, or 8x8.

MPEG-4 AVC spatial MPEG-4 AVC offers two improve-

For more information on the complete
line of RossGear Terminal Equipment,
visit us at

subdivide the 16x16 -pixel
macroblock into 4x4 -pixel chunks and
can

are quantized to zero. The entropy minance component in this way because
coder keeps track of the number of the human eye is much more sensitive
consecutive zero values in a sequence to luminance movement than it is to

compression advantages

(613)652-4886

in earlier MPEGs. This significantly im-

frequency, low -energy coefficients and
have low values. At this point, most of

without having to encode them,

... or call us at

on
16x16 -pixel
macroblocks instead of the 8x8 blocks

-.-.

Analog Composite to SDI
Converter $1395.00

www.rossvideo.com

compression

ments in spatial compression. First, this

type of encoder can perform spatial

When using the 8x8 blocks, it can further split each of the four 8x8 blocks in
four ways: 8x8, 8x4, 4x8, or 4x4.

Splitting macroblocks allows the encoder to handle several types of mo-
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Now, go the distance in wireless performance with the all new...

PRO850

WIRELESS INTERCOM SYSTEM

More Value. More Operating Power and Range. More Flexibility.
Better Performance. Greater Reliability. User -Friendly Displays & Menus.
- Frequency agile !Exceptional operating range
- Wide frequency response with low distortion
Simultaneous dual -channel operation
Wireless ISO
- Automatic frequency selection
PC and PIM interface

Why choose the new PROEM Wireless Intercom System from HME?

Because you can do so much more with it than any comparable system on the market.
Call an Audio Specialties Group company for a Demo

WEST- Dave Richardson

888.810.1001

EAST- John Kowalski

800.542.3332

HME
www.hmepro850.com
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Figure 2. MPEG-4 AVC can subdivide the luminance
macroblocks in several ways to enhance motion compensation.

ODC-9032

Ana'oo Composite to
sal Video Converter
$795.00

tion according to the motion com-

necessary to predict complex mo-

and explosions.
For these reasons,
the MPEG-4 AVC
standard allows up

to five reference
frames for coding

inter frames. The result is a better subjective video quality and higher compression efficiency.
Integrated de -blocking. Compressed

Analog Composite /

plexity and the bit -rate resources. In
general, large partition size is appro-

5890.00

frame, whereas small partition size is

"blockiness" effect, which is evident at

useful for handling motion in more
detailed portions of the frame. The
result is better viewing quality, with
less blockiness and fewer artifacts.
Tests indicate that good tiling of the
frames can yield compression saving

the meeting points between blocks,

of more than 15 percent. An example
of macroblock division on the luminance portion of the image is shown
on page 60. MPEG-4 AVC takes the
luminance portion of the original image and uses subdivided macroblocks
in high -detail areas to enhance motion compensation.
Motion -compensation accuracy. In
most cases, motion at the borders of
each macroblock, block or sub -block
occurs in resolutions smaller than one
pixel. Therefore, MPEG-4 AVC supports motion -compensation accuracy
down to one -quarter or one -eighth of
a pixel, in contrast with prior MPEG

post -processing mechanisms that are

n

HOC -19033:

priate for handling motion in the
bland (homogenous) areas of the

Corrpcnent YC to
SD Video Corverter

nu m

INIC-9016

SDI to Analog
Composite Video
Converter
S775.00

NEW! 0010-017
SDI Universal
Monitoring Amplifier
$495.00

null!

HOH-950-1

AES/EBU Reclecking
Distribution Amplifier
$395.00
DEW! fiBH-9503
AES/EBU Fanout
Cistribution Amplifier
5345.,00
11EW!
HES-952119523/9525

Al

AESiEB1J 110 Ohm
Balancer: toilworn

75 Chm Unbalanced Converter
6299.00

null!

DOC-9516

AESZEBJ to Aralog
Audio Converter
5595.00

nw

flOC-9532

Analog Audio to
AES/EBU Converter
$695.00
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standards based primarily on half pixel accuracy. MPEG-4 AVC is adopt-

ing eighth -pixel accuracy as an additional feature for increased coding ef-

ficiency at high bit rates and high
video resolutions. Tests show that

digital video typically produces a
especially at low bit rates. This effect

is due to processing with different

quantizers and motion types. In
MPEG-2, the only way to prevent
blockiness is by using proprietary

not compatible with all receivers.
MPEG-4 AVC defines a de -blocking
filter that operates in two levels: 16x16

macroblocks and 4x4 block boundaries. De -blocking typically gives a

lower peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR), but, in terms of subjective
viewing, it offers a higher -quality
viewing experience.

Transform and quantization
advantages
The floating-point 8x8 DCT with
rounding -error tolerances forms the
core of the earlier MPEG standards.
MPEG-4 AVC is unique in that it employs a purely integer spatial transform (an approximation of the DCT)
for 4x4 -pixel chunks. The smaller

shape reduces blocking artifacts,

quarter -pixel accuracy can reduce the

while the precise integer specification
eliminates mismatch issues between

bit rate more than 15 percent com-

the encoder and decoder in the in-

pared to single -pixel accuracy.
Multiple reference -picture selection.
MPEG-2 relies on only two reference

verse transform. In addition, a wider
range of quantization scaling factors,
based on a compounding rate of approximately 12.5 percent rather than
a constant increment increase, gives
flexibility to the encoder's data -ratecontrol mechanism.

frames to predict periodic motions,
such as that of a carousel. But, when
cameras change angles or switch back

and forth between scenes, using just
two reference frames is inadequate for
For more 'nformat on on the complete
hoe of GearLite Compact Digital
Terminal .Equipment. visit us nt

good motion prediction. Likewise,
more than two reference frames are

Entropy coding advantage
After performing motion compen-

www.rossvideo.com
cr call cc at j 613)652-4886
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4MM
ADDER 162 and 882i
The heart and soul of any live set, the Adder
162 carries 32 midline audio, 6 intercom/IFB,
and 4 duplex data and closures, all on one
fiber conductor. Supports data for stats and
scoring, courtesy audio feeds to the booth
and commentator feeds to the truck. Further
expand your capacity with the Adder 882i,
which carries 10 intercom/IFB, 8 data and 4
closure signals in both directions.

COPPERHEAD HD/SDI
Replace your triax backs and cumbersome
base stations with this camera -mounted fiber
transceiver, and turn your ENG camera into a
remote production camera. Provides alt your
bidirectional signals, including HD/SDI/analog
video, audio, genlock/tri-level sync, intercom,
data control, return video, IFB, tally and PTZ
over any distance

DIAMONDBACK
This video mux is ideal for distributing monitor
feeds to a booth, set, monitor wall or to other
trucks. Uses only one fiber to transport 8
NTSC signals, with expansion to 64 videos
per strand using CWDM. Or swap out any
video channel for 16 audio circuits, using an
Adder serial coax output.

a

MIME

art.

SHED and HDX
Run your HD cameras on ordinary single mode fiber, without the need for heavy, bulky
hybrid cables. The SMPTE Hybrid Elimination
Device (SHED) simplifies your infrastructure,
while the HDX also supplies power to your
HD field cameras.

VIPER II
Small throw -down modules are ideal to augment

/FROM CAMERAS

your production. POV links for NTSC and HD
point -of -view cameras provide full duplex data
for camera and PTZ control, plus genlock/trilevel sync return and power to the camera.
Other links support NTSC/audio, SDI and HD
distribution to all locations in the venue.

QUICK AND EASY HD PRODUCTION
WITH A TURNKEY BOOTH PACKAGE

AND BOOTH
TO TRUCK

Save time on your event ptodu:tion schedule. Nitn our systems, a single TAC-12
cable supports all your broaocas. signals from the field, and the booth, to the truck.

From Telecast, the leader

fiber for television broadcast production.

(508) 754-4858

Telecast

COBRA
Send your triax camera signals with this patented,

field -proven converter. All bidirectional video,
audio, intercom and control signals on a single
fiber with ten times the distance, one -tenth
the weight. Designed for most popular camera
families, including slow motion and HD triax.

HO BOOTH PACKAGE
ADDER 162 + DIAMONDBACK
VIPER II 5292 + COPPERHEAD
24 audio to truck
8 audio and video to booth
3 PUIFB channels
4 duplex data paths
1 HD feed to booth
1 full HD camera link
All products mentioned herein are trademarks of Telecast Fiber Systems, Inc

www.telecast-fibercom

Fiber Systems, Inc.
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symbols. For example, it can exploit correlation
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Figure 3. Comparison of MPEG-4AVC to MPEG-2 qual-

ity and bit rate

sation, transform and quantization,
earlier MPEG encoders map the symbols that represent motion vectors and
quantized coefficients into actual bits.
For example, MPEG-2 uses static variable -length coding (VLC), which is
not optimized for real video environments where content and scenes vary
with time. MPEG-4 AVC, on the other

hand, uses context -adaptive binary
arithmetic coding (CABAC). CABAC

offers superior coding efficiency by
adapting to the changing probability

and adaptively use
the bit correlations
and arithmetic cod-

ing. This mechanism yields addi-

in compression, implementing enhanced techniques for better bandwidth use and increased quality. Using these techniques, MPEG-4 AVC
can reduce the bit rate by more than
50 percent compared to the MPEG-2
standard. But MPEG-4 AVC requires
Codec

MPEG-4 part 2
(ASP)

H.263

MPEG

MPEG-4 AVC

39%

49%

64%

tional bit savings of
more than five percent.

Table 1. Average bit rate savings using MPEG-4 AVC compared to other
standards.

Overall comparisons

a much higher level of complexity in
both encoding and decoding. None-

Figure 3 gives a graphical comparison of MPEG-4 AVC and MPEG-2
quality. It compares the performance
of state-of-the-art encoders encoding
a 30 -frame -per -second, CIF -resolution video of a tennis match.
Table 1 shows the bit rate savings of

MPEG-4 AVC compared to several
existing standards.
MPEG-4 AVC represents a watershed

theless, continual improvements in
hardware and software processing
power make this challenge surmountable, which means that MPEG-4 AVC

is a viable candidate for replacing
MPEG-2 in the coming years.

BE

Mario Rainville is associate vice president
of product marketing, and Amir Segev is a
system architect, at Scopus.

SAVE A BUNDLE
ON DIGITAL MASTER CONTROL AND ROUTING
Even if your DTV transmitter is bought and
paid for, that's just the tip of the iceberg.
Sooner or later, you're going to need to
upgrade your entire station to digital. And
chances are, that includes a new master
control switcher and router.
Our new NV5128-MC Master Control/Router
is a fully integrated system that can save you
50% or more over the cost of separate master
control and routing switchers. Plus, if you
have a mix of digital and analog sources, its
multiformat input capability will save you the
cost of external converters.

Planning to originate more than one program
stream? The NV5128-MC may be configured
to handle up to four independent channels.
The system is automation ready, and a variety
of manual control options are available.

Features
128 system inputs

-digital, analog,
or mixed

4 Supports up to four
independent
channels
* Provides mixing,
keying, and voiceovers

6 Built-in squeeze
back and logo
store

Up to 96 router

buses-digital,
analog, or mixed
HD ready
Compact 8RU frame

For more information about this and
other NVISION products, contact your
nearest NVISION sales representative, or
visit us on the web at www.nvisionl.com.

NIAS110h1
Masters in Digital Audio, Pioneers in HDTV
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gain viewership through more effective news programming, and bring a
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New I.T.-based Technology
for the Newsroom Changes
the Financial Equation of News.

Consider what happens everyday in

and around newsrooms across the
world.

Video is shot in the field and carried or transmitted via microwave or
satellite to the newsroom. Scripts are

Cashing In
On the News:

servers, graphics centers and proxy
editors, I.T-based solutions let many
journalists, producers, graphics artists
and others work on a story in parallel

and share common resources while
working on different, but related sto-

written around stories.Then the scripts
and video are edited for length.

ries.

Graphics and titles are generated.

approach are self-evident.The elimina-

Many benefits of this streamlined

Voice-overs are recorded and edited
in. Stories are prepared for air.
While this happens, a story breaks.
Raw material arrives via satellite. If it
doesn't go straight to air, it's recorded,

Do more,

do it better,
do it for new audiences.
begins all over again.
When air time arrives, a news proThat sums up how
ducer tracks down the story list and
cues the technical director, tape opera- cutting -edge newsrooms
tors, character generator operator,
are employing I.T.
audio engineer and others in an elaborate dance designed to pull disparate
technology to increase
logged and the packaging process

elements together into something

called a story. At the last second, a
story is pulled and a live feed inserted,

3

revenue

forcing the producer to
burn up the IFB and intercom to make the changes

tion of linear tape -based solutions
translates into direct savings in tape
stock, VTR maintenance, potential
worker reduction -all yielding a newsroom significant cost savings. Less evident but equally valid is the fact that
when used creatively, today's I.T. news
production systems can also increase
station revenue.

Show Me The Money
Do more, do it better, do it for new
audiences. That sums up how cutting -

edge newsrooms are employing
technology to increase revenue. "(I.T.
allows) producing more news, be it a
morning show or cut -in as a means of
additional local revenue: said
Parkervision's Tom McGowan."The key
to this is to not increase staff to accomplish this"
"Sharing content is also a real benefit.There's no multiple ingest points or
juggling tape, which makes you faster
to air: said Leitch's Andrew Warman.
Being faster to air can set a
station apart from its com-

petitors and build audi-

smoothly on the fly.

ence. If viewers know a sta-

This traditional method
of news production is complex, stressful, unwieldy
and worker -intensive. It's
certainly not efficient, nor

tion is consistently on top
with breaking stories, view-

er numbers climb as does
commercial revenue.

"From there you can
repurpose what you have
for the Web, for another
newscast or another station in your station group
without another edit staff:

is it pretty. But it's gotten the

job done remarkably well
for decades.
However, this old paradigm is slowly changing as
local stations, station
groups and networks begin
to turn to I.T. technology as the logical
successor to a traditional tape -based,
linear workflow. Based on components

like ingest systems, centralized news

Information technology in news production
gives stations the chance to grow revenue
through improved efficiencies which allow
them to add news programming without
increasing staff

said Warman.
Paul Turner of Omneon

agreed. "What tends to happen," he
explained, "is they use I.T.-based tech-

nology to improve productivity They

can get what they need to get done

"ALL

the tools you need are

AT YOUR FINGERTIPS."
Digital News Production
Products That Work the
Way You Do.

Getting a story on air first is
often the best weapon your
station has in its drive to
Assemble complete stories in
be number one. From timely
the field with the Grass Valley
exclusives to comprehensive
NewsEdit LT portable,
team coverage, breaking the
laptop -based nonlinear editor.
news often translates into
improved ratings and increased revenue.

At the center of these video -access capabilities is our
NewsBrowse- Web -based browser/editor. Using it, you can
log on to any terminal anywhere in your facility and access
the material you need, whether it's for a nightly newscast or
an upcoming feature report. You can perform complex searches,
select shots, develop storyboards, and create edit decision

lists (EDLs) in a matter of minutes, not hours. And using our

shared- storage systems, your station and sister stations can
easily access each other's material.

Fastest Nonlinear Editing. Period.
Proving their worth every day, Grass Valley NewsEdit- nonlinear

But producing compelling news stories is still a step -wise
process. So what you need are tools that streamline those
steps and offer a competitive edge-in speed, in storytelling
capability, in presentation, and in on -air signal quality.

editors are in use in major markets and small cities to cover

everything from national college football games to local
fire stories. That's because they offer two key advantages:
collaborative story development and unmatched speed.

With years of experience helping newsrooms like yours

With a NewsEdit system,
multiple editors can access
the same feed simultaneously;

make the transition to digital, we offer a full suite of tools
that fit the way you work-from the minute a story breaks
to the moment you send a finished package to air.
Scalable and completely customizable, our Grass Valley'"
Digital News Production Solution is on the air in newsrooms of
every size: from national networks and their major -market
affiliates to medium- and small -market stations.

These broadcasters recognize the value of our Digital News
Production Solution architecture: that it streamlines the way
news segments are produced, saves valuable time -to -air by
enabling newsrooms to share materials easily, and significantly
reduces the costs associated with videotape -based infrastructures.

You will too.

Easy Access to Video.
It's one thing to say a digital news production system can
make you work faster and quite another to see it in action.
How fast is ours? Put it this way: with a PC, a network
connection, and a browser, you have unlimited access to the
materials you want, whenever you need them. You can quickly
re -use existing media assets to extract the greatest value
from them. You can share them with colleagues as easily
as sending e-mail. And because of this improved workflow,
and the rock -solid system reliability of our tools, you have the
additional time to create richer, deeper stories that always get
to air on time, every time.

CNBC editors leverage Grass Valley
NewsBrowse EDLs to assemble
finished stories from a variety

there's no need to wait until
someone is finished or duplicate tapes. In other words,
you can produce completely
separate and distinct 5 p.m.
and 6 p.m. newscast versions
at the same time.

of sources-satellite feeds,
digital files on a shared storage
system, or directly from tape.

Because it's networked,

a NewsEdit system can
automatically grab media ingested from subscription news
distribution systems, such as those of Pathfire and other

news services, and insert it into a current story. The
insertion is transparent to the news -service operator and
completely seamless to station operations. The NewsEdit
system also eliminates the chance of a typing error because
the name on a sequence always matches the slug name in
the rundown.

"Good news is of no value if it can't be
delivered reliably to our viewers"

The NewsEdit media bin quickly locates

clips on any storage system-from local
hard drives and third -party systems to
Grass Valley Network Attached Storage
and remote Open SAN systems.

)
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Leveraging the latest in IT and networking
technologies, the Grass Valley NewsEdit
system provides robust, highly available
newsroom connectivity to shared -storage
and video infrastructures.

Tightly Integrated
Play to Air.
Once a story is finished
and approved, it's now
ready for inclusion into a
scheduled playlist for air.
Tightly integrated with our
Profile XP Media Platform

video server-as well as our shared -storage solutions-our
NewsQ- Pro system can handle everything flawlessly.

The NewsQ Pro system is directly connected to the rundown
list in your station's newsroom computer system (NRCS),
providing a variety of distribution options, real-time updating
of playlists, and direct playout control of a story.

The NewsQ Pro system is so easy to operate, you can play
out clips in any order just by hitting the space bar. You get a
thumbnail image for each story, the duration and the status for
each channel, and even ID information and second -by -second
playback status. And with the NewsQ Pro system, because
supports media object server (MOS) protocol integration with

With the NewsEdit timeline,
editors don't have to wait for
video to render. Instead, they can
quickly assemble finished stories
while the material is being ingested
into the system.

The popular Grass Valley NewsEdit

interface helps editors build
polished, professional sequences
with 3D transition effects a.cd an
eight -channel au

NRCS systems such as those from AP ENPS and iNEWS,
you can get frame -accurate machine control during playback,
making your job easier and letting you focus your attention
where it should be: on the news.
Days, Not Weeks.

Every time we roll our products into a newsroom, people
ask how long the training will take. And every time we leave,
they can't believe how little time it took.
If you're a proficient editor in
a tape -to -tape environment,
for example, you can begin
cutting new, air -quality stories
on a NewsEdit system within
two to three days of training.

That's two to three days-not
the year -long learning curve
required by traditional nonlinear
editors. And the rest of our products are similarly easy to learn.

WJAR, Providence,

Rhode Island, quickly became
proficient with the Grass Valley
NewsEdit nonlinear editor

One way we shorten these
for hard news, thanks to an
learning cycles is by offering
easy -to -use, intuitive interface.
a thoughtfully designed user
interface. Our NewsEdit nonlinear editors, for example,
use the same, context -driven interface. Instead of an eye -polluting windows -over -windows design, this interface provides
a separate, tabbed window for everything from video and
audio editing to effects generation. All the tools you need are
at your fingertips.
A Clear Choice.
Every day, Grass Valley Digital News Production Solution products

are meeting and exceeding the challenges of demanding newscasters and passing the test of on -air reliability. They help make
newsrooms more efficient, letting them produce more content,
more quickly, and with the same resources-and help increase
ratings and revenue in the process.
To learn more about bringing these benefits to your newsroom,
contact your Grass Valley products representative today.
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quicker, so they tend to find further
outlets for the same or similar stories
that they can market to other news stations that can't afford to do news. Or,

they apply the same efficiencies to a

group of stations, like Sinclair has
done."

If there's a poster child for the benefits of I.T.-based news production on
the station group level, it has to be the
Sinclair Broadcast Group. Since
October 2002 when Sinclair launched
its ambitious News Central, the group
has put in place the technology need -

THE ROI OF I .T. WORKFLOW

"They can get
what they need to
get done quicker, so
they tend to find

further outlets for
the same or similar
stories...."
- Paul Turner, Omneon

Revolutionary changes in news production spurred by the shift from video -based to
I.T.-based workflow have revealed challenges and opportunities that can translate
into substantial savings and new revenue streams.
Here's a list of the some of the more obvious areas and a recap of I.T.'s potential.

SAVINGS
I Tape stock - Typically newsrooms are awash in tape. Expect to
reduce the recurring expense for videotape after making the I.T. transition.

VTR and ancillary equipment maintenance - Outlay for maintenance of VTRs
will drop as does their use. Once video is data residing on a news server,
replacing video heads, cleaning tape paths and the rest are history.

I Labor - Doing the same amount of news with fewer people or far more news
with the same number is a benefit of I.T-centric news systems.

NEW REVENUE STREAMS
I Better news, better ratings - The ability of I.T.-based news production to
improve efficiency allows stations to create more and better news stories.
Better stories lead to better ratings and greater commercial revenue.

More newscasts - Workflow efficiency can be so dramatic that producing
new news programming, such as morning shows, news inserts and even
entire newscasts for other stations without a news staff becomes
a reality.

I New media outlets - Once news is data -not video- it becomes far easier to
distribute through other outlets like the Web or even via emerging technologies, such as G3 cellular phones.

I Duopoly double dip - If FCC media ownership rule liberalization is allowed to
proceed, companies owning two stations in the same market can easily
produce two separately branded newscasts with the same I.T.-based news
production system.

OTHER ROI ISSUES
Less hardware than analog - 1.1. -based news production is far less hardware-intensive than the traditional tape -based approach. Gone are multiple
VIRs, TBCs, dedicated news editors and graphics gear. In their place is a
browser -based system that allows multiple people to pull up video clips,
graphics templates, scripts, and other elements to build solid news stories.

Repurpose material easily - Once footage resides on the server, it's easy to
access and easy to repurpose with new voice-overs and graphics.
I Less technically skilled people needed - Higher -paid, more technically skilled
employees can be replaced or reassigned. Less technically sophisticated
workers can perform analogous functions in an LT. -based world.

I Fewer skilled editors need - With 1.1. -based news production, journalists can
do more editing themselves. Fewer skilled editors are required to get the
same news done.

ed to centralize news editing, graphics
output and even creation of weather casts for local markets from its headquarters in Hunt Valley, Md.

Sinclair stations gather news video
and send it via a Wide Area Network to

News Central where it is edited and
packaged and sent back to the stations
as finished pieces for their local newscasts. Weather segments for each local
station are produced at News Central,
recorded and sent via the WAN to the

appropriate station prior to air time.
Throughout the day, promos, commercials and other video clips are distributed from Sinclair to stations over the
WAN. Six more Sinclair stations plan to

join News Central by the end of
September.

Every evening, News Central sup-

plies about 60 percent of the news
material to its local partner stations.
The rest is produced locally using a
common graphic template to ensure
that the locally generated stories are
indistinguishable from those done at
News Central. In terms of savings,
Sinclair estimates it has cut its news
production costs by 50 percent thanks
to the 1.1 -based approach.

The FCC, the Senate and Thou
The full benefit of efficiencies that
could be realized in the production of
news as well as new ways of generat-

ing revenue through news may be
impaired by the saga unfolding in the

offices of the nation's media regulators, the courts and the Senate.

In June, the Federal Communications Commission voted along party
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lines to relax existing media ownership restrictions that included rules

"If they wanted to, they could simply multi -cast with PVTV NEWS, as

come from it are available. Then it's
possible to convert media for use in

against owning newspapers and television stations in the same market.
That area in particular -cross -ownership of newspaper and television stations and the duopoly provisions- raise
some interesting possibilities for I.Tbased news production. Sharing news
gathering resources with daily newspapers could potentially double, triple or
even quadruple the number of
reporters in the field available to a television station depending on the market. Duopolies offer obvious cost savings and revenue generation if one of
two local sister stations had no newscast to start with.

they have the equipment to do so.
(This is) an excellent example of

new and emerging ways to serve one's
existing market better or build a new

branding two stations from the same

audience. For example, broadcast

control room with two looks."
Leitch's Warman agreed."I think this

news can be converted for the Web or
delivery via a G3 phone application."

But opportunities like these were
put on hold when the U.S. Court of

simple to run two
different stations

Appeals for the Third District

and newscasts"

in

Philadelphia stayed the FCC's new
relaxed ownership rules in early
September. A week later, the Senate
took up the matter and voted to reinstate the commission's previous
ownership rules with legislation.
President George Bush has threatened
a veto if a House version of the resolution is approved.
At this point, with events unfolding
daily it's impossible to predict the final
outcome. However, it's not difficult to

predict how stations could benefit
from I.T. news production in a relaxed
media ownership environment.
"We (Parkervision) can also speak
to the dual newscasts being performed

will be a growing
trend with duopo-

lies, where a

10

a.m. airs on UPN
and 11 a.m.on Fox,"

he said:The news
server will house
all content, and it
will be rebranded

for each station.
This makes it very

I.T efficiencies begin in
the field. New tapeless
recording technologies
will allow field editing
and better workflow. In
the newsroom, journalists access video clips,
wire copy, graphics and
editing tools from their
workstation.

from within the same studio - with two

Fade To Black
The benefits of making the transition
to an I.T-based news solution are easy
to understand in terms of workflow,
savings and revenue. Jim Frantzreb,
Avid Technology senior product marketing manager broadcast and work group division, summed them up this

completely different looks and set

way.

said Pathfire's Mike Carey. "But we still

designs.
"They spin our robotic CameraMan

solutions make media
simultaneously available in the news-

take the same time to write a letter as

cameras around to perform this task.
Both newscasts are performed from

room," he said. "Journalists and editors

work together in a way that's never

"The same is true of the newscast.
Just as we went into word processing

the same control room, though not
simultaneously-they would have to
have another room for that, but not

been done before. Plugging everyone
into a non-linear system means linear
processing is eliminated and working

with one set of goals and came out
with another, all of the possibilities
for I.T. in news are yet to be fully

more PVTV equipment.

in parallel and the efficiencies that

grasped."

on both Fox (WAWS) and CBS (WTEV)
at the Clear Channel station in

Jacksonville," explained Parkervision's
McGowan.
"They utilize our Dual PVTV NEWS

systems to perform both newscasts

"These

Improved efficiency is the obvious
outcome of this transition to I.T. solutions for news, but other unexpected

consequences -like new revenue
streams- shouldn't be totally surprising.
"We all bought word processing 20

years ago to produce quicker letters,"
we did 20 years ago; we just do it better.

Nu_WSNT.
Digital News Room Solutions

WHAT IS NewsNet?
NewsNet is an integrated video
production system designed around the

NEXIO'"' video server platform and
today's newsroom computer systems. It

gives you the power and flexibility to

deliver a superior product to air quicker
and more reliably than ever before.
NewsNet includes products from ingest

The newsroom computer system

to archive, covering such diverse

applications as feed recording, editing of

is the focal point of any

high- and low -resolution content, third -

newsroom. It stores all your

party NLE ingest, clip playout and MOS

assignments, scripts, rundowns,

(Media Object Server) protocol support.

wires and archived text data in

Its a la carte design enables you to pick
and choose only those components you

one place and is accessible to all

need and lets you add to the system as

users. Video material needs to

your needs dictate.

be handled in the same way

-

At the heart of the NewsNet system is the

everything in one place,

NEXIO video server. It is designed around a

available to everyone that needs

central shared storage system with nodes

it. The mechanisms by which it is

that offer video input and output, editing,
file transfer, conforming, archiving and a

handled should be as flexible as

variety of other functions. All connected

possible to adapt to your

devices have simultaneous access to all

workflow. Therefore, having the

content all the time.

right tools and architecture are
key. The NewsNet" system is the

video production equivalent of

The core is true shared storage. It provides

a solid, modular, flexible platform for pure
speed. It is a stable foundation on which to

a newsroom computer system:

build a powerful video production system

It integrates production tools.

for news operations. Its modular design

allows you to plug in all the components
you'll need to create, manage and transmit
your video material.

A;
NEWSROOM SYSTEM

INGEST

NEWS EDITING

BROWSE & EDIT

PLAYOUT

REMOTE EDITING

e LEITCH

Speed is what you need

NewsNet provides all the tools to

..-.--G3=3:3111101101111111111111V

Me NM

2111r,

-

Workflow Enhanced

C301132

optimize the operation of your
newsroom. Starting from the
planning of each story to its

A move from tape -based production to NewsNet

transmission, NewsNet has all the

will give you plenty of scope to change or enhance
your video production workflow. In either case,
you'll be able to identify a wide array of areas that
can benefit from using Leitch video server

components to bring news to air
in the fastest time possible.

technology. Here is just a selection:
Dramatic improvements to workflow
are available through the use of

b
1.1 '1,.1.I1

41

Access to all clips all the time for all devices - from

ir1:4411.1'1.1.1.1.1.

NewsNefs tools. Newsroom

ingest to editing and transmission

productivity is enhanced by

Win'. et.

automated scheduling of line feeds,

WI, !NI

batch digitizing of tapes, instant

101.00 11.05 011000 01

SIM

.. .1, III

.101.1911

All clips for your production system stored in one

7.=

.0 Immo OM 0111..4,

_

place - no transfers betweei discrete server boxes

access to content for all editors,
direct -to -timeline editing and instant

availability for transmission.

Automated feed ingest with one off and reoccurring
feeds, router control and proc amp control

Remcte control of video server channels from
Before content even reaches the

standard desktop PCs

newsroom, NewsNet starts

working for you. By creating
placeholders of clips in your

Fully integrated non-linear editing - immediate
availability of material for p'ay to air with no file

stories, all newsroom computer

transfers

system users can see where the

final content will be placed and

Third -party editor integration via Ethernet

can follow its progress through
the production process.

Low -resolution browsing and editing running inside
your newsroom computer system

Instant access to any and all material all of the time allows for
the fastest turnaround of breaking news.

Playlists for clip transmission managed by the
newsroom computer system rundowns

Sharing of projects between both high- and low resolution editing systems

Transfer methods for sharimg clips with other remote
production systems
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Graphics

How a Hub and Spokes
Can Set Your Station's
Graphics in Motion

Graphics have played a central role in
television news since the phrase "Film
at 11" was first coined.

Centralizing graphics in

this hub -spoke approach

ing consistent branding,
economies of scale, labor

for a newscast, and to the degree that a

and lower hardware costs.

station identifies itself with its news

"Our experience; said
Proximity president Luke

TrN r

0014.1.1lianyir
C

'F.,.

Tristam,"is that for a typical
station network, direct

4.41, APE Pff
10:

to streamlined content transfer based
on typical TV station implementations;
he said,"getting graphics directly from
creation systems to on -air pay out systems in one step."

for over -the -shoulder, lower -third and
even news ticker graphics.
Improved accuracy is a consequence of
centralized graphics. Journalists, not CC
operators, insert names into lower -third
templates.
Ibutit

Commonaft

MOOSE

111E1111 HEM

ings come from a number of areas.
"There's 5 to 10 percent time saved due

"Forty percent of graphics can be
tomers' analysis. Significant reuse is
possible for every story with the same
content running on the same day, the
graphic content can be reused.
"There's a 50 percent reduction in

rently created at many stations. A producer or writer develops a list of graphics needed for a story and e -mails it to
the graphics department. The graphic
artist dutifully fulfills the request, but

process steps based on customers'

upon seeing the work the journalist
involved requests a re -do to better

costs can be reduced over time by reducing the number of graphics creation stations required. The savings achieved in
this regard can be significant:"

"Maintaining the core graphics and
templates at a central hub ensures that
the local spokes maintain a consistent

brand 'look and feel' across all programs; added Jim Altemose, director
of special projects for Chyron. Additionally,
the hub -spoke approach
allows station groups to benefit from
SW

,61.1.*141t.

.116 aga
I

1,11101d

WO

that are added, the more cost-effective
the system becomes; he said.
According to Tristam, these savings
and efficiencies typically translate into
a station group paying for a centralized
graphics system in 18 months or less.

Workflow Enhancements
Consider how news graphics are cur-

orders can be significantly reduced.
"Equipment investment and support

14 111.

maz

shared and re -used based on cus-

to order, track and fulfill graphics

Votekro

iftanosessa_lia

can use.

analysis.The number of steps required

I wk 1611.41.M111.0-121

11111,

111.1 3,

Centralizing graphics concentrate skilled graphic artists
in one area to produce templates others in the newsroom

1.T. -centric approaches favoring collab-

group stations can access templates

skort

0 I)
011

t_s

oration, freedom and economies of

hub from which reporters at individual

.4EPS. ASS,
.1101011Patillmmom

tej st_r_±

operating costs can be cut
by 50 percent; These sav-

graphics creation around a central

Mdevalii..>1141.0

PIER GY,

.mm pomdmalf.

savings, improved quality

centralized at station groups as the
workflow involved in creating news
evolves beyond linear videotape based methods of news production to
scale. Instead of individual paint system and character generator operators
at each individual station chained to
dedicated graphics workstations, station groups have begun centralizing

.11 mini GI

offers a number of benefits
to news operations, includ-

Their importance is undeniable.
News graphics convey information,
create a recognizable style for recurring stories, establish a branding look
operations, present a visual identity for
the entire station.
Lately, their central role is becoming

Go le

Central

economies of scale. "The more spokes

communicate the story.
According to Isaac Hersly of vizrt,
that approach can benefit enormously

from centralized graphics creation.
"The savings come in workflow," he
said. "A non -technical -creative person

can put a graphic together using an
ordinary PC (tied into the centralized
graphics system) and feed it into the
show. This can result in a reduction in
the number of people, shortening of

shifts and actually the use of more
graphics in a show because the inefficiencies have been eliminated"
Centralization of graphics production in the hub -spoke approach con-

.
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THE PROS AND CONS DF MOS
centrates the efforts of highly skilled

graphic artists in a central location.
"High -skill artists are only required at
the hub," said Chyron's Altemose."This
enables spokes to free artists for other

tasks or reduces the need for such
(personnel)."

The centralized approach also
improves the accuracy of graphics that

are produced. "(There's) more efficient, accurate data entry' explained
Chyron's Altemose, "allowing reporters
and other non -artists to update graphics such as lower -thirds directly from

The Media Object Server (MOB) allows simple interchange of data between
a media server with video, audio, still images or other media and a newsroom computer system. When it comes to centralized graphics systems,
MOS offers several advantages and a few disadvantages as well.

According to Jim Altemose, director of special projects for Chyron,
"(MOS provides a) common, open protocol enatles operational consistency among various vendors (and) enables a variety o' otherwise incompatible venoors to work with each other." With MOS, stations can pick equipment from a variety of vendors and be assured that they will be able to integrate it w.th other MOS equipment seamlessly.
MOE is not without its potential downside, especially for companies
using it in their products. As with any standard, the flip side of compa:ibility is a pctential impediment to manufacturers ncorporating their hottest

features into products out of a real or perceived rear that they'll lose a
competitive advantage.

the NCS (newsroom computer system). Using template pages eliminates
conveying the information to a graphics operator and helps eliminate errors
incurred in this process:

ly be previewed, selected, and updated

with new data from within the NCS
interface.The final pages are automati-

cally rendered by the appropriate
graphic system with the
!NIP",

investment in new equipment. In this
way, the benefits of centralization can
be realized even in smaller broadcast
operations, where capital constraints
are more significant:

new data and prepared for

play -out, all without the
NCS operator needing any

Yankees

knowledge or familiarity
with that particular graphic system:
While templates may
be the most visible build-

ing block, there are may

Templates ensure a consistent graphical look
and feel viewers can easily identify.

Integration of Building Blocks
At the heart of these efficiencies is
the graphic template.Created by skilled
artists, these templates convey visual
appeal, enhance the consistency of the

news graphics on the air with minimal
disruption during the transition.
As Chyron's Altemose sees it, there

ics/ media assets to be

graphics solutions, and new graphics
equipment is not required: he
explained. "Therefore, current opera-

searched, browsed and
dragged into rundowns from within the
newsroom system: said Proximity's
Tristam. This makes for a seamless 'one
process' workflow in the newsroom:
"By employing a content manage-

ment system that scans existing creation and on-air devices, a catalog of
existing media assets can be devel-

"These page layouts, along with all
associated static elements, such as

servers and other specialized equipment means a solution can be

backgrounds and banners,can typical -

deployed without requiring significant

dynamic text and graphics to be

tralized graphics approach is getting

doesn't need to be much disruption
because legacy equipment can be
controlled in a centralized system.

placed: explained Chyron's Altemose.

page layouts with defined areas for

traditional graphics workflow to a cen-

others.
'A central content management system with Active
X plugins in the newsroom
environment allows graph-

oped, without creating a new repository for content.This way, a new centralized production system can be rapidly
deployed over existing content.
"Close format and protocol integration with existing still stores, video

newsroom's on -air look and accommodate changing story elements.
"Template pages are pre -composed

The Transition
Regardless of station or group size,
the initial goal of any change from a

"Typical graphics systems already in

place can be used with centralized

tion can typically continue without
disruption until the centralization
process is phased in:

Hersly of vizrt sees

it differently.

"The best way to make the transition is
to create the graphics for the templates
that will be needed. Make sure everyone in the whole process from the vice

president to the news director to the
artists like them. Do a couple of
rehearsal shows and then go with it.
"I've found that it's hard for stations

to keep both (the traditional and centralized approaches) going.

"When you have the keys to the
new car, it's time to retire the old one"

In this businEss, reputations
are built on rElial

Acquisition

Productinr

StrEngth in unity.
for simultaneous
high -bandwidth,
full -resolution media, an
Designed

sharing

of

Avid Unity- for News media
network is the central nervous

system of

a

collaborative,

nonlinear workflow. The proven
Avid Unity for News file sharing

architecture can be scaled
quickly and easily to meet
changing needs of large and
medium-sized facilities, while
smaller facilities and satellite

stations can "scale down"
using cost-effective LANshare
for News systems to store and
share media.

cki
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"Avid Unity for News solutions
have helped us implement
dramatic cost savings and
efficiencies across our entire
broadcasting operation."
Ignacio Suarez, Vice President of News
TV Azteca, Mexico

Transmission

iiork

Shared Media

Succeeding in the digital age depends on leveraging every asset systems, staff, and media - through an end -to -end workflow that
provides absolute access and complete control.

That's why
Avid is the

Integration is the key - products that seamlessly integrate
with each other, open integration with existing systems, and
collaboration with third parties to more closely address each

overwhelming
choice for

digital broadcast
news production
UJUJ LLI.d V I

.L 0

/ liPOr3C1CdSt

broadcaster's specific needs. With Avid solutions, the ability

to quickly and affordably respond to industry changes, as
well as protect and leverage assets and information, is well
within the reach of every broadcaster.

Not only do Avid broadcast solutions take television news

production to a new level, they also allow broadcasters

to create and deliver rich, late -breaking content via the
Internet. Now, news production can be combined with
a powerful content management and delivery system that

streamlines the entire process, automating many steps
along the way. The joint functionality of Avid broadcast
solutions finally allows businesses to manage the entire
process seamlessly, from ingest to distribution.

make manage MOVE I media'

AIid
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Where I.T. News

Production Can Save
Labor or Free up Staff

News production is labor-intensive.
From the videographers, journalists,
producers, editors, graphic artists and
CG operators who have a hand in creating, capturing and piecing together
the elements of a news story to the
tape machine operators, maintenance

techs, control room personnel and
engineers who keep the technology of
news humming along, the manpower

A Sponsored Supplement to
Broadcasting & Cable and Broadcast Engineering

The Human
Factor
news plummets because you can

reach many more people in the newsroom with pictures and news information than was possible with the tape based approach:'
Savings can be achieved throughout the news chain."In editing, in quality checking, in ingestion, in graphics
insertion, in switching" he added, "all
of this is automated. In maintenance,

needed to create a newscast can be

should they look at I.T. news efficiencies as an opportunity to better serve
their communities with more news or

to market their news product to stations in their area that currently don't
deliver news?
"Do they do more with less in terms

of head count?" asked Avid senior
product marketing manager for the
broadcast and workgroup division Jim

staggering.

But change is afoot across the
country as station groups, networks
and individual stations have begun
turning to I.T.-centric news workflows

to expedite story creation and better
use the human resources available to
the newsroom.
I.T. in the newsroom has stream-

lined the process of news, according
to Joe Fabiano, chief technology officer of Pathfire."There is a real benefit
to having video ingested so that it's
accessible from the desktop tool environment," he explained."People in the

newsroom are able to work in the
same environment and have rapid
access to video without journalists
and other news users having to go dub
tapes."
"Currently,

video, audio (and)
graphic assets are transported around
the facility on tape or disk," added
Omneon's vice president of product
marketing Paul Turner."Many copies of

an item may exist at different desks.

Having a centralized server vastly
reduces the complexity of managing
these resources"
Labor Savings vs.
Revenue Generation
"With browser -based systems," said
SGI's Chris Golson,"the cost of creating

The transition from the tape to I.T. forces management to decide between doing the same
amount or work with fewer people or more news with the same number of workers.

as well; there just are many fewer tape

machines. And soon in the field, we
will be pushing all this LT. out to the
truck"
The simplification and the ability to
share video clips and graphics that I.T.based news production delivers forces
stations, groups and networks to

decide between two paths. Should
they lower overhead by cutting personnel and pocket the savings? Or,

Frantzreb. "If you find that you put in
an ingest server and a playout server,

and you remove tape decks, those
people will be redeployed, or you do
without them.
"That aside, stations are generally
looking to keep the people they have,
and do more with those people (For a
discussion of revenue opportunities
see "Cashing In On The News" in this
supplement.)
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SGI's Colson. "Sweden SBT laid fiber
between cities and took advantage of
that by centralizing news into Oslo:
"News cutters locally do local stories. They bring stories into their local
system: he explained,"and from there

transition to I.T. in the newsroom, the

"In the old world," said Pathfire
news product manager Rick Young,
"ABC News 1 would gather news of

completed stories are shipped via

high -stress, deadline -oriented work

fiber as data to Oslo. There they are
compiled and sent back out the same

environments," said Fabiano."There is a

regional or national interest from affili-

day to all 20 cities."

ates. They would bring it in house to

Unlike the ABC example, Sweden
SBT builds its compiled newscast from

Making I.T. Work
Those looking for where labor savings

can be realized or better ways to use
underutilized personnel, need look no

further than the news production
chain as it exists today.

New York or one of the five or so ABC

news bureaus, and then along with
network -produced news material
send regularly scheduled feeds out to
about 200 ABC affiliates." Everyday,
local affiliates would wait for the right
network feed and record it.
Pathfire proposed a way to escape

the constraints of the linear analog
world through the use of a digital store
and forward approach. "We implemented a solution that involved

installing and integrating a server in
every ABC newsroom throughout the
country as well as ABC news partners
and all 200 affiliates," explained Young.

"Now as ABC gathers video, they
distribute it on demand. As an item is
edited or produced in New York, it is
immediately distributed. So if it's done

With browser based systems, the
cost of creating
news plummets
because you can
reach many more
people in the
newsroom with

pictures and news..."
-Chris Golson, 5G1

at 2:30, it's distributed at 2:30.There's no

need for affiliates to wait around for

the bottom -up. Still, LT offers efficien-

feeds:Additionally, a local affiliate can
request file footage electronically, and
ABC sends it over the network to that
specific affiliate's server.
At the network, the people former-

cies and labor savings that would not
be possible in a linear world. Sending
local stories to the network "mother -

ly needed to manage the playout and
stack the tapes as well as those responsible for tracking down stories stations
wanted but missed the first time
around can be reassigned or terminat-

ed. On the affiliate side, the need for

people to record incoming feeds is
eliminated as well.

"When you multiply that by 200
affiliates, those are significant savings,"
said Young.

A little different spin on the I.T.
approach to news workflow efficiency
is being used with Silicon Graphic's I.T.

installation in Sweden, according to

ship" as data frees workers in Oslo from

waiting to roll tape to record feeds.
It also frees each local station from
having to have its own crew collect

stories and send them back to the

key is training, training, training."

While training might seem like an
unaffordable luxury to those living the
24/7 grind of news, it solves problems
before they even arise."Newsrooms are

reluctance level there. But once they
understand they can write and produce better news more efficiently, it's
possible to get over the hurdle"
Building the desire to train is only
the first step. Next, it's important to
stage the training in phases to avoid
disrupting daily news chores, identify
I.T. champions in the newsroom who
can lead the charge and adopt a single
approach to the new newsroom workflow and stick with it.

"I would offer for news operations

this advice: said Avid's Frantzreb,
"Identify and use internal champions,
people who will lead the technology
change. Train those people first."
"Train in stages,"he added "Don't try
to do it all at once. Concentrate on different groups at different times. Choose

engineering first and then move onto
news personnel later:
"Stick to a single workflow until it
becomes routine. 13. -based news production offers tremendous flexibility,
so there are lots of different ways to
accomplish the same task. Don't confuse yourself and other people. Don't
stray from the approach you've settled
on.There are too many potential problems working. Finally, talk to others
who have done it:"

Whether a network, an affiliate or a

However, Leitch product marketing manager for news strategy Andrew
Warman sees things a little differently.
"You can give them as much training
as you want, but it doesn't take hold till

station group intends to reduce its

they actually use it," he said. "Where

head count in the news department or
to reassign employees to maximize the
output of news, certain rules should be

things may seem confusing during

headquarters in Oslo.

Transition to New Workflow

followed.

"In real estate, the key to success is
location, location, location: said
Pathfire's Fabiano."When it comes to a

training, when the crunch time comes
it becomes obvious."
"We have various training programs

here and on site, but on -air experience is where you find the advantages
you gained."

PATHFIRE,
Enabling Digital Media

..

The leading provider of digital content distribution and management

solutions, from origination to air, for the broadcast teleris on industry.
Through the company's advanced digital IP store-and-forAard technology,

Pathfire delivers news stories, syndicated programming, commercial

spots, public service announcements and video news releases to
broadcasters throughout the U.S. and Canaca.

...

Innovative digital content distribution solutions for broadcasters, news

organizations, networks, syndication stuc los and other media companies.

www.pathfire.::om
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The New

How Desktop Editors
and News Servers Will
Conspire to Reshape
News Editing

Editing Staple

Cuts -only editing, it's the staple of the
television news. From the first time a UMatic cassette found its way back to a
newsroom from the field, assembling
video piece by piece with this no-non-

ing stations, reporters, producers and anyone
else needing

sense method of telling a story has

graphics can

dominated television news.
The reasons why it rules news edit-

browse through

ing to this very day are simple to
understand. Cuts -only editing is fast,
easy and cheap.
Another news editing technology

access to clips or

available material to begin
assembling their
story.
Where

it

proxy editing is
employed in

promises to dominate news editing for
the same reasons.While it doesn't have

large station
groups or net-

has appeared on the stage, and

such a catchy name, it promises to

works, reporters

leave its mark on how stories are told

work on low -res-

in TV news for a long time.

Desktop video editing coupled
with powerful video file servers in

olution versions
of clips and
build their story.

newsrooms are transforming workflow,

When it's com-

fostering collaboration and empower-

pleted,approved
and ready to go, a high -resolution version is assembled from the material on
the server. Think of it as building a

ing journalists with control over the
content and appearance of their sto-

ries in ways that would have been
unimaginable a few years ago. Oh,

A Sponsored Supplement to
Broadcasting SI Cable and Broadcast Engineering

Browsing video clips from a central news server on a desktop editor
will become as ubiquitous as cuts -only editing in news. This approach
lets journalists edit most stories, freeing skilled video editors from
mundane news editing to work on more demanding projects

it will prove to be a critical component to the ultimate success of

yeah.They're also a lot cheaper to use
than their tape -based cousins.

formed in post -only without the

this 11: approach to desktop editing.
Once the piece is completed, it's
entered into the story queue and goes

videotape or film.

to air from the playback server. Finally,

The Scenario

Sounds simple enough, but how
does a reporter find the desired clip?

the graphics are stripped from the

visual edit decision list that gets con-

Typically, this type of desktop video

After all, there must be an endless sup-

editing is a piece of a much bigger acentric approach to news production
and management. In this a scenario,
footage arrives from various sources,
like network satellite feeds and ENG
shots, tape or tapeless media shot in

ply of video from the city council

the field, video news releases and
other sources, and is ingested and
stored as data on the station news serv-

er. The server already has files with
graphic templates for typical news
applications, like lower -thirds, crawls,
titles and over -the -shoulder graphics.
From their individual desktop edit-

chambers. How does she find the clip
where the mayor submitted his resignation? Enter metadata.
Metadata is information accompa-

nying video and audio clips to help
identify key facts, like who shot the
clip, when and where it was shot,
who is being interviewed, what
was shot, and other information vital
to

tracking

down

exactly what

appears on a given clip. While
all the details of who enters the
metadata are still being refined,

story and the clips used to create it are
archived for future use.
From a quality point of view, news
stories should improve using this sort
of desktop video editing, because it's
simple for journalists and producers to

collaborate when they don't have to
chase down dubs of the raw footage.
In terms of workflow, this approach
significantly hastens the editing
process. There's no need to find an
editor, organize a production room
for some fancy graphic overlay or
visit with the CG operator to explain
that the lower -third title should
read "Jon Smithe" not "John Smithy

A Sponsored Supplement to
Broadcasting & Cable and Broadcast Engineering
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desktop (Infrastructure) and the

From a station management point
of view there are a number of savings.
"Less editing staff is needed and a full
production crew is no longer need to

number of concurrent users help to
determine the total solution. In

some cases high resolution is the
appropriate resolution at the desktop; however in most cases to
minimize the bandwidth required,

do simple tasks such as CG creation
for packages and mosaics to mask
people's identity" explained Leitch

low resolution is necessary"

product market manager for news editors Kyle Cowan.
"I think the networks have run into

some hurdles," explained Cowan.

"The main rationale for proxy
based editing is to allow a large
number of editors to work from

"They may have had trouble moving

material stored on a central server,"

explained Omneon vice president
of product marketing Paul Turner.

down this non-linear digital road
because of work rules and union considerations. But ultimately there is no
stopping the train. It might have been

Jim Frantzreb disagreed:
"Generally speaking, for smaller
applications we suggest customers do
everything high resolution. Once
there are more than 75 to 100 users,
Avid's

slowed a little, but I don't think it'll
stop:'

This approach won't entirely elimi-

proxy editing is the answer:'

nate the need for someone to push

buttons on a few tape machines,

According to Quantel business

according to Pathfire product manager for news Rick Young. "For the foreseeable future, live material will
require bodies:'

manager for news and sports Trevor
Francis, the key involves how many
users will be accessing high resolution material at once. "There's not a
hard break point, but we are talking
about the number of simultaneously
operating workstations, not the total
number of stations. Proxy editing will

Editing by Proxy
Living in a television world obsessed
with improving its appearance might
make it seem like proxy editing is a

Metadata is the transparent thread binding
together desktop editors and news servers.
It lets news editors and journalists find
the right video clip for the edited sequence

become necessary when there are
more than 20 workstations:'

step backwards.After all, won't Moore's

Law ultimately catch up with proxy

editing and deliver the processing

... two people

power to handle full -resolution video
-even HD video?
"Proxy editing will be around for

with a string with
two cans is not

quite sometime because of the need
to see material across great distances
(station groups on different coasts)
that are part of several different

valuable, but a
telephone network's
value is incalculable.
The same is true for
video editing.

domains," said Leitch's Cowan.
"Network bandwidth is the key consid-

eration not processor power"
"Low resolution will continue on
because it is lightweight and suffi-

cient for material search and even
editing for the next 10 years or so,"
said Thomson director of applica-

-Jim Frantzreb, Avid

ance for various codec speeds and
qualities. This same paradigm will

When it comes to editing, more
important than Moore's Law -named
for Intel co-founder Gordon Moore
who observed in 1965 that the number
of transistors on integrated circuits
would double every year- is Metcalfe's
Law, which states that the usefulness of

a network equals the square of the
number

of

users,

according

to

Frantzreb.

"What proxy editing gets to

is

Metcalfe's Law. Robert Metcalfe said
that the value of a network increases
exponentially as the number of nodes
increases linearly' said Frantzreb. "In
other words, two people with a string

with two cans is not valuable but a

tions hybrid systems where you use
the tools transparently together.
Even if technology makes it very low

"The storage system is not the

telephone network's value is incalculable. The same is true for video editing. What we are talking about is col-

only driving factor when consider-

laborative editing and the value of

ing the resolution of the desktop

cost, there is still a place and bal-

solution. Available bandwidth to the

investing in a network for news production:'

tions engineering Bruce Lane. "More
likely are high -resolution -low -resolu-

trend toward HD, SD (and) lower resolution.

SILICON GRAPHICS
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The Source of Innovation and Discovery'

No more gridlock. Get more work from your workflow.
SGI InfiniteStorage and SGI Media Server for Broadcast
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It's Simple

The Bottom Line

Proprietary systems have automated islands of the
workflow but made it more complex at the boundaries. We understand this complexity, and we
specialize in simplifying it. Simplifying it in today's
environment of mixed formats and simplifying it by
preparing you for the integration of new standards.
An integrated dataflow solution architected by the
SGI Technology Solutions group will support your
operational needs and long-term goals. It will move
your workflow processes into an open, scalable IT
environment with a multiplicity of vendors, options,
and future opportunities. It will improve everything
from the timeliness of your on -air content to your
bottom line.

ROI for Broadcasters
SGI workflow-to-dataflow solutions deliver superb
return on investment in broadcast production
environments. These solutions leverage the best
technology in the broadcast industry and the latest
advances from the IT world. These solutions use
open standards and open platforms to interface with
broadcast and IT leaders such as Avid, Pinnacle,
Sony, Panasonic, Thomson, Hitachi, StorageTek,
Oracle, LSI Storage Systems, and Brocade to
create the most powerful site -specific solutions in
the industry.

SGI InfiniteStorage and SGI Media Server for Broadcast deliver the performance,
scalability, reliability and flexibility that you need to tackle your ever -evolving news production workflow needs. SGI solutions deliver the infrastructure you need today, infrastructure that can handle
your needs tomorrow. SGI - we're not just about graphics anymore.
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From Greater Efficiencies to
Expanding Outlets, Asset
Management Systems Deliver
the Goods
At first glance, asset management for
TV news departments might conjure

up fleeting mental pictures of pin stripped financial advisors, pitching
portfolios and auto -debit plans to grow
the newsroom's petty cash account.

But asset management systems for
news have nothing to do with stocks,
bonds or greenbacks.The assets of television news take the form of interviews, video clips and audio bytes -the
stuff of news stories and material that
never even makes it to air. They grow

A Sponsored Supplement to
Broadcasting & Cable and Broadcast Engineering

Managing

ignation on a Monday when preparing

a story about the mayor's successful
campaign to keep him on board two
weeks later?

System Architecture
Ask most station managers or news
directors what they want from an

Media
tral server holds all digital assets and
sends copies of the material to local
cache servers. For example, imagine a
centralized station group "mother
ship" serving out files to cache servers
residing at local stations in the group.

From the cache server, journalists,
news producers, skill editors and oth-

asset management system, and
you're likely to get a quizzical

look. Rephrase the question
and ask them how important it
is

to get their hands on a

desired clip, and you hit pay
dirt. "They don't want asset
management:. said Avid senior

"They

don't want asset
management, they
want access
to media."
- Jim Frantzreb, Avid.

quickly. Not only does the 365 -day
grind of news generation churn out
copious assets, but on the scale of a
station group or network the amount
of media assets generated in a year
can be staggering.

product marketing manager
broadcast and work group division Jim Frantzreb, "they want
access to media:.

Stations, groups and networks contemplating an asset
management system must
decide its fundamental architecture."Is the system a typical
'hub and spoke' scenario,
where material is maintained
at a central site, and only sent
out to the spoke station for play

to air, after which it is purged
from the server at the spoke?"
asked Omneon vice president of prod-

archiving for the long-term, how do sta-

uct marketing Paul Turner.
"Does the system allow the assets to
exist at the spoke for a pre -determined

tions, station groups and networks

amount of time? Should there be a

manage the media assets they've generated within the last week or month?
What good are these assets, if they
can't be found? How valuable would a
library be without the Dewey Decimal
System, card catalog or on-line stack

lower level asset manager at the spoke

But beyond the bigger picture of

search? To what lengths would a
reporter have to go to find file footage
of the police chief announcing his res-

in order to deal with material? If the
system is peer -to -peer, not only must
the asset management systems at each
station be of equal capability, but they

must be able to communicate with
each other in order to ensure synchronization:'
In a hub -spoke architecture, a cen-

Effective asset management provides a
means to retain, catalog and find digitized
file footage, but installing such a system
requires forethought and consistency.

ers with permission, browse the asset
library for the content they desire and
download video clips to their computers to create news. When work is done,

an edit decision list or a completed
story is sent the playout system.
In a peer -to -peer network, there is
no mother ship. Individual stations in
the group each have their own servers.

viz center americas

[viz 'trio 2D/3D CG

vizrt inc.
555 8th Avenue 10th Floor
New York, NY 10018
phone (646)746-0010
fax (212)560-0709
email info-USA@vizrt.com

The vizltrio graphics control system from vizrt includes, but is not limited to, all the features of typical
character generator (CG) systems. It is based on the viz I media sequencer automation/control engine,
that features transition logic, allowing for automated transitions between all graphics without any operator
or technical director intervention... all with one video output!
vizltrio supports traditional call-up code message recall in addition to content entry in a WYSIWYG user
interface. Beyond the basic CG features, it contains advancements that deliver new graphical possibilities,
along with a streamlined workflow that results in quantifiable economic efficiencies.

Just some of the many operational and workflow efficiencies:
Seamless integration in receiving elements from a newsroom
system:
vizitrio's internal viz media sequencer engine may be connected to
an electronic newsroom system using intelligent interface protocol.
When receiving new pages through the serial I,nk, the media sequencer
will populate/update the correct folder with the received content. The
generated call-ups (or changed call-ups) will pop up in one or, when
there is more than one, all trio clients.
Call-ups received from a newsroom system may be edited, and saved.
If an element is saved onto the same call up number, it may be
overwritten by an update coming from the newsroom system. To avoid
this, the element may be saved to an unused call-up range instead.

Independent call-up ranges that don't receive elements from the
newsroom system may be used to operate the system independent of
the newsroom system. This is useful in a breaking news situation, where
bringing content to air fast has priority.

II Writers, reporters and producers can create OTS and full screen

graphics via newsroom system integration of MOS elements
through ActiveX templates:
vizrt's template based graphics system, viz I content pilot,
communicates and delivers graphical elements directly into vizltrio. In
this manner the operator controls all graphical elements with viz 'trio's
play list and WYSIWYG UI. Writers, producers and others may fill
templates through the ActiveX MOS compliant version of
viz content pilot integrated into the electronic newsroom desktop!

vizltrio delivers 2D/3D realtime graphics and combines the ease of
intelligent interface with the power of desktop created graphics, all in
a simple, logical, easy to change, graphical user interface.

vizltrio, a streamlined workflow that results in quantifiable
economic efficiencies.

© 2003 vizrt inc.

Beyond new. Beyond innovation. Beyond anything that's ever come before.
The Panasonic DVCPRO P2 Card System, with core technology derived

from the SD Memory Card. It's about to revolutionize the news gathering
process. It's about to transform ENG into ING (IT news gathering).

With the DVCPRO P2 Card System, there's no worry about delicate moving

parts. The work flow becomes more intuitive. You get news on the air

quickly. In short, you get a news gathering system that goes beyond
today's systems in every way imaginable.
The Panasonic DVCPRO P2 Card System is right around the corner.

Get ready to go beyond.

ING

A Revolution in News Gathering

P2 CARD SYSTEM
www.oanasonic.com/broadcast
www.panasonic.co.jp/t sd
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These serve up files to those in the
newsroom, but have the added task of
being networked to similar servers at

expand the size of the system to serve
the needs of a greater number of users,
is another important network architec-

each station in the group. Instead of

ture consideration. "Asset manage-

equation," said Chris Golson, SGI's senior director of the media group.

the centralized server handling chores
like ensuring the most up-to-date ver-

ment systems can scale," Turner continued."The complexity of some tasks
does not scale linearly, however.This is

few years ago to transform its workflow
into digital media generation is a shin-

sion of a file is served to each cache
server, peer -to -peer servers must provide for system synchronization from
server to server.
Regardless of the architecture, both

approaches require some fundamen-

housekeeping decisions to be

tal

made before going online. What will

"It's amazing

how important little

files be named? How will they be

things are. Even

without asset
management, it is
easy for people to
ignore this.
People don't think
about a clip

the latest content?
"It's amazing how important little
things are,"said Leitch director of product marketing for video servers Eddy
Jenkins. "Even without asset management, it is easy for people to ignore
this.

"People don't think about a clip
naming scheme. Many times we will
suggest an approach to people so they
can at least have a place to start.

naming scheme."
- Eddy Jenkins, Leitch.

"Beyond clip naming schemes,
there's standardizing work practices,
which includes naming metadata, and
video formats."
"All of this is particularly important

when you are going to share among a

network of stations. You must have

newsgathering
and
production
process across media type, said
Golson.

"Danish Broadcasting wanted to
centralize broadcast television, radio
and the Web. They decided to digitize

television, radio and obviously the
Web. They skipped SDI entirely and
went directly to I.T.

"They decided to digitize all their
assets so the assets could be used by
Web, radio and TV journalists. MPEG-1
is available to radio, Web and TV jour-

nalists at the same time, but then their

stories are done in their own way to
appeal to their own constituent audiences:

The efficiencies Danish Broadcasting realized in news production
for all media resulting from the system
could have allowed the broadcaster to
reduce staff, Golson pointed out.

particularly true in the area of deletion rights. The rules regarding deletion of materials can become significantly more complex as the system
gets larger

However, Danish Broadcasting used
the increased news production capacity to add a three-hour morning news
program without increasing the net-

Return on Investment

work's costs.
Besides increased

common practices:"

"Just as important are the deletion
rights: Omneon's Turner added."If it is
deleted, where did it get deleted from?
The central server? The cache server?
What does it mean to be permanently
deleted or archived?

Danish Broadcasting's decision a

ing example of how asset management can bring efficiencies in the

named? Flow will different versions be

managed and systems updated with

lets like newspapers is bringing substance to the return -on -investment

efficiencies,

Quantifying the return on investment
is not particularly easy according the

asset management systems can

Quantel business manager for news
and sports Trevor Francis. "The chief

uct, according to Avid's Frantzreb.
"The more time journalists have to

value to news. It gets aired and then it
is yesterday's news. When it reaches a

consideration in establishing return on
investment is answering 'If I spend $1
million on this software, can I save or
generate $2 million? "As an industry
we haven't seen that yet, but it is devel-

look at content and to assess that content, the more time they have to work
on it and produce better journalism,"
he said.

kill date, is it automatically deleted

oping," he said.

from the server?
"The issue comes down to security.
Who can record, delete and edit mate-

One place a recognizable return on
investment is beginning to emerge is in
sharing media assets within an organization across media outlets."The abili-

room. Ready to assist reporters and

ty to distribute assets to other media
-not just other stations in a group or

when needed. With help like that, the

network - to the Web and to other out -

pound for years to come

"People employ a kill date in a
newsroom because there is a time

rial? You probably don't want someone who is recording feeds to have
edit rights."

Scalability, or the ability to easily

improve the quality of the news prod-

Ultimately, better quality journalism
is the goal of what happens in a news-

producers, asset management systems
give journalists a logical means of stor-

ing news clips and retrieving them
value of news assets is sure to com-

News Tools.
Chyron has a wide variety of on -air, real-time broadcast
graphics tools that make any live production
faster, easier, and much more repeatable.
Duet LEX Real-time CG for content creation and instant playback of stunning graphics
including 3D objects. Add a 2nd channel of CG, clip player, or multiple channes of still store.
C -Mix Independently layer and key multiple sources including external devices like servers
right in the CG.

Aprisa Replay Up to four channels of stills and four channels of clips, all with
video and key.

CodiStrator Digital telestration with animations, bullets, brushes, spotlight and more.
Ideal for sports, weather tracking and live evert commentary.
MOS Chyron offers scalable MOS architecture for both Avid iNews and ENPS.

Integrated.
Chyron's C -Net architecture gives you the best of both worlds:
application specific products, optimized far ease of use, speed,
and reliability in a MOS-enabled network topology. Browse CG
messages, clips and stills from any device. Use SAN or NAS
storage options for all graphics content.

CAMIO is Chyron's enterprise -wide grapn cs environment
enabling centralized graphics content creataaor, storage,
and playout utilizing C -Net.

www.chyron.com
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Changing

From Tapeless Acquisition
to Remote Transmission,
the Future of ENG Promises
Dramatic Transformation
The television news business is poised
to leap into new, uncharted territory as

electronic news gathering enters the
brave new world of tapeless acquisition and unconventional remote transmission.

Thanks to advancements from the

Times

The result was Panasonic's P2 mem-

equipment continues to be supported.) Additionally, because tapeless
memory device with a read-write acquisition by definition does away
speed 20 times greater than real time with the video recorder portion of a
ory card for ING, a 4GB solid-state
for the DVCPro format. Five P2 cards
can slide into a new version DVCPro

aligned technological fields of general

camcorder that's replaced the video
recorder with P2 card support. "The

purpose computing and telephony,
news crews in the field will soon be

only thing in the camera with a motor

acquiring footage on a tapeless media
and sending completed stories and Broil back to their stations via emerging
cellular and Internet technologies.
At the recently concluded IBC 2003
convention in Amsterdam, Panasonic
Broadcast along with partners, such as
Thomson, unveiled a new concept for
ENG, called ING, I.T.-based electronic

is the zoom lens," he laughingly said.
Using the SD memo-

ry chip also will allow
users of the new ING
equipment to take advantage of the economies of

scale of the computer
industry.

"We

have

hitched our wagon to

the media driven by

news gathering. At the heart of the ING

MP3 players and PDAs,"

rollout are solid-state memory cards
-often called Flash memory cards -

explained Livingston.
"The broadcast industry

packaged in such a way as to give adequate storage time for field acquisition

is a drop in the bucket
(when compared to the

applications and convenient inter-

computer industry). We
can ride on the coattails

change with existing computer equip-

ment through common interfaces
such as PCMCIA and USB ports.

of Moore's Law Prices
will fall, capacity will
grow by no great bril-

Tapeless dreams
The concept of tapeless field acquisition at Panasonic developed as engineers contemplated the ideal way to
relegate tape to the history books.
"A year ago:' said Panasonic vice
president technical liaison Phil
Livingston, "we knew there would be

liance on Panasonic's

1 GB SD cards (solid state digital memory cards that Panasonic and others manufacturer for the computer industry).
"If you look inside the SD card, you
see a memory chip, a control chip and

Tapeless Possibilities
The elimination of tape from news

a bunch of contacts. We said, 'You
could take four memory chips and put
them in a new package in one PCMCIA
memory card:"

camcorder, there are far fewer moving
camera parts to maintain, which translates into lower maintenance budgets.
From the point of view of workflow,
tapeless acquisition offers a practical
way to edit footage in the field, reduc-

part but through the nat-

ural evolution of the

Solid-state ENG recording will reduce what stations spend
on videotape, cut camera maintenance, and improve journalists' workflow.

technology and the
market" Panasonic has
not yet announced pricing for the P2
memory cards.

acquisition presents a number of
advantages. On the financial side,
doing away with tape dramatically
reduces the annual budget line item
for the biggest consumable of any
news operation. (Tape budgets won't
drop to zero anytime soon as legacy

ing the demand on editing resources
in the newsroom. "One of the single
most important features of the new
tapeless solutions is their non-linear
functionality," said Thomson senior
product marketing manager for acquisition and production Mark Chiolis.
Thomson announced at the IBC convention that it would support P2 SD based solid-state recording with future
products.
"Add this to the capability of faster

dab
What separates PVTV from other
new technologies?

The People Behind It.
Integrating new technology into your operation is never
easy. Long term goals may be clear, but getting from
here to there is another thing entirely.
ParkerVision understands how to move you through this
process, implementing new technology that will result in
significant improvements to efficiency, while keeping you
on the air during the installation period.

Our understanding of this process comes from years of
experience in taking small and large news operations from
traditional productions to efficient PVTV Production
Automation.
Our people have the experience to help you decide what
you need, help you integrate our products with third -party
dewces, and then to expertly train your personnel to
become PVTV Directors. You stay on the air and, with our
oversight, gradually transition to producing your shows on
PVTV.

ParkerVision: The products and the
people to help you succeed.

'Our training experience with
ParkerVision was very good.
They have good trainers, people
who came from the broadcast
industry, so they know what
they are talking about."
- Dennis Csillag, Director,
KGTV San Diego
"I can't say enough about
ParkerVision's technical
support, which was excellent."
- Rick Craddock, Director of
Engineering, KMGH Denver

r-PVTV
ParkerVision, Inc.
800-532-8034
www.PVTV.com
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On the
than real-time transfer into desktop
field editors or the possibility to directly access material without ingesting by
simply plugging in a solid-state memory card taken from the camera, and in the -field editing will become the norm
rather than the exception to how news
editing is done," he said.
Panasonic's Livingston added:

"(Our research showed) the average
editing time per news story was four
and a half minutes. So you could sit
down in the van and cut the story"

ENG on a Cell Phone
Point-to-point microwave and SNG
transmissions have served the news
business well for many years and are

financial side,
doing away with
tape dramatically
reduces the annual
budget line item for the
biggest consumable of
any news operation.
to improve and the possible ganging
together of multiple parallel phone
lines (becomes a reality), the quality of
this could become respectable for use

in everyday situations, in the near
future:"

Another possible avenue for news

likely to continue meeting its needs for
the foreseeable future. However, developments in and outside the television

to reach the newsroom is via WiFi

industry are making unconventional
approaches to sending video from a

number of wireless LAN units grew 120
percent last year, totaling 19.5 million,

remote site to the newsroom realistic.

and that the number of Web hot spots
has grown to 70,000, up from 1,200 in

"For SD formats," explained

(IEEE 802.11b) wireless Internet connections. WiFi research shows that the

Prepared news stories that are
wrapped with live lead-ins and out-tros
should benefit dramatically from these
remote transmission options. After all,
what is stored in solid-state memory in
an ING camera, for example, are digital
files. As such, they can be sent back to

the station faster than real-time when
broadband microwave links are available and slower than real-time when
narrower bandwidth options like cell
phones are used. Video degradation
will not be a factor as long as there is
adequate time to accommodate transmissions that could be as slow as 56k
per second over a land telephone line.
All that needs to happen is that incom-

ing video data are assembled into a
completed file and stored on the sta-

tion's playout server for insertion
between live intros and wraps.

Regardless of exactly how these
possibilities playout, the general
impact is the same: The dynamics of
news gathering are changing.

Thomson's Chiolis,"the increasing use
of cell or satellite phone connections

2001."1 could go to Starbucks, if I were

"Instead of having ENG or SNG

a journalist, edit my story and send

trucks or vans," said Thomson's Chiolis,

provides for 'live' or near -live shots
from very remote locations, which
would otherwise be left uncovered

proxies back to the station via WiFi,"

"they probably will (eventually) be

said Panasonic's Livingston, who noted

re placed by reporters carrying all their

that the companies ING equipment
supports full -resolution, proxies and

equipment in the back of a car or

everything in between.

ed vehicles will probably be limited:"

from a visual perspective.
"As compression schemes continue

motorbike. The need for large dedicat-

METADATA MANIA
It's often said that the most common metadata capture format in
news is the sticker, pen and ink used
to label cassettes shot in the field.
To maximize the benefits from

material easier," said Leitch product
marketing manager for newsroom
strategy Andrew Warman.
According to Panasonic vice pres-

senior product marketing manager
for acquisition and production Mark
Cholis, "provided that good solid

ident technical liaison Phil Livingston,

standards are set and agreed upon
so that the metadata recorded in

including the name of those interviewed, time code information, in
and out points for editing and other
important metadata is easy with the
the field is the ideal solution, and
company's new ING approach to field
new tapeless acquisition alternatives acquisition. Because the camera's
give reporters a chance to do just
P2 media slides into a laptop comthat.
puter PCMCIA slot, adding metadata
"Having metadata connected to
to the footage is simple, he said.
material before it hits the newsroom
"Additional metadata (more so
can help news editors and journalthan just time code) will be available
ists to identify and log the right
for use," said Thomson Grass Valley

the field actually passes and flows
through all the equipment seamlessly and without changes or deletions within the downstream equipment.
"Current proposals today include
more metadata than most applications would use on a regular basis,
as well as leaving openings for future
adcitions as new options are introduoed and incorporated into daily
use," he added.

central news servers, asset management systems and non-linear
editing stations, more extensive
metadata is needed. Gathering it in

In News, Every Second Counts
Faster Time To Air
Omneon SPECTRUM media server systems provide news professionals with virtually instant availability to content. Any media

server can store content until you request a copy of it, but when time is critical, copying data to and from the server adds
needless overhead to story preparation and introduces file management issues no facility wants to contend with. Omneon
SPECTRUM media servers allow news professionals to ingest content directly to the server, edit the content in place, and then
play to air without copying files around the network.

Omneon SPECTRUM media servers combine the best of standards -based open systems for application compatibility with
optimized file system technology for maximum performance. This combination creates an environment where digital media
files in multiple formats coexist transparently and users access files as if they were stored locally without the additional time
and storage associated with local copies.

Smart Scalability
Omneon SPECTRUM media servers have all been designed around the concept of Smart Scalability, a philosophy unique to the

industry. Omneon media servers are designed to scale in multiple dimensions independently and in smart, manageable
increments. You can scale storage capacity, channel capacity, throughput and redundancy without replacing your original
unit and in most cases without taking the system off-line!

Cost Effective Workflow Optimization
To find out more about how Omneon SPECTRUM media servers

can save time and dollars for your news operations, visit
www.omneon.com or call 866.861.5690.

OMNEON®
VIDEONETWORKS
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Some Road Markers
to Look for on the Path
to an I.T. Transition

A Sponsored Supplement to
Broadcasting & Cable and Broadcast Engineering

I.T.
Milestones

The path from video -based news gath-

ering and production to a system
based on I.T. is as predictable as the
personalities of all of the news directors, station managers and group vice
presidents at the 1,100 commercial television stations in this country.

The number and severity of twists
and turns along the path depends on
factors like a willingness to change,

the strength and negotiability

of

union work rules and the leadership
ability of station and newsroom management.
However, certain milestones are
predictable and provide a means of
assessing where one stands along the

From the point of ingest through playout from the control room, I.T. is transforming how

path of transition. Stations still acquir-

stories are put together and a newscast assembled.

ing footage in an analog tape format
have a longer road ahead than those
shooting digital. Newsrooms relying on
a gaggle of tape machine maintenance
techs and operators, editors, CG operators, graphic artists, TDs and still -store

personnel can safely say they haven't
progressed as far as stations that have
reshuffled the personnel deck thanks
The biggest hurdle on the path to I.T.
may be changing attitudes and recognizing
video as data not signals.

to I.T. and trimmed or reassigned staff
to more productive endeavors.

I.T. Milestones
One of the first milestones to look for is
storage."Robust,scalable storage that is

use of networking and storage, these
islands can be eliminated. MOS has

enabled discrete processes to talk
intelligently to one another and turned

discrete elements into a working
whole:

The degree to which separate

integrated with media workflow and
robust and scalable storage that's integrated with the production process are
essential," said Avid senior product

islands can be integrated into a unified
I.T. system is limited largely by the ability to share data. Standards are intend-

marketing manager broadcast and

ed to knock down these barriers and

work group division Jim Frantzreb.

make a seamless I.T.workflow possible.
The availability and implementation of
such standards in a newsroom I.T. sys-

"Once you have those and they're
integrated with the newsroom system
and you have the utilities to pass information back and forth and handle various file formats, you are on your way'

Next, the islands of technology
begin to give way to total integration.
"In the past, editing or graphics happened as standalone processes," said
Omneon vice president of marketing
Geoff Stedman."One of the benefits of
today's technology is that this concept

of an island of technology doesn't
have to exist. By changing over to the

tem are other important milestones
aong the path of transition.
"The video industry has had interchange for many years -first NTSC,
then component, now SDI," said
Omneon vice president of product
marketing Paul Turner "Server -based
storage solutions added another layer
to that: the idea of file formats.
"While raw DV and MPEG files are
defined in standards documents, different manufacturers enclose them in

proximity

Yup. It was us.

Proximity software is the central nervous system for a number
of significant media sharing and workflow solutions such as the NBC Arthouse
graphics centralization project.

Proximity's Emmy award -winning software solutions dramatically cut
the cost of creative production processes while actually improving on-air quality.
Our systems accept production orders, track their progress, manage and
distribute media to where it needs to be, all with a simple mouse click in a
web browser or a newsroom system.

With our experience, we can make your production workflow vision a reality.
Give our sales force a call on 646-452-5820.

www.proximitygroup.com - Workflow Solutions that Really Work

xenomaxintegrated graphics

xenostore
media cataloging

xenotrack"
production workflow

xenomotion"
video transcoding
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THE GREAT LEAP FORWARD
The jump to I.T. news
production at Danish
Broadcasting caused a
generational split in the
workforce.

their own 'wrapper' formats which may
render one manufacturer's MPEG clip
unplayable on another vendor's equipment. This, of course, is a major irrita-

tion to customers, who may have to
buy external software/hardware to
'flip' the MPEG file from one flavor to
another"

diately to I.T" SGI has
supplied the broadcaster with consulting serv-

"The customers keep asking for it
(seamless interoperability standards);
said Pathfire chief technology officer

can share assets, and

ices and servers for
the project.
"In this way, they

Joe Fabiano."The industry isn't where it

needs to be.

"Pathfire is committed to finding
ways to play nicely with others and
make sure the content we bring into a
station is available to any number of
upstream or downstream devices:'

Even more important than video
file formats may be standards related
to metadata, the embedded information that describes key characteristics
about video clips, such as when it was
shot, by whom, where and other vital
data.

Danish Broadcasting is about to
complete the second phase of a
multi -year project to update its
facilities with state-of-the-art I.T.

infrastructure to assist in the
production and distribution of entertainment, news and other
programming.
What makes the installation
interesting, is Danish Broadcasting's
decision to skip SDI. "The person in

charge is an I.T. man, not a broadcaster," said senior director of the

"In the days of tape, metadata was
transferred around as a piece of paper
attached to the tape box," explained
Omneon's Turner. "In the modern file based environment, this data should

SGI Media Group Chris Golson. "He
decided to skip SDI and jump imme-

be included with the essence -that

the process as a place where there
are just electrons moving around, it

way it can't get lost. Significant work
has gone on in the MXF committee to

is a difficult thing," explained Leitch

standardize on the location and for-

director of product marketing for

mat of this metadata. Most manufactur-

ers are now announcing support for

video servers Eddy Jenkins. "Going
with I.T. requires you to think in a

MXF, which should be ratified soon!'

totally different way."

the first rule is anything
that comes in before
anything happens has to be digitized," said Golson.
Danish Broadcasting's modernizing of workflow through I.T. has
caused a generational rift. "Skipping
SDI has impact in terms of generajons -age groups," he said. "They
lave split their organization in two.
The younger generation works with
I.T. and the older works online. They
have transformed news and sports
to be done with the new I.T.
approach and moved older workers
to areas where production is still
done with tape."

"is getting engineers trained in I.T.prac-

tices and getting them as comfortable
there as they are with video.Today, sta-

tions must undergo a fundamental
integration of network technology
with the ability to support real-time

"All major manufacturers are com-

Pathfire product manager of news

processes -like baseband video -and
non -real-time within the same infra-

mitted to it (MFX)," said Leitch product

Rick Young agreed. "It's a giant
epiphany for people to stop thinking
about this as video and start thinking

challenges is that the definition is
quite broad. A lot of people are look-

structure.
"Now every engineer has to have at
least a journeyman's knowledge of net-

about it as files!' he said."It is amazing

ing at confining it to something that is
practical"

many things open to you.
"We are linear creatures in a linear

working and maintaining networks.
Sooner or later, the installation team
leaves and the someone has to keep

marketing manager for newsroom
strategy Andrew Warman. "One of the

when you make that transition how

world and when you can get away
Changes in Attitude
There's much more to the transition

from that, all sorts of things open up to
you. It is a whole new way of thinking

than technology, however. The road to
an I.T. future in news begins with attitudes. "If for the last 20 years, you

about what you can do and how you
can do it:'
"Engineers are used to looking at
baseband video," added Omneon's

thought in a linear way where everything is recording and routing and you
are trying to remove that and think of

Turner."Now it's information"
"The biggest hurdle," he continued,

the station working:'
Perhaps stations will know they've

reached the final milestone on their
LT. quest when they've successfully
replaced a linear orientation of thinking about video with the I.T. world view

where all data is always available and
they have in place the engineers and
network specialists to maintain the I.T.
infrastructure needed to pull that off.

Quantel Thinking

10 reasons to think generationQ
for your digital news systems.
1_Think speed -to -air
Ingest, edit and playout from the
same high-performance server.
Edit instantly. No wasted time
copying media. No bottlenecks
during crunch time.

2_Think more than a server
Exclusive in -server effects reduce
complicated switcher set-ups. Create
stunning on -air looks easier than ever.

3_Think flexibility
Bi-directional server ports allow you
to handle the busiest of news days.

4_Think teamworking
Collaborative browse and edit software
with easy -to -learn common UI.
Boost productivity between producers,
journalists, graphic artists and editors.

5_Think integration
Link with ENPS, iNews, Autocue and
Dalet systems for seamless transition
to server -based news delivery.

7_Think value
Superior core technclogy without the
premium price tag.

8_Think robust
Legendary engineering prowess
delivers a fault -tolerant architecture
designed to withstard the punishing
demands of 24x7 broadcast news.

9_Think reduced cJsts
New WAN-basec `Sp It Remote'
configuration allows producers and
editors assigned to remote events
to remain local.

1 O_Th in k futureproof
Link our HD -ready servers and expand
as your needs grow. Connect tc
Quantel graphics systems and a wide
range of third -party autorratior and
digital asset management solutions

fora complete digital procucticn
environment.

6_Think reduced risk
Exclusive Frame Magic technology
means media destined for air is never
accidentally deleted.
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The world's largest server -based news system orders are for
Quantel's award -winning generationQ systems. This same premium
technology is also priced 'or stations of any size. As you look lo
make the move to digital news delivery, think Quantel for a truly
innovative and futureproof investment.
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Dual -mode
MSDC 10Ts
Saving money in both
analog and digital
BY ANDY WHITESIDE AND RAY KIESEL

The future of broadcast TV is

digital, but the future isn't
yet here. There are a considerable number of digital TV stations operating in the United States,

be converted easily to digital service
in the future.

Recent developments
In the last 10 years, developers have

but the broadcasters who operate

made significant advances in trans-

them rely almost exclusively on their

mitter technology in the areas of pre -

analog signal for revenue. It's no

correction, control and monitoring,
solid-state amplification and high -

surprise that many broadcasters are
taking another look at their analog

transmission plant to ensure that
the engine for their major revenue
stream will remain viable for what
now appears to be an indeterminate
number of years. In many cases, that

analog transmission plant uses aging technology that is expensive to

power linear amplification, to name a
few. There is no fundamental reason
why broadcasters cannot apply these
advances to analog transmission. This

would offer immediate benefits in
terms of reduced power and maintenance costs, improved reliability, increased available building space and

There is no fundamental reason why broadcasters
cannot apply advances in transmitter technology
to analog transmission.
operate and maintain. In addition,
spare parts and replacement tubes
are becoming increasingly difficult

Ai's e2v ESCIOT five -stage de-

pressed -collector IOT installed it a
high -power amplifier cabinet. This
dual -use tube is designed to maximize efficiency and minimize costs
in both analog and digital operating
modes.

resulting power savings alone in a new

and expensive to obtain. Older

plant can pay back the investment in
less than five years. For the several

transmitters also lack modern safety

hundred stations that still need to

features, perhaps exposing station
personnel to unsafe conditions, and

build out full -power digital facilities,

exposing the station itself to considerable liability. Replacing an aging

added benefit of being readily convertible to digital service at the appropriate time.
The advent of IOT technology in the
early 1990s truly enabled the adoption
of common amplification as the dominant amplification mode in broadcast
transmitters. This technology allowed

analog plant with a modern inductive output tube (JOT) transmitter

using the latest multi -stage depressed -collector (MSDC) technology could prove to be a wise invest-

ment for many broadcasters, particularly if the new transmitter can
OCTOBER 2003

enhanced safety. In some cases, the

new analog transmitters offer the

transmitter designers to eliminate

broadcastengineering.com 1 03

Parameter
Signal level
Stage 1 current
Stage 2 current
Stage 3 current
Stage 4 current
Stage 5 current
Total current

Di i ital at 30kW
Constant

Analo ! at 60/6kW
White APL Black APL

180 mA
0.5 A
0.5 A
1.1 A
1 mA
2.28 A

100 mA
0.25 A
0.35 A
1.05 A
0.4 mA
1.75 A

178 mA
0.83 A
0.8 A
0.94 A
0.2

2.711/1

Table 1. Electrode currents in a five -stage depressed collector IOT during digital and analog operation.Transmitter designers must consider these differences when
designing dual -use transmitters.

available for several years. In fact,
the physical struc-

ture of the IOT
and elements such
as the electron gun
were primarily designed for the de-

mands of analog

major differences between equipment
optimized for analog service and that

service, before they proved to be more
than adequate for digital applications.

optimized for digital service, giving
the broadcaster maximum flexibility
to accommodate future requirements.

But reversing this approach and optimizing the IOT elements for digital
service can compromise the tube's
analog power -handling capability.

The design of a high -power UHF TV

transmitter is so strongly influenced
by the choice of the final amplifier
device that selecting that device can

become the determining factor in
achieving the goal of dual use. For the
past 10 years or so, the IOT has been

the dominant choice as the final amplifier in high -power UHF transmitters. It is ideally suited to amplify signals of any TV format. The newest
range of high -power IOT transmitters
adds the field -proven energy -saving
feature of collector depression to the

IOTs is the collector structure. The
principle function of any collector, depressed or otherwise, is to dissipate the

"spent" energy of the electron beam
efficiently and safely under all signal
conditions. Since the spent electron
beam has a distribution of energies,
the MSDC's multiple collector stages,
which are set at discrete and different
ground, can "sort" the

electron beam's energy,

thus reducing power
consumption. A DTV
signal distributes the

electrons in a fairly
well-defined and effec-

tively static manner

Most developers of MSDC IOT

over the internal surfaces of the collector.
This predictable elec-

Dual -use concerns
The typical high -power IOT amplifier can provide a power level of 25 to 30kW average in DTV service and

60- to 70kW peak sync in analog
service. Conventional IOT devices
with these power levels have been

more negative with respect to
ground.) APL is average picture level.

log service, the maximum analog
power rating of the IOT and transmitter would need to be reduced to well
below that of an equivalent non -depressed -collector IOT.

voltages with respect to

was the case with the MSDC klystron.

station profits, so developers have refocused their efforts to enhancing the
performance of these new devices in
analog service.

log signal conditions. (The stage -1
electrode is at ground potential and
the other electrodes are increasingly

Consider the consequences of a

and recover a significant percentage of the

primary role to play in maintaining

high -voltage power supply for dual use tubes.
Table 1 shows the currents at each
electrode in a five -stage depressed collector IOT under digital and ana-

transmitter designed with maximum
ratings based on the collector electrode current in the "Digital - 30kW"
column in Table 1. To ensure that the
tube's ratings are not exceeded in ana-

electrons by energy

transmitters have focused their efforts
on DTV performance. But it has become clear that analog TV still has a

lector, the cooling system and the

conventional and depressed -collector

pliers offer several multi -stage de-

and cooling methods. It appears that
the best compromise between efficiency enhancement and practical collector manufacture results from collectors with five individual stages, as

cantly different at different picture levels. Amplifier designers must account
for this effect when designing the col-

The defining difference between

already efficient IOT. Major tube suppressed -collector (MSDC) IOTs, with
differing numbers of depressed stages

spread in the spent beam is signifi-

tron distribution allows designers to select
the collector stage volt-

ages to distribute the
spent beam relatively

evenly, in terms of
electron current, thus
reducing the average

power density and

DTV

Transmitter output
IOT output (includes RF losses)
Quantity o' 10Ts

60kW avq.
66kW avg,

NTSC
120+12 kW
130/13kW

2

2

Standard IOT efficiency2/F0M3
ESCIOT efiiciency/FOM
Percentage improvement

38 percent
58 percent
53 percent

100 percent
149 percent
49 percent

Standard DT power consumption
ESCIOT poker consumption
Reduction n IOT power consumption
IOT percentage reduction

173.1kW
113.4kW
59.7kW

144.7kW1

Reduction n TX power consumption4
TX percentage reduction
Annual savngs at 8 cents/kW-hr5

57.2 kW

97.1kW
47.6kW

34.5 percent 33 percent
44.0 kW

28.7 percent 26.7 percent

$40,086
$30,835
Note 1. The sgnal level for the NTSC data was 50 percent average picture
level with 10 dercent aural. Note 2. The term "efficiency" is used for digital
operation. It is equal to average RF output power divided by average DC
input power Mote 3. The term "figure of merit" or "FOM" is used for analog
operation. It 1-; equal to (peak visual + average aural) divided by average DC
input at a defined signal level: 50 percent average picture level. Note 4. The
transmitter (TX) power consumption is slightly reduced due to increased
losses in the multi -stage high -voltage power supply and the additional
consumption )f a small pump in the de -ionized water loop for the ESCIOT
Note 5. Annurl savings calculation is based upon 8 cents/kW-hr and 24x365
hours per yea -

Table 2. In a typical dual -use transmitter configuration (i.e., two IOT high -power amplifiers in parallel), an ESCIOT uses less power than a standard
10T, in both digital and analog operation.

making cooling the tube easier. But a

Therefore, amplifier designers

collector designed for these static DTV

should follow the proven principle of
designing for the worst case - in this
case analog - when designing a transmitter for true dual -use applications.

currents is not suited for full -power
analog service. The NTSC signal is am-

plitude -modulated, and the energy

104 broadcastengineering.com
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MSDC IOT economics
The ultimate purpose of the depressed collector is to reduce the

added interest to the transmitter de-

signer and the end user, these

broadcaster's power costs and thus en-

improvements are obtained by using
only two additional high -voltage out-

hance profits. Table 2 on page 104

puts from the high -voltage power

supply, since two of the five ESCIOT
collector stages are actually connected
to other stages. Figure 1 shows a sim-

plified schematic of the tube's high voltage connections.

compares the performance of a standard IOT with that of a particular type
of five -stage depressed -collector IOT
V with respect to
GND or Cathode

called an energy -saving -collector IOT,

or ESCIOT, in a typical transmitter
configuration (i.e., two IOT high -

PS3

PS2

PSI

-25kV

-36kV

Cathode

-36kV

0

GRID

(2

power amplifiers in parallel).

1

C3

Two things are worth noting from

I

Table 2. First, the ESCIOT tube is capable of full -power operation in both

1

[ANODE

0

36kV

C1

0

36kV

C2

0

361(1..

GND

H1

digital and analog modes. Second,
contrary to some manufacturers' recent claims, this depressed collector
reduces power consumption by the
same percentage whether operating
in digital or analog mode. In other
words, this tube can help broadcast-

F-1

3

C3

-11kV

25kV

14

C4

-18kV

18kV

I5

C5

-36kV

0

Figure 1. A simplified schematic of the high -voltage connections for the
five -stage ESCIOT shows that it uses only two additional outputs from the

ers minimize product differences for

analog and digital operation. Of

power supply.

The Broadcast Quality Server

With

a

Price that Makes Sense.
2000

Up to now, it's been tough
explaining how buying more
video servers would fatten up
your bottom line.

Which is exactly why

360

Systems has introduced the
Image Server 2000'. It delivers
three independent video
streams, and all the features of
the high -cost competition, for
just $10,000. Complete.

Image Server 2000 is the perfect replacement for tape
machines - use it for satellite
ingest, program delay, slowmotion, commercial insertion, or
full time play -to -air.

Its advanced design provides
composite and SDI video, 12
AES channels, balanced analog
audio, up to 128 hours of internal RAID -5 protected storage,
impeccable images, great
specs - and zero maintenance.

And at $3,333 per channel, the
Image Server 2000 also makes
good business sense. Isn't it
time to rethink what you're paying for video storage?

Check out the Image Server
2000 atwww.360systems.com,
or call for a demonstration at

your place.

,

1 06 broadcastengineering.com

I 8) 991-0.00. E-mail: servers@360systems.com
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Keeping On -Air Transmissions

E

With Active Power's Battery -Free Energy Solutions
Dead air is no longer a problem when Active Power's
innovative CleanSource® Energy Storage systems are

protecting your broadcast networks, transmitters and
microwave uplinks.

Today, having a generator for back-up power is not

enough to keep your operations on-line. When a
power interruption hits, crucial unprotected seconds
mean broadcast interruptions and potential dead air
before the facility's generator kicks in.
CleanSource from Active Power is the ideal solution to
No Place for Batteries here...
Telemundo's multiple transmitters at
the top of the Empire State Building
are protected by Active Power's
CleanSource technology.

protect against power outages and damaging voltage

fluctuations. With power ratings from 65 kVA to 3600

kVA, the battery -free CleanSource Flywheel UPS
meets the quality demands of today's broadcasting
and transmitting facilities and eliminates the need for
bulky, high maintenance battery -based systems.

Visit our website at www.activepower.com/a1130 to

learn why major U.S. and international television
networks depend on Active Power's AC and DC
solutions to keep broadcast stations on-line and
transmissions live.
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Market Engineering Award Recipient

Active Power®

,oduct Line Strategy

Schedi,

www.activepowencom/a1130
email: al130@activepower.com
Toll -Free: 1 -877 -FLYWHEEL

Broadcasters can achieve efficiencies

equal or close to those in Table 2 at
lower output powers by matching the
tube's beam voltage to the required
power, in accordance with the tube
manufacturer's recommendations.

Although an ESCIOT-equipped
analog transmitter offers 30 percent
lower power consump-

tion than the standard

considered sufficient
savings to justify the re-

placement of relatively
new NTSC IOT equip-

ment, since most IOT
transmitters are less than

10 years old. But there
are a significant number

driver amplifiers for this exciter are
fully broadband, allowing operation
on any UHF channel.

Other dual -use

Conclusion

transmitter components

The NTSC signal will probably re-

So far, we have discussed the IOT perhaps the most costly component of

Analog performance

JOT transmitter, it is unlikely that this would be

a pulsed mode, the savings would be
less than $198,747, but would still exceed $125,000 per year.

main a TV station's main source of rev-

enue for several years to come, so replacing aging high -power UHF transsome detail, particularly in relation to mitters now might be a prudent move
for some broadcasters. Recent changes
NTSC at 120/121M out ut, 50 sercentAPL

the high -power transmitter - in

Type

Standard klystron Five -stage ESCIOT

Quantity of tubes

3

2

HVDC power
Cabinets
Cooling system

366.0kW
13.0kW
30.0kW
409.0kW

102.6kW
13.0kW
9.8kW
125.4kW

Total transmitter plant
Annual power cost at 8cents/kW-hr $286,627
Annual savings
0

taining to accelerated

depreciation may
provide further fi-

$198,747

Table 3. Using a five -stage ESCIOT in an analog transmitter, as
opposed to a standard klystron can provide significant savings.

of aging klystron transmitters still in
use, and replacing these transmitters
with a new ESCIOT-equipped product is a viable option. Table 3 compares the costs incurred when using

a standard klystron with those in-

curred when using a five -stage
ESCIOT in an analog transmitter.
Table 3 assumes that the klystron
transmitter operates in a non -pulsed
mode. If the transmitter operates in

in the tax law per-

nancial incentive to
make this move, increasing power savings and enhancing
bottom -line benefits
for the station.

minimizing the difference between

Modern, water-cooled MSDC IOT-

analog and digital service. But what of
the other critical components? Excit-

equipped transmitters offer many

ers that require only the exchange of
one module to convert from analog to
digital service are now available. Furthermore, at least one exciter has a
front -panel interface that allows the

user to set it to any UHF channel

broadcasters immediate benefits in either digital or analog service and pro-

vide maximum flexibility for future
conversion to DTV service.

BE

Andy Whiteside and Ray Kiesel are
engineering vice presidents at Ai.

without having to change any components or tune RF circuits. The IOT

-Multi-Channel
Master Control

QMC is the most flexible, most scalable,
Master Control system you can buy.
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ADAM
Systems'
ADAM -1000
BY MIRIAM BUZI

ct

roadcasters

0

increas-

and cost effectively. Streamlined file cata-

ingly find themselves

loging, central control of access rights

between a rock and a hard

and collaborative processing across
multiple departments improve

place. Facing stiff competition, they
have a growing need to differentiate and

0

improve their offerings. At the same
time, they are confronting mounting

cc

fiscal pressures and government edicts
to adopt HDTV. To cope with this pre-

workflow and minimize costs by reducing the number of promotional shorts,
print ads, digital masters and supporting collateral that have to be duplicated
and distributed.

dicament, broadcasters need faster,

The management system co -hosts

0

and Sony, among others.
The system can ingest and distribute

MPEG-1, MPEG-2, QuickTime,
RealMedia, Windows Media, JPEG,
TIFF and more. Composite NTSC and
PAL also are supported. The ADAM 1000 also can be tailored to suit specific

workflow and user interface needs and
is adaptable to changes in formats and
standards. Multiple users can access the

cheaper and more effecBroadcast services:
playout and distribution

tive ways of creating,
repurposing and hanADAM systems content services:
deep archive and browse

dling valuable digital rich
media content, also called
digital assets.
A new -generation digital asset management solution, based on a scalable

desktop platform, has
been created to address

On -air playout

ADAM -1000 media engine
- QC review and

re.r.m

ADAM -1000 media engine

Physical asset
management

ADAM -1000 media engine
- Media ingest and encoding
- Tape and disk import

- Local clip transcode services
- Specialized EDL processing
Editing stations

this challenge. Called the

broadcast operations to

Graphics and
animation

SDI or legacy ingest

ADAM -1000, it can be in-

serted economically into

Internet broadcast or
secure transfer to
remote facility

Pre -production services:
digital ingest

Post -production services:
editing and preview

accelerate, automate and
control the receipt, cata-

Figure 1. The ADAM -1000 is able to generate and distribute final image, audio and
video products quickly and cost effectively.
loging, management, tracking, creation, Unix and Windows operating systems, system via a Web -based browser, in real
processing, duplication and distribu- and can manage more than 10,000TB time and regardless of location. Editors,
tion of digital content.
of digital assets in any combination of producers and other creative personnel
Advances made in the computing, stor- online, near -line and offline storage. have the ability to access a central data-

age and digital asset transformation
realm have been leveraged into an affordable, desktop -sized media processing and management engine that is built

It can support legacy video technology found in many broadcast facilities using interfaces such as SDI, Gigabit Ethernet, Fibre Channel, SCSI,

The ADAM -1000 can be tailored to suit specific
workflow and user interface needs.

base of application software and preapproved digital assets. This gives instant access to all authorized personnel
looking for that perfect image or clip,
eliminates re -shoots and duplicates, and
dramatically shortens the feedback cycle

from the creative and legal side
sulting in a quick ROI.

- re-

The system also is designed with
upon the core software functionality

USB and ATM. Its application Web cli-

found in high -end digital asset manage-

ent interface is certified to work with

ment solutions. This system offers

Internet Explorer and Netscape on

broadcast operations personnel the ability to generate and distribute final im-

Windows and Mac. Further qualified

storage components include equip-

customizable browser -based graphical
user interfaces and a modular architecture. This allows each facility, network
or affiliate to have a custom -designed
interface that is instantly recognizable

age, audio and video products quickly

ment from Ampex, StorageTek, IBM

to its staff - shortening the learning

110
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curve. The extensive design uses a mix
of data formats, with the option to add

retrieval or distribution. Distribution
can be controlled by rules limiting ex-

and better digital asset management ar-

new formats at any time. Database fields

port of files according to predeter-

are Unicode-based, allowing users to
choose character sets from several dif-

mined classification categories.
Broadcasters are focusing on preserv-

ferent languages. The ADAM team can
tailor each solution to the precise client
needs for ingest rate, storage capacity,

security, advanced processing, and efficient access to file types by remote and
local users. Digital asset processing and
management technology will become a

whether they be promotional spots,

retrieval speed and simultaneous networked users, as well as to accommodate software tools that need to be integrated at the client end.
Another concern of the broadcast in-

dustry is providing secure partitioned
storage of its virtual repositories. The
asset management system incorporates
comprehensive multi -level security

schemes, which include control and
monitoring of user privileges, workstation access, system administration, and

product distribution. In addition, the
administrative controls include security logs that track and permanently
record each and every transaction, file

ing their brand -related assets collateral, vintage clips or old films. The

system allows the user to indefinitely
preserve digitized assets, even if they are
seldom or no longer used. In the digital
domain, the assets may be retrieved for
on -air playout, replicated or repurposed

to help generate additional revenue
streams. This not only creates a central-

ized repository of content that can be
repurposed and re -used indefinitely,
but also assures a quicker time to mar-

ket -a needed edge in today's competitive world.

chitectures that provide multi -level

crucial element in posting content for
initial release or distribution,
repurposing that content to exploit its
intrinsic value, and finally, preserving
it for future generations. The goal of any
digital asset management solution is to

intelligently retrieve and distribute the
right digital media file in the right format to the right place at the right time
- paving the way to cost savings associated with streamlined workflows and

opening up new avenues of revenue
generation. The ADAM -1000 is a step
in the right direction.
BE

As the broadcast industry moves toward automated, shared processing and

storage solutions for digitized media,
there will be a need for cheaper, faster

Miriam Buzi is a senior vice president of
ADAM Systems Group of Advanced
Software Resources.

Kino Flo' unveils a dazzling luminaire guaranteed to
raise your IQ (illuminatiDn quotient). The ParaBeam®

400 look is hip. The light is cool. A smart choice for studios, the ParaBeam
Beim®

on less

than two an-ps!

can dish out more
than a 3K softlight

Its

intense beam of True Mach®
light can focus into the far corners of a set. All Par-Aeams
come complete with flicker -free

DMX dimming, gel frane, egg
crate louver and diffuse-.

10848 Cantara Street Sun Valley CA 91352
818 767 6528 voice 818 767 7517 fax
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Evertz
monitors
for DIRECTV
BY NEWTON BUCHNER, JR. AND ARIEL PANGINDIAN
CC

he Los Angeles Broadcast
Center (LABC) transmits
111

nearly 700 channels to

DIRECTV customers across the nation. The broadcast operations center

0

(BOC) at the LABC serves as the final
quality control point before these signals leave the building. The BOC monitors video, audio and program -associ-

cc

ated data feeds as they are processed

a.

through various systems in the facility.

0

These include raw incoming signals,
uplink signals, and downlink signals
as seen by home viewers.

With so many signals, monitoring is
obviously crucial to the company's operations. Early this year, DIRECTV installed Evertz 776 lAVM2-DC video

and audio monitoring systems to enhance its signal monitoring capabilities. These frames send SNMP data to
a central monitoring system known as
VistaLINK, which presents signal status in an easy -to -read format, and pro-

vides monitoring and configuration
control via a simple client application
for flexibility in administration.
The system resides in technical services

and broadcast operations. The broad-

cast control rooms use a client and
monitoring application with a 15 -inch

audio or video signals much faster. Previously, they had to scan through more
than 150 channels to ensure that audio
and video were present and the associ-

ated signals were correct. They had to
visually "catch" common technical impairments before restoration work could
begin. The Evertz system simplifies the

units, requiring immediate attention.
Both technical services and broadcast operations can alter configurations within the system. Technical services can reconfigure the system to
match graphical grids with new corresponding signals during occasional
transponder swaps.

process and reduces outage time by
quickly detecting such errors and presenting them to the operator in an easy
to digest format. When a channel is in a
normal state, the graphical representation on the CPU display is green. When
the system detects a service issue such
as loss of video, audio or synchronization, the button depicting the service
flashes red, accompanied by an audible

I itik
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alarm. This alerts the operator to call up
that channel on the "critical stack" portion of the monitor wall for a closer look.

Double-clicking on the channel GUI
opens a separate text display that lists
the description of the issue, time the
event occurred and an area where the
operator can "acknowledge" the alarm.

The operator then can troubleshoot
and call technical services if needed.
Once the issue has been rectified on the
channel, the system will automatically
check a "corrected" box, and the system

The LABC's control rooms utilize
Evertz's VistaLINK to provide operators with a graphical representation
of all rooms' monitor walls, enabling

a single operator to monitor any
room from a single station.

The broadcast operations department
can add or delete services and change
threshold parameters. For instance, if
a threshold is set for loss of video at 30

frames, those parameters can be

The system keeps outage time low and customer
satisfaction high, so the potential for lost revenue

changed if a program is scheduled with
still images of longer than 30 frames.
The system should not be viewed as

is reduced.

a tool that replaces the operator, but
as a flexible and reliable way to assist
the operator and streamline the error
correction process. The system keeps
outage time low and customer satisfaction high, so the potential for lost

1111111111

LCD monitor showing a graphical

will show green again.

representation of all broadcast control

The monitoring system also monitors its own health. When the system

room monitor walls. Each operator
can effectively monitor any room from
a single station.
The discrete channel monitoring system offers a marked improvement over
the tedious, manual labor of the facility's

cannot communicate between its

previous monitoring environment.

main server and a card within one of
the server's frames, an alarm is sent to
the broadcast operations and technical services departments to let them
know that networking communica-

Operators now can recognize errors in

tion has been lost with one of the

1 12 broadcastengineering.com

revenue is reduced.

BE

Newton Buchner, Jr is broadcast
operations manager, and Ariel Pangindian
is a supervisor in technical services, for
DIRECTV's Los Angeles Broadcast Center
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Turner
Studios
patches audio with Switchcraft
BY PETER YOUNG

Turner Studios, the in-house
production studio for
Turner Broadcasting, was established in the late 1990s to phase out

external post -production work and
cut costs. Since that time, the facility has grown tremendously, including the addition of seven new audio
rooms, four of them in the past year.
Among the equipment

bottom one, and the act of plugging
a cord into either connector will disconnect it from the other.

can be difficult when it is mounted in

large racks with other equipment.
There are other patchbays that use
insertable cards to set the normaling

Punchdown problems
Most audio patchbays are made so
that production -room operators can
pre -wire the normaling of each pair

of connectors by attaching jumper

for each crosspoint. They are less
cumbersome than the punchdown
patchbays, but they still can be difficult to use in a fully wired patchbay.

For these reasons, and in light of
Turner Studios' continu-

serving these audio

ing expansion, the facility

rooms are several
patchbays. In an audio
production
room,

decided to explore new

patchbays allow the operators to connect, dis-

Why not routers?

connect and reconnect
equipment to meet the
ever-changing require-

dio routers, but realized
they wouldn't fit the bill
for several reasons. The

options.

We considered using au-

ments of production

first is cost. Routers are ex-

dynamics.

pensive. For an audio

What is normal?

room with only about a
hundred crosspoints, a

The face of an audio

router is overkill. Also, the

patchbay has connectors

four newest audio pro-

arranged in pairs of
rows. Each connector in

the top row can be
paired with the one im-

duction rooms, desigTurner Studios chose Switchcraft EZ Norm patchbays for
the equipment room serving sound design rooms 22, 23, 24
and 25. Each room's section on the patchbays is color -coded.

mediately below it. Such
a pair can be considered a crosspoint.
The way one crosspoint connector re-

lates to its counterpart is called
normaling. A pair of connectors with

nated
sound -design
rooms (SDRs) 22, 23, 24
and 25, were to be isolated

from the rest of the facilwires on the back of the connectors
with a special "punchdown" tool. Most

ity and were built specifically to serve
the needs of two particular networks

of the Turner Studios facility is within Turner Broadcasting. Two of
equipped with such punchdown the four rooms were built to serve

no normaling is not connected; the
signal coming into the back of the top

connector ends there until someone
plugs a patchcord into the connector
to carry it elsewhere. For a pair with
half normaling, the signal going to
the top connector is pre -wired to the
bottom one. Plugging a patchcord
into the bottom connector in a halfnormaled crosspoint will break the
connection between the top and bottom connectors. In full normaling,
the top connector is pre -wired to the

This patchbay would allow the operators to set the
normal for each crosspoint simply by rotating
switches on the front panel.
patchbays. And, for a while, the facility
found these patchbays to be adequate.

TNT Latin America, while the other
two were built to serve Cartoon Net-

But setting and re -setting the

work Latin America. These clients did

normaling jumpers is a tedious process,

not want to bear the expense of buy-

and access to the rear of a patchbay

ing routers and tying them in with

1 14 broadcastengineering.com
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Add Wireless
Headsets to your
Wired Intercom

the rest of the facility. The second rea-

son for not using routers is that they
occupy quite a bit of rack space. The
third reason is complexity. Routers
require a fair amount of time and ef-

fort to program. By contrast,
patchbays are relatively inexpensive,
small and simple.

Making a switch
With routers eliminated as an op-

Full Duplex
Wireless users can

commulicate with
the wired party line
hands -free, just as
though they were
plugged in with a

Shown with
Proline
Headset

cable.
Telex, Clear Com,® RTS6
corrpatible.

tion, we turned our attention to
patchbays. During this time, a dem-

onstration of the Switchcraft EZ
Norm patchbay at the Turner facility in Atlanta revealed an unusual
new feature. Each pair of crosspoint
connectors on this patchbay has a
small, rotary, front -panel switch that

allows the operator to select or
change the normal setting for that
particular crosspoint with the twist
of a small, slotted screwdriver. This
feature eliminates the problems that
we encountered when normaling the

TD 901 $585

One Person Setup
System Includes:

2 TD 900 Radios
(1 Master, 1 Remote)
1 Wired Interface Assembly
1 Proline Headset

E A IR 7' E C

Phone: 800-399-5994

www.eartec_corn

punchdown patchbays. Instead of
facing the difficulties of gaining access to the electrical connections at
the back of the patchbay and using
awkward punchdown jumper con-

nections and tools to set normals,
this patchbay would allow the opera-

Now You Can Have Higher Accuracy Plus Value

GPS MASTER CLOCK
& TIME CODE GENERATOR

tors to set the normal for each
crosspoint simply by rotating
switches on the front panel. Seeing
this made it an easy decision to go
with the patchbay.
11:1' 111111:111:11111

Current and future use
Turner Studios purchased seven EZ
Norm patchbays to serve SDRs 22,
23, 24 and 25, and the engineers in-

stalled them in a central machine
room that serves these four audio
rooms. The installation proceeded
without a hitch, and the patchbays
are making the operators' lives a little
easier. The facility is still expanding,

and it plans to purchase more of the
patchbays for two additional audio
production rooms, which are soon
to be built.
BE

QUALITY STANDARD FEATURES:
SMPTE/EBU, ESE, IRIG-B, ASCII Time Code Outputs 1PPS Output
8 Satellite Tracking Battery Back up GPS "Lock" Indicator
Automatic Daylight Savings Time Correction Time Zone Offset Antenna
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Parallel BCD Output 1 KPPS 10MHz Output 220 VAC 12-35 VDC
Video Inserter Video Sync -Generator Hourly contact closures

ill

142 Sierra Street El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
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Peter Young is a broadcast engineer at
Turner Studios Engineering.
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MGE's
UPS
protects KTVT against dead air
BY BILL WISE

s a CBS -owned television

from MGE UPS Systems and Critical

station, KTVT (CBS11)

Site Solutions, we installed an 800KVA
EPS 6000 Series UPS from MGE. The

' Ft. Worth, TX, is held to
the highest operational standards. When

during the crowbar, it may drop other
electronic loads sharing the UPS output. Also, if the UPS inverter is not able

unit provides backup power for the

to tightly regulate the voltage during

the transmitter stops broadcasting for
more than three seconds, a call to CBS
headquarters in New York to explain

entire analog and digital plant as well
as the blowers for the HVAC system.

these "step loads," the voltage may stray

Having a UPS available to protect

out of tolerance when the crowbar
clears, which can be devastating for

why the station is off the air is required.
Unfortunately, the Dallas -Ft. Worth area
is well-known for its wild weather, and
the transmitting towers (and the power
lines that keep them going) seem to be
magnets for weather -related problems.

against momentary outages and

sensitive devices like transmitter tubes.

bridge the gap until the generator
starts up is important, but the real
benefit for transmitting equipment is
protection from the crowbar effect.
Any time we lose power for more than

The 800KVA MGE system we installed

provides power to keep KTVT's transmitters and other equipment going for

about 10 minutes - plenty of time to
keep critical systems running while the

While nothing can be done about the
weather, part of my job is finding ways
to take care of the effects. Installing a
heavy-duty uninterruptible power supply (UPS) in October 2002 has helped
immensely. In spite of several bouts of
severe weather, the systems have stayed

on the air. Before installing the UPS,
the system went down as often as three
or four times a month.
Installing a UPS was an obvious so-

The unit provides backup power for the entire
analog and digital plant as well as the blowers for
alma' was

a couple of seconds, the transmitter's
crowbar protection circuit essentially

generator goes through at least three

puts a dead short across the IOT's

load on the UPS adds up to about

lution, but finding the appropriate

power supply, taking 35,000 volts of
DC to ground instantly and demanding an enormous inrush current. It's

UPS for the station's analog and digi-

designed to protect the I 0 T from

tal equipment was not as clear-cut.

things such as internal tube arcs, but
it results in premature wear. By using
a UPS to avoid these glitches altogether, we eliminate a lot of maintenance and replacement costs. Since the
tubes cost $35,000 each, it takes only a

few failures to justify the added protection. We found that MGE's UPS
systems were the only units that could

handle the current without immediThis UPS employs fault -tolerant
circuitry to handle high current inrush without risk of damage to the
inverter.

Although the station has redundant
input from two utility substations
feeding Russell Electric switchgear and

ately going to bypass.

IOT transmitters place special demands on a UPS. To handle the short
on the output, the UPS must provide
current for the duration without sagging the voltage on the critical bus. Alternatively, if the static switch is beefy

a 750kW Caterpillar generator for enough, it can effectively transfer the
emergency power, the sensitivity of output to the utility line, allowing the
broadcast equipment made selecting
the right UPS critical. With guidance

the HVAC system.

extra force of the utility to clear the fault
current. If the UPS inverter output sags

116 broadcastengineering.com

start-up cydes. In midsummer the total

585KW. When power is restored, the
generator shuts down automatically and
the system synchronizes back to the utility. When we installed the UPS we no-

ticed that our normal utility input is
higher than the standard 480V. All of the

transformers in the building were adjusted to this higher voltage. To maintain synchronization, we had to adjust
the UPS to produce the slightly higher
voltage. MGE's factory service techs were

accommodating for this and other parts
of the installation.

KTVT's investment established its
worth many times over. The UPS has

all but eliminated dead air resulting
from weather and power -related disturbances. We had a big series of lightening hits at the beginning of the year.

Every station with transmitters in our
area went down during the thunderstorms, except us.
BE
Bill Wise is the transmitter supervisor for
KTVT in Ft. Worth, TX.
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Analog
-to
digital -to -analog conversion
BY JOHN LUFF

ost of us know what

sion world, one may speak of "turning around" a signal from a C -band
transponder to a Ku transponder. It

half of the sampling frequency. In Figure 1, the same data is sub -sampled at
one-fourth of the sampling frequency,
with the predictable result that the reconstructed waveform is much harder
to recognize as a sine wave.

might well be useful to think of digital
conversion in the analog to digital conversion instance in the same context.

upon just how much reality you want
to represent. In Figure 1, doubling the

we mean by "conversion." In the transmiscn

ID

The number of bits is dependent

The science of analog to digital to analog conversion is one of taking a repre-

CC

a.

sampling frequency might improve
the result, but the difference would be
slight. Clearly, perception becomes reality in digital.
Other conversions include encoding

sentation of reality (i.e. an image projected onto a sensor, which outputs a

synchronous stream of electrons we
think of as a continuous image). It is
no less sampled than a digital video

2

to compressed formats, color space con-

versions, scan format conversion,

1.5
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In the context of more traditional usage, conversion is often

used to denote simply the gar-

'41111111111"
15

upconversion to HDTV formats
or the reverse. It is representing
data taken in one "universe" in a
parallel universe. If we focus on
the narrow definition, we miss
the impact of the fact that we do
conversions everyday and now
cannot live without them.

den variety conversions be-

x.

Figure 1. When the same data is sub -

sampled at one-fourth of the sampling fre-

quency, the reconstructed waveform is
much harder to recognize as a sine wave.

tween analog 525 or 625 video
and their digital video equivalents. These conversions were
once relatively expensive and
now can be done for about the

cost of an analog video DA at monitoring -quality that is.

signal but, given infinite bandwidth, it
is a good representation.
Digital representations can offer the
same, for the difference is only a matter of how many bits it takes to represent reality. Theory shows that perhaps
it takes 208 million bits uncompressed

High -quality conversion remains much

to represent a 525/625 image ad-

version equation is removing the

equately. It would no doubt also show
that there is no real advantage to dou-

imprint of the composite color coding

bling the number of bits, for the frequency being represented is less than

trashing the signal too badly. Component digital video looks fantastic, and

more expensive, often topping $2000

for composite analog to component
digital conversion. Some of the most
critical tricks are in the filtering done
in either the digital or analog domain.

Another important part of the con-

from the luminance signal without

1 18 broadcastengineering.com

it is the best way to input video to compression systems, which are inherently
component as well. One special case of

conversion is high -quality decoding
and digital coding for exactly this purpose. Such a conversion might cost
well above $2000, to the best part of
$10,000 in the case of a conversion

that includes noise reduction and
other features.
On the other end of the scale is another conversion done quite often. Picture monitors tend to have expensive

digital input converters. A great
money -saving strategy is to use a converter intended for this purpose, which
might cost well under $500 at retail. The
output is typically Y,P,Pb components
and is usually not intended for grade one monitoring applications.

The form factor for converters has
undergone considerable evolution, in
part spurred by the silicon solutions
available. Early converters occupied

cards that took as much as 5RU per
slot. They used discrete components
and had extensive analog filtering.
Now the components can easily fit in
the volume of a small flashlight for
monitoring converters, or even inside
a patch panel! A converter with good
quality 10 -bit conversion now can fit
on a card the size of a Palm Pilot.

HD conversions, while still not
cheap, do not have to deal with composite signals. Thus, they are generally
less complex in some strange twist of
technical fate. But at the same time,
analog HD is not of much use in the
real world today, except as an input to
a monitor.
BE
John Luff is senior vice president of
business development for AZCAR. To reach
him, visit www.azca r.com
SEND

Send questions and comments to:

john_ luff@primediabusiness.com
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More than

20 MILLION
U.S. households
GET IT.
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DISTRIBUTION
Industry Leading High (HD) and Standard (SD) Definition Encoding

TELEVISION STATION OPERATIONS
Industry Leading HD and SD Encoding

Closed -loop Statistical Multiplexing of VBR HD,

Closed -loop Statistical Multiplexing of VBR HD,

SD and Data in a Single Pool

SD and Data in a Single Pool

Digital Program Insertion (DPI)

Digital Program Insertion (DPI)

Multiple Video Transport Options

System Mode Chang.ng

Digital Service Management

Multiple Video Transport Options
Digital Service Management

Practical Solutions

HARMONIC'S PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS maximize revenue,

reduce costs and increase flexibility. They're proven and
reliable. So, whether you already offer digital TV or are just

for Delivering Better

starting out, we can provide a significant advantage for you.

Our DiviCom"' MPEG-2 video encoders, with integrated noise

Digital Video.

reduction and filtering, deliver industry leading efficiency
and performance. Everyday, thousands of Harmonic encoders

iVitiYWHERE

are hard at work converting, compressing and cleaning video

to remove even subtle imperfections. The result is superior
picture quality for your viewers and more revenue generating

capacity for you.

USG

..

.......................

QAM-RF

Viewers
GbE/IP

Carrier

CARRIER HEADEND

HOME

HD and SD Digital Turnaround

Extends Service Area

Industry Leading HD and SD Encoding

Provides Superior Viewing and listning Experience

Advanced HD, SD and Data Multiplexing

Increases Revenue Potential

Digital Program Insertion (DPI)
Smart Edge Devices
Multiple Video Transport Options
Network Management

Now, use that newfound bandwidth to increase service to

services in step with the changing needs of your business.

your existing audience and attract new viewers, Harmonic's

NMX improves operational efficiencies, optimizes bandwidth

DiviTrackXE'-a third -generation, closed -loop statistical

and increases service availability.

multiplexing system-can multicast an array of standard and

high definition channels within your broadcast bandwidth,

Maximize your reach by delivering your entire schedule

DiviTrackXE also lets you mix data services and variable bit -

directly to a cable, satellite. telco or other carrier headend.

rate HD and SD streams in the same pool.

Harmonic's video transport systems get your content there

quickly and reliably while protecting your video quality the
Monitor and manage your digital video infrastructure as a

entire way.

series of services rather than discrete pieces of hardware.

NMX Digital Service Manager' -Harmonic's breakthrough

Harmonic broadcast solutions. The practical way to succeed

new system-enables you to add, modify and manage your

in the digital (and real) world.

elil

Harmonic

Put our practical

solutions for multicasting,
centralcasting, distribution
and digital turnaround

to work for you.

Call our Broadcast Solutions Hotline at 1.800,788.1330 x2700 (+1,408.542.2500 x2700
outside the U,S.) or visit harmonicinc.com/broadcast to find out more.

Harmonic
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Harmonic Inc 549 Baltic Way Sunnyvale, CA 94089 Tel: 1.800 828 5521 or +1.408.542.2559 Fax: +1.408.490.6001
c 2003 Harmonic Inc. All not reserved.

TEMPORAL DISTORTION
GENERATOR
Pixelmetrix DVShift: Ideal for delayed re -broadcast
of MPEG-2 streams across time zones; provides realtime, user -controllable delay of MPEG transport
streams; can be used for program turnaround; accepts transport stream inputs up to 50Mb/s and
affects a broadcast delay of up to three days at full
line rate; incorporates self -monitoring features that
can notify operators and network management
systems of failure or loss of input transport stream.

PORTABLE LIGHT
Frezzi SSG -200: Engineered for newsgathering
and field production; produces a wide, flat
optical field; at a distance of 10 feet it produces
up to two times the output of a 400W par HMI
fixture with a wide angle lens, due to its computer optimized 5 -inch open face parabolic reflector.
800-345-1030; www.frezzicom

MEDIA STORAGE
SYSTEM
Exavio ExaVault: Provides large-scale
network storage for a variety of digital
media applications including digital
content creation, VOD content libraries,
data backup, digital asset management,
distance learning, space imagery and
digital surveillance; allows for easy
integration into existing and future
media environments.

Panasonic BT-LS1400 LCD
monitor: 14 -inch, 4:3 aspect
ratio; consistent color
performance under varying
ambient lighting conditions;
no performance degradation by magnetic fields generated by speakers or other
monitors; suited for use in desktop video editing and in
mobile production vehicles; offers a high contrast of
400:1 and a wide viewing angle of 160 degrees horizontally and vertically.
800-528-8601; www.Panasonic.com/broadcast
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866-749-3587; www.pixelmetthr.com
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TARGETED
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INFORMATION
SERVICE

m

SignaSys Targeted Service
Offering (TSO-ATSC): Provides
ATSC compliance reports on
stations' broadcast streams;
SignaSys provides a Triveni
StreamScope off -air recorder
for onsite tests, and generates
a report on the recorded
material; service includes follow-up after station has
corrected any errors; cost-effective service allows
stations to determine their ATSC compliance without
having to invest in costly testing equipment.
408-998-8037; www.signasys.com

408-382-5353; www.exavio.com

BROADCASTGRADE FLAT
PANEL
DISPLAY

70

EXTENDED INTERFACE FOR
ADVANCED VIDEO CONTROL
SYSTEM
Leightronix PLMBVIP: Creates a bi-directional link from
the TCD/IP controller to the VIP and provides full device
control with status; PLMBVIP (PLUS -BUS interface) and
TCD/IP work together to control the Magicbox VIP;
PLMBVIP is one of many possible PLUS -BUS interfaces
available; it can simultaneouslly control multiple playback/
recording devices, including VCRs, DDRs, DVD players,
video servers, satellite receivers, and now messaging,
digital signage and character generation devices.
517-694-8000; www.leightronix.com
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Wondering

Here's a hint.
PatchAmp pre wired DA systems are being
utilized by more
and more leading
production houses,
mobile units, cable
network providers and
transmission facilities
right now!

what your
competition
is up to?

Your competition
isn't waiting...
so why are you?
Coaxial universal frame
Highest density frames
Light weight and rugged
The best signal performance
Complete line of DA modules
Lifetime Warranty on modules
(we will replace it for free)
Superior craftsmanship (Made in USA)
Runs Cool (may cool other equipment in rack!)

SERVO ELEVATION UNIT
Vinten AutoCam SE -500: A remotely controlled height positioning unit for use with AutoCam remote control
systems; enables positioning of camera height to be
achieved from the control desk and allows stored height
positions to be recalled with pan, tilt, zoom and focus;
small footprint makes this an ideal pedestal for smaller
compact studios, allowing multiple systems to be
positioned close together; system comes complete with
102P or HS -105P pan and tilt heads, and is controlled by
the series 200 control system.
845-268-0100; www.vinton.com

NOW SHIPPING
PORTABLE
IEEE -1394

Too good to be true? Call us and we'll prove it!

DV-TO-DISK

RECORDER

Call us for a side -by -side

comparison of leading
manufacturers vs. PatchAmp

201-457-1504
20 East Kennedy Street,
Hackensack, NJ 07601

www.patchamp.com

PATCHU LY4

000000000000
PATCHING & DISTRIBUTION TECHNOLOGY

[Jell y-Fishrm Surround

Sound Monitor

MSD600M++ Enhanced Version
Improved Image Quality Fast Signal Processing
Embedded Audio via SDI 96 kHz Input User
Configurable up to 32 Input Channels Signal
Generator w/VVhite and Pink Noise Advanced Future
Options RS232 Comm. Port

PC

ILJ 17,1CD.

DK-AUDIO AMERICA Inc.
4417 East Villa Rita Drive Phoenix, AZ 85032 USA
Tel.: +1 (602) 765-0532 Call Toll -Free: +1 (800) 421-0888
Fax: +1 (602) 765-1473 jdt@dk-audio.com

www.dk-audio.com
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nNovia QuickCapture:

Available in 40-, 60- and
80GB models; provides
up to six hours of total recording time
for NTSC or PAL material; can be worn on
a belt or mounted directly to a camera;
supports both SBP-2 and AV/c protocols;
can be operated as a VTR or as a directly
connected disk drive containing "edit -ready, render free" AVI type -2 material.
201-343-3600; www.nNovia.com

DIGITAL
GRADING SYSTEM
Discreet lustre: Software -based digital grading and
color correction system for interactive film look
creation; parallel grading pipeline
allows multiple tasks to be accomplished simultaneously on common
data; processes images of any
resolution (2K, 4K and above);
supports standard film scan formats
with real-time playback of up to 2K 10 -bit RGB data;
tracking, keying, dust -busting, rotoscoping, and pan
and scan tools are available.
800-869-3504; www.discreetcom
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VIDEO LENS
Cooke S4 HD film -style zoom lens: Clear,
calibrated focus scales positioned relative to
the focal plane with viewing windows; easily
interchangeable footage and metric focus
rings; two opposing focus, zoom and iris
scales; graduated ring allows precise and
smooth adjustment of back focus of +/- 0.4 mm;
non -pumping internal focus and zoom movements prevent dust intake; lens support adapts to
standard camera support rails.
+44 116 264 0100; www.cookeoptics.com

PC-BASED MIXING
CONTROL APPLICATION
Fairlight SoftMix: Removes the need for an external mixer;
where one is already in place, provides plug -ins, routing and
sub -mixing capability; available as three separate modules:
SoftMix, SoftMix Plug -Ins and SoftMix Automation; offers
track arming, input patching, direct output, 4x auxiliary
sends, up to five -way planning with boom control, solo and
mute controls, and bus routing switches.
631-265-4499; www.faidightau.com

VIDEO MULTIPLEXER
Telecast Fiber Systems DiamondBack II: Transmits
eight broadcast -quality analog video signals; can be
used for single -mode video and audio telecommunications at distances of up to 30 kilometers; supports
NTSC, PAL, SECAM, or composite video formats;
system functions on 12 to 24 VDC and consumes less
than 20 watts; includes loop -through video inputs on
the transmitter, dual -video outputs, and full optical

redundancy with automatic switchover in the event of
fiber path disruption.
508-154-4858; www.tolecast-fibercom

VIDEO MULTIPLEXER/
DEMULTIPLEXER
Stratos SD MUX/DE-MUX engine: 8 -channel broadcast
video aggregation and transport product; compatible
with SMPTE 259M/297M, and DVB/ASI standards;
multiplexes eight asynchronous SDI video input channels
on to an electrical cable or a single optical fiber; have
dual optical ports that provide automatic 1+1 protection.
800-323-6858; wwwitratoslightwave.com

HD/SD SDI WAVEFORM &
VECTOR GENERATION, DISPLAY
AND ANALYSIS TOOL
Pixelmetrix DVScope: has an error log/profile capability
for automatic verification; supports all SDTV and HDTV
serial digital video formats; provides all the functions of
an SDI test and monitoring system; 1U rack mount PC
with a SDI interface.
866-749-3587 ; www.pixolmetrix.com

ENCODING PLATFORM
Harmonic DiviCom MV 100: delivers compression
efficiencies and video quality for ultra -low bit rate
encoding for MPEG-2 and next generation video compression; allows capabilities to be added over time via software upgrades; can be reconfigured in the field to migrate
from MPEG-2 to a next generation codec; operates in
standalone mode without requiring external management.
408-542-2500; www.harmonicinc.com

GAMMA

CORRECTOR
Panasonic AJ-GBX27:
Expands the CineGamma

display capabilities of
the company's AJHDC27 VariCam HD cinema camera; designed to adjust the VariCam's HD -SDI output to
coincide with the tone graduations of a high -definition
CRT display; includes a "Field Mode" for checking the
latitude of on -set monitors, a "Video Mode" to convert
CineGamma to normal video, and a "Telecine Mode" to
prepare for conversion to a film print master; RS -232
control with 12 presets.
800-528-8601; www.Panasonic.com/broadcast

DIGITAL VIDEO SERIALIZER

AUDIO SHUFFLER

Miranda DVC-100: Camera mounted; DV encoder;
converts digital parallel video out to DV, composite and
SDI simultaneously; provides aspect ratio, safety zone
and center markers; features an external time code (LTC)
input; can be used immediately for off-line post -production, or dailies, eliminating the need for dubbing after
production is completed.

Eyeheight Shuftie: Compact and versatile digital audio
channel shuffler and level controller; allows any incoming AES and SDI -embedded digital audio channel to be
switched to any outgoing channel; a total of four stereo
channels can be manipulated to any output stream;
independent level control is provided on each input
channel and output stream.

514-333-1112; www.miranda.com
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+44 1923 256 000; www.eyeheightcom
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supports bi-directional transmission of
HD/SDI and data signals from remote
robotic cameras; available in either a
rack -mountable or "throw -down"
configuration; HD/POV links extend
range and reduce labor costs by
carrying all digitally and optically
multiplexed signals on a single
lightweight fiber optic cable to
streamline the acquisition of HD
images; ideal for various types of
remote monitoring in live HD events.

calibrates front and rear projectors
as well as direct view displays;
decreases calibration time with
measurement
screens and a
graphical interface;
CIE and RGB

screens illustrate
which colors need
adjusting for simple
calibrations;
custom software
lets users download calibration
data to a PC for
documentation, data storage and
report generation.
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Vela CineView Quad: Half-size PCI
decoder supporting four independent channels of high quality MPEG1, MPEG-2 or MPEG-4 decoded
audio and video; ideal for use in
streaming video, hospitality and
security applications, point -of -sale

displays and anywhere requiring
multi -channel playback of MPEG
encoded content; supports playback
data rates up to 15 Mbps.

Copyright 2003, PRIMEDIA Business Magazines & Media Inc. All rights reserved.
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801-464-1600; WM. vela.com

BROADCAST
SYSTEM

CONTROLLER
Pharos Pilot MCR: Allows complete
desktop control of broadcast
equipment; enables non -engineering
staff to operate and monitor an
entire broadcast network; switching
and control can be performed
immediately via touchscreen or
standard computer mouse and
keyboard; all major third -party
broadcast systems can be interfaced to Pilot MCR.
+44 118 950 2323
www.pharos-comms.com
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AUDIO LEVEL METERS
Wohler LM series: Available for either high -resolution
or distance viewing; versions are available for analog,
AES/EBU digital, SDI and Dolby Digital (AC3 sources,
providing from two to 32 channels of monitoring in one
unit; unique tri-color LED design.
650-589-5616; www.wohler.com

CHANGEOVER UNIT
Leader LT 444: Safeguards broadcast signal channels by
automatically switching to backup feed when it detects
amplitude errors in a primary source; can handle up to 11
channels simultaneously; 11 red LEDs on the front panel
provide local error warning and identify the channel
affected; equipped with 75f/ BNC primary and backup
inputs plus an output; rear -panel 9 -pin Dsub connector
allows remote reset.

dii=d111111111111111111111111111111r

DENSE WAVELENGTH DIVISION
MULTIPLEXING (DWDM)
PLATFORM
Artel VSGm: Al RU passive DWDM platform that allows
the VSG solution to adapt to any network topology; uses
passive optical components that enable the deployment
of flexible, dense and robust VoD networks; a comprehensive selection of plug-in modules allows network
engineers to create any VoD network configuration,
including star, ring, point-to-point and cascade topologies; four and 20 channel DWDM muxes/demux modules;
add/drop/pass filters - ITU channels 19-59; combiners/
splitters (50/50 and 80/20); four channel band splitters
enables low loss filtering of local traffic band splitters
(red/blue) filters - split forward and return path traffic.
800-225-0228; wwwartelcom

+31 402 645 345; www.elquip.com

imageEnhance
Film Look

IiiificasiEngineerino
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MPEG ARTIFACT REDUCER
Teranex imageEnhancer: Removes artifacts while
leaving the detail of the image intact; allows content
distributors to increase their channel capacity and
maintain the overall quality of their product; built on
Teranex's PixelMotion de -interlacing, cadence detection
and handling and scene change detection technology.

The evolution of broadcast

401-858-6000; www.teranex.com

POWER AMPLIFIER
SOUND CARDS
Altinex MT113-102 and MT113-103: Power amplifier
audio cards for the modular ALTINEX MultiTasker
product line; accept three stereo line level or microphone level signals with switched phantom power;
microphone inputs provide AGC control and limiting to
avoid audio distortions and popping; fixed balanced
stereo output is provided for routing to additional power
amplifiers; the MT113-102 has a 7051 10 watt mono
speaker output, and the MT113-103 has two 811 5 watt
(stereo) speaker outputs.
800-258-4649; www.altinex.com
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As the television industry continues to redefine itsef,

Broadcast Engineering is there. Broadcast Engineering is the
industry's preferred resource for learning about the ever -evolving
television market. Stay current on the latest technology developments,
new players, products and decision -makers.

To start your FREE subscription with the industry's #1
authoritative source of technical information*, go to
www.aroadcastengineering.com and dick on SUBSCRIBE NOW.
'2002, Paramount Research Stud , World Edrhon

redefining television
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Hotronic offers a full line Digital and
Analog Video/Audio products. TBC/Frame
Synchronizers range from the PC Plug-in
Card level to standalone units accommodating a huge
variety of applications such as VCR, camera, satellite
feed or multi -media input for video duplication,
editing and satellite feed receiving.

1. ide0

From Digital and Analog format conversion...
to preventing profanity on a live broadcast...
to a teleconferencing meeting...
to the distant classroom environment...
the applications are endless and Hotronic has it all.

H
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HOTRONIC, INC.
1875 S. Winchester Blvd.
Campbell, CA 95008 USA
Tel: (408) 378-3883 Fax: (408) 378-3888
www.hotronics.com sales@hotronics.com
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Edit Sweet

Superior
TV automation
technology.

The Benchmark System 1000 is the
perfect tool set for the audio -for -video
and broadcast professional. Twelve
audio module positions are available

for a diverse range of devices. The
sonic performance of each System
1000 module is absolutely
unsurpassed. This becomes paramount
as customers demand ever increasing
quality.

r-

FLORMIL
SYSTEMS

www.florical.com

4 -channel, 24 bit, 96-k1-1?, A -to -D and D -to -A Converters

1, 2, and 4 -Channel Mic-ophone Preamplifiers

Aralog and Dgital Dstribution Amplifiers
Better than 0 0008% Raal World THD+Nl
Jitter Immune Ultra _ockTM technology

110 L2 and i5 S2 AES In :effaces
VN.ECO, EDAC

Call today for configuration options
and cost effective pricing on the
System 1000.

BNC, Optical, and/or

)C.R Connec-,ors

Cost Effective and Evardable: Perfect for Edit Suites

800 262-4675

www. Ben.7,hmarkMedia.com

he measure of excellence

a

DVB... ASI... ATSC...

Now DVEO
The New Standard
in Digital Video

Phone: 847-584-1000 www.antennasystems.com
salesgantennasystems.com
Fax: 847-584-9951

Towers

DVEO, the newly formed broadcast
division of Computer Modules, delivers a
diverse line of products, ranging from
PCI cards and software to complete
turnkey systems at prices far below

other manufacturers. For a

free 30

day trial* of any DVEO products,

SCLO9OBSBK: 90' Self Supporting Tower.... ...$1656.00
25G110D170: 170', 110 MPH, Guyed Tower......$5284.00
55G090D300: 300', 90 MPH, Guyed Tower.....$11,420.00
SSV190D090: 190' Self Supporting Tower.... -.$/3,850.00

OLACKSET
...$2489.00
QPT 90: 24VDC, 435° Range, PN# 7-59005-2
QPT 90: 12VDC, 435° Range, PN# 7-59120
$3160.00
Gibraltar Tripod: 85" Max Height, 200# capacity $2085.00

please call 858 613-1818, Or visit

www.dveo.com. 'Visit Web site for detatl

Rtit
When disaster Hits your fiber "backbone", why not have a backup plan?
We are pleased to introduce the world renowned Light Pointe line of FSOTM products.

Broadcast Division

CD

Computer Modules. Inc.

D/3
Systems

8

PCI Cards
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Software

FS 52/4000: 52 mbps @ 2.5 miles, SNMP capable
FS 155/4000: 155 mbps @ 2.5 miles, SNMP capable
FS 622/1000: 622 mbps @ 0.62 miles, SNMP capable
FS 1.25G/1000: 1.25 gbps @ 0.62 miles, SNMP capable

$20,695.00
$25,870.00
$40,100.00
$ 42,500.00

Other models / speeds available. Call with your specific application.
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OPTICAL BROgiatr CAMS

The Most Advanced
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Connectors
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F1I5IV OFTIC GAFF
Any input,
Any output,

Production Supplies

Any size,

Any time...
Ph: 905-335-3700

Fx: 905-335-3573
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Classifieds
Professional Services
GILMER & ASSOCIATES, INC
TECHNOLOGY / MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

BRAD GILMER
PRESIDENT

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

2207 RINGSMITH DR
ATLANTA. GA 30345
TEL 17701 474 9952

FAX ,770i 493742 I
EMAIL bgarnereennet corn

The NLE Buyers Guide
A buyers guide to nonlinear video
editing systems and disk recorders /
servers for editing with a searchable
database of over 200 products
http://NLEguide.com
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Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD '1
Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates. Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61604
Phone (309) 673-7511 FAX (309) 673-8128
www.dImarkley,corn
Member AFCCE

Business
Wanted
BUSINESS WANTED
Private investor seeking to purchase

broadcast manufacturing firms, distributorships, divisions or product lines from
established companies. No dealerships,
please. Contact mark@towerpower.com
or fax to 845-246-0165.

To Advertise in the
Classified Section

Jennifer Shafer
1-800-896-9939
Classified Advertising Manager
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For Sale

TALLY
MAPPERTM
Tally Routing & Mapping
One Button Operation
Store Maps Internally
Edit From a PC/Laptop

switch without spending a fortune!
BUY

SONY
DSR45 CVC

mot

t

SELL

t

Digilal VTR

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and
Multiple Production Setups.

TRADE
SONY

NEW

VideoframeTM

818.840.1351

Authorized
Professional
Reseller

email for quote:: Paul@studio-exchange.com
816 N. Victory Blvd.

Burbank, CA 91 502 FA: 818.840.1354

USED

Control System Solutions

Tel: 530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com

System
Integration
MPEG II& Sateke Headends

To Advertise in the
Classified section
contact Jennifer Shafer

1-800-896-9939

4EkENCOA4
ckitvot 0.9Y

Remote Trucks & ENG

Production Studios

34 \roars of Television lExperiesc
Design &Consultancy -System Integration

For Sale
AcousticsFirst
VI:888465-2900
Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Ph: 516-997-5675 -Fax: 516-997-4666
vhwr.gencom.tv

Help Wanted
MAINTENANCE ENGINEER. KTNV-TV

Help Wanted
BROADCAST MAINTENANCE ENGINEER

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE, BROADCASTING

for Public TV/Radio in a great climate with
entertainment, sports, and cultural activities

Come join our team of dynamic individuals

for all ages. Repair and adjust studio and
transmitter equipment. Assist in construction of new equipment or modification of
existing facilities. Requires FCC radiotele-

phone operator license, general class, or
other certification; background in analog and

digital troubleshooting; and valid Florida
driver license with personal auto insurance
and driving record acceptable to WMFE's insurance provider. Must be PC literate. Television UHF and FM radio transmitter experience desirable. Submit resume to: Human Resources, WMFE-TV/FM, 11510 East Colonial
Drive, Orlando, FL 32817; fax 407/206-2791,
or e-mail to jobs@wmfe.pbs.org. EOE.

OCTOBER 2003

GlobeCast, a France Telecom Company,
and the world's leading provider of transmission and production services for tele-

vision broadcasters, businesses and
internet media programmers, has immediate openings in our Los Angeles and New
York offices for Account Executives. Candidates must demonstrate success in building and growing customer base plus strong

negotiation skills. Qualified candidates

Las Vegas Nevada is searching for an energetic person with a strong background
in engineering. This successful applicant

must have a thorough knowledge in the
repair of broadcast equipment and a general understanding of all aspects in the
operations of a television station. Experience with DVC-Pro, Beta SP., digital

switchers, and video servers desired.
This person must have excellent verbal
and written communication skills. He or
she must have an associate's degree or
a minimum of 4 years experience as a
maintenance engineer in a broadcast or

should have 2 to 4 years of broadcast sales
experience. GlobeCast offers competitive
salaries and an excellent benefits package.
Please submit your resume with salary requirements to hrculver@globecastna.com

production facility. Applicants should E -

or fax (310) 845-3901. EOE

Equal Opportunity Employer

Mail resumes with salary history to
Adair@KTNV.com or mail resume to Director of Engineering 3355 S. Valley View
Blvd. Las Vegas NV 89102. KTNV is an
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Wanted

CHIEF ENGINEER...KVHP FOX 29 Lake
Charles LA is seeking a "hands-on" Chief

Engineer. Leading candidates must pos-

sess superior technical skills in studio
and transmitter operations & maintenance including routing switcher, production equipment and high power UHF
(Klystron) Transmitter, Sony Betacam

and Panasonic DVC Pro. Strong computer skills are a plus. You need to be a
good communicator. At least three years
as a Chief or Assistant Chief is required.
Must be familiar with current FCC rules

and regulations. SBE Certified a plus.

Please forward resume via email to:
Ilangley@xs pedius .net.

SYSTEMS ENGINEER (Rochester, NY)
sought for mfg. of electronic & communications eqpmt. Resp. for leading & managing systms dvlpmt & engg for advanced

BROADCAST OPERATIONS- RADIO ENGI-

radio systms; Dsgn HF, VHF, & UHF radio

hands-on support and implementation of

systms; Dvlp new multi -frequency band

networking solutions for systms, using
Encryption, & radio E -Mail; Integrating
TCP/IP & X.400 techniques into systms;
Act as liaison w/customers; Manage cost
estimating, prepn of budgets, & prepn for
bids & proposals for int'l special operations community & other int'l prgms; Interact w/in co w/all functional areas regarding product & systm issues; Maintain
regular contacts w/senior level mgmt on
issues & concerns; Interact w/customer
mgmt teams to ensure understanding of

NEER Bloomberg has an exciting opportunity for a motivated radio broadcast engineer. You will be directly responsible for the

broadcast equipment and systems for
WBBR 1130AM and its global radio networks. You will also design, install and
troubleshoot audio components, wiring and
applications for our reporter workstations,

studios and transmitter site; perform preventive maintenance and diagnostics of
hardware and software systems; create diagrams and document procedures, oversee
FCC compliance of Public files, EAS, Annual/

Quarterly ownership programming documentation and update transmitter site logs

BROADCAST OPERATIONS- BROADCAST

product & system specs; Interface w/

and EEOC reports. Requirements: The ideal

ENGINEER Bloomberg TV has a challenging opportunity within the Broadcast Engineering Group. Will be responsible for coor-

other appropriate depts w/in co to ensure

candidate should possess strong problem

reqd actions are occuring; & Report to

solving skills and have a hands-on working
knowledge of radio broadcast FCC regula-

dinating and performing maintenance of
equipment as needed to support live broadcast operations. We will look for this engineer to be proactive and troubleshoot production and on -air issues. Will also be re-

sponsible for updating transmitter/shift
logs, conducting tests, diagnostics evaluations and executing checklists to discover
equipment and/or system anomalies. The
engineer will also have the opportunity to
coordinate and install new components and
systems, as well as create and update engineering documents and diagrams. Requirements: Qualified candidates will have strong
knowledge of technical TV and radio broad-

casting equipment (including cameras, robotics, VTRs, routing equipment and production switchers). Knowledge of broadcast automation systems and thorough understanding of PC hardware and software
operations. Ideal candidate should posses
strong troubleshooting skills and have the
ability to work independently and quickly
in high-pressure situations. Please apply
online at http://careers.bloomberg.com
CHIEF ENGINEER Weigel Broadcasting Co.
is seeking a Chief Engineer for its CBS affili-

ate & responsible for its technical facilities
WDJT-TV &DT, WMLW &W63CU in Milwau-

kee. Strong UHF transmitter exp., studio
maintenance background, FCC compliance
as well as exceptional component level &
troubleshooting skills. Digital TV knowledge
& computer/LAN exp. SBE certification preferred. Benefits: competitive wages, health
& dental ins. , paid vacation & sick days as
well as profit sharing/401K plan. Resume:
CBS58/HR-CE, 809 S. 60th St., Milwaukee, WI

Senior Systms Engg Mgr resp for systms
dvlpmt &engg for advanced radio systms.
Must have bach or equiv in electronics &
communication engg + 6 yrs exp in job
off d or in telecommunications engg. Respond to: Sr. H.R. Mgr., Attn: V2865, Harris Corp, 1680 University Ave, Rochester,
NY 14610.
BROADCAST MAINTENANCE ENGINEER

KARE-TV, the NBC affiliate and dominant
news station in Minneapolis -St. Paul (#14
ADI), has an immediate full-time opening
for an experienced maintenance engineer.
Applicant should be a self -motivated team

player who enjoys technical challenges.
Must be comfortable with tight deadlines,
multi -tasking, and maintaining a wide variety of cutting -edge broadcast equipment.

Potential candidates must be able to
troubleshoot to the component level and
have significant experience in the routing
and functioning of a broadcast facility.

must also be capable of performing physical labor, multitasking and be available to

work a flexible schedule...Please apply
online at http://careers.bloomberg.com
VP ENGINEERING Direct and manage the
technical stability of the station, and manage and maintain operations of all technical

equipment, including News, Production,
Transmission facilities, and master control.

Supervise and motivate engineering staff
and establish departmental objectives and
priorities. Develop and implement current
and long-range technical operation plans,

and prepare departmental expense and
capital budgets. Ensure station's technical
compliance with all government regulations

and industry standards. Minimum five to

Strong computer skills, including networking, is a must; experience with AutoCAD
and computer programming is a plus. Candidate should be able to lift and move 50

seven years broadcast engineering management experience required. Extensive work-

pounds. Send resume and salary require-

technology, and significant technical exper-

ment to Jeff Phillips, Director of Engineering, KARE-TV, 8811 Olson Memorial Highway, Minneapolis, MN 55427. No phone
calls. ighillipsinare 1..com *We are a drug
free, equal opportunity employer committed to a diverse workforce*

tise in the planning, implementation and

MAINTENANCE MANAGER Broadcast
maintenance for studio facility. Must have

ing knowledge of all broadcast systems a
must. Thorough understanding of digital

maintenance of television station facilities,
including RF facilities. Position requires a

strong leader with the ability to motivate
and cultivate technical staff. Excellent communication and organization skills required.
Degree in Engineering preferred. Qualified

candidates, send resume and cover letter

electronic knowledge including VTR's,
video servers, automation & production

to: Human Resources -BE, WFXT Fox 25, 25

systems. Two yrs. exp. Resume: HR -ME,
26 N. Halsted, Chicago, 60661. Fax: (312)
705-2656. No calls. EOE.

For immediate consideration, fax your re-

53214. Fax (414) 607-8105. No calls. EOE.

132

tions, procedures, components, applications and operating systems. Candidate

broadcastengineering.com

Fox Drive, P.O. Box 9125, Dedham, MA 02027.

sume to 781-467-7212, or e-mail in MS -Word

format only to wwwfox25hr@hotmail.com.
No Phone Calls Please. EOE/M/F/D/V
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Ascent Media

109

888-826-4016

Active Power

107

877 -flywheel

ADC Telecommunications

19

800-366-3891

adc.com

AJAVideo

44

530-274-2048

aja.com

Antenna Systems

ascentmedia.com

activepower.com/a1130

129

al s

ffic s

US/CANADA
WEST
George Watts III
(360) 546-037 9; Fax: (360) 546-0388
georgeww3 @ aol.com

EAST

Josh Gordon
(7 1 8) 802-0488; Fax: (718) 5 2 2-47 5 1

Arri

43

845-353-1400

arri.com

jgordon5@bellatlantic.net

AvidTechnology

23

800 -949 -avid

avid.com

Axon Digital

29

888-919-9379

axon.tv

EAST/MIDWEST

Azden

18

516-328-7500

azden.com

129

800-262-4675

benchmarkmedia.co

Benchmark Media Systems

Joanne Melton

(2 1 2) 462-3 344; Fax: (913) 5 14-9 249

jmelton@primediabusiness.com

INTERNATIONAL

Bogen Photo Corp

39

201-818-9500

CalrecAudio Ltd.

41

+441422842159

129

858-613-1818

computermodules.co

45

650-592-9988

eimac.com

Dielectric

11

800-341-9678

dielectric.com

DK Audio

124

800-421-0888

dkaudio.com

Dolby Labs Inc.

27

415-558-0200

dolby.com/tvaudio

EUROPE

DPA Microphones Inc

17

866-dpa-mics

dpamicrophones.com

+44-163 5-5 78-8 74

Eartec-Porta Phone

115

800-399-5994

eartec.com

Ensemble Designs

113

530-478-1830

ESE

115

310-322-2136

ese-web.com

37

650-855-0400

euphonix.com

Evertz Microsystems Ltd.

130

905-335-3700

evertz.com

Florical Systems Inc.

129

352-372-8326

florical.com

talbar@inter.net.il

Forecast Consoles

117

800-735-2070

forecast-consoles.com

JAPAN

119-122

800-788-1330

harmonic.com/broadcast

3

408-990-8200

broadcast.harris.com

800-363-3400

inscriber.com

Computer Modules
CPI/Eimac

Euphonix

Harmonic

Harris Corp. Broadcast Div.
Hotronic Inc.

Inscriber
Inmarsat
Kino Flo Inc.

Leitch Incorporated

Maxell Corp. of America

bogenphoto.com
calrec.com

Richard Woolley

+44-1295-278-407
Fax: +44-1295-278-408

richardwoolley@btclick.com
Tony Chapman
Fa x: +44-1635-578-874

ARCintect@aol.com

ISRAEL

Asa Talbar
Talbar Media
+97 2-3-5 629565; Fax: +972-3-5 6 295 6 7

Mashy Yoshikawa
Orient Echo, Inc.

+81-3-3 2 35-596 1; Fax: +81-3-3235-5852

mashy@fa2.so-net.ne.jp

128
33

EUROPE

inmarsat.com/media

21
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111

818-767-6528

kinoflo.com
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800-231-9673

leitch.com
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800-533-2836

maxell.com

(800)896-9939; (913) 967-1732
Fax: (913) 967-1735

Jennifer Shafer

nvision1.com

jshafer@primediabusiness.com

7

800-528-0601

panasonic.com/dvcpro

REPRINTS

124

201-457-1504

patchamp.com

30

+44 1189 866 123

108

888-638-8745

quartzus.com

Rainbow Network Corn.

24

516-803-4914

RNCnetwork.com

Rohde & Schwarz

15

888-837-8772

rohde-schwarz.com

Marie Briganti, Statlistics

62,64

613-652-4886

rossvideo.com

Sachtler

516-867-4900

sachtler.com

(203) 778-3700 x146
(203) 778-4839

25

Scopus Network

35

NVision

Panasonic Broadcast
Patchamp
Pro -Bel

Quartz USA

Ross Video Ltd.

Sigma Electronics

Solid State Logic Ltd.
Sony Business Systems

66

pro-bel.com

105

717-569-2681

sigmaelectronics.com

49

212-315-1111

solid-state-logic.com

31

800-883-6817

sony.com/professional

sony.com/godigital

4-5, 47

Systems Wireless

63, IBC

800-542-3332

swl.com

65

508-754-4858

telecast-fiber.com

Thomson Broadcast
TMB

Utah Scientific
Videoframe

Wheatstone Corporation
360 Systems
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The
decent
engineer, bullied

0

BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK

ne of the plain, unvarnished truths about en-

gineers in the broadcast
industry is that they are decent folks.
They don't go around killing people,
stealing from their employers or talking about others behind their backs they just don't. They are generally very
calm and collected: trying to keep ev-

eryone safe in environments that are
really quite hazardous, hoping not to

without any ill effects.

bullied away from doing things the

Engineering management was bullied into going along with this, not at
the station I was at but at a similar,
slightly smaller installation a few hundred miles away. About two weeks

way they should have been done.
Another example: A few years ago I
was visiting a station that cable com-

later, there was a fire at that station that
caused considerable damage to a com-

engineer, similar to many who are very
proud of what they have built up, was
happy to show me around his empire:

bining unit, a really vulnerable spot,
with the result that a program service

have an emergency to deal with today,
arise. But why is it that we, as a profession, allow ourselves to be bullied?

The recent report on the disaster of
the orbiter Columbia throws the art of

was off -air for nearly a week. Manage-

bullying by management into sharp
focus. Management got what it wanted,

deliberate, a way for the staff to get
back at the shift reduction. But it was

made their deadlines and cashed the

clear after the logs were examined that

check for the shuttle's commercial ventures. The engineers knew all along that
further studies were absolutely needed
but couldn't get that message across the
bullying barrier. The price was tragic.

something had been degrading in the
unit over several months, and that due
to the decrease in meter eyeballing,
they had missed the moment when a
component moved from decay into
complete breakdown.
Shifts were quickly restored.

mitting station when we were visited
by a time -and -motion inspector. He
spent two weeks following us around
through the daily routine of recording
meter readings, monitoring, essential

(scheduled) maintenance, and the
adrenaline -punching moments when
something went down and the complete shift was focused on getting it
back up. (If something was off air for
more than one minute we had to go
through the routine of passing a "service" message back through the net-

As always, the chief

from studios to recording/editing

Why is it that we, as a profession, allow
ourselves to be bullied?

but tackling it head on when it does

When I was in the BBC there was a
fairly traumatic period at a large trans-

panies describe as one of the

practiced enough to be able to change
a 41/2 -inch I0 in about three minutes,

suites, central control, his remote vehicles and his workshop space. But
when we got to the news area he was
decidedly less happy with what he was
showing. The equipment being used
for editing was several generations out
of date. He showed me how he and his
two technicians (yes, just two) were
keeping the stuff working with mechanical fixes that would remind you
of the belief by a toddler that Scotch
tape can hold anything in the universe
together.
He clearly wanted to share his feelings with me and said that management just wouldn't replace the equipment in an area they didn't think of as
a profit center until it could no longer
be fixed. While he and his technicians
kept things going, the decision makers
were happy to sit back and watch. "I

including the removal and replace-

know what I need to do," whispered the

ment of the lens turret (plus about two
minutes for power -up and rough cali-

ment thought that maybe the fire was

Another example: An accountant
bullied engineering management into
centralizing spares for a studio complex. During a live transmission of an

opera a camera went down - one of
five on the floor - and it was clearly
the Image Orthicon tube. We were

work to report it.) This guy was amazed

bration), but with the centralization
of spares it took another 10 minutes

chief engineer to me. "I need to sabotage the equipment so they're forced
to buy new stuff. But I just cannot do
it!" No, like the majority of engineers

that with only six different types of

to fetch a replacement. I didn't see how

in our business, he is decent.

VHF/UHF TV and FM radio transmitters on site, we still needed to consult
circuit diagrams! His his expert opinion was that our non -office -hour shift

the director coped with the 15 min-

size could be reduced by about half

utes of downtime of 20 percent of his
cameras. I was told he did pretty well,

but I'm sure every extra minute was
sheer torture. Engineering again was

1 34 broadcastengineering.com
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Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant
based on the West Coast.
Send questions and comments to:
SE I. LI

paul_mcgolthick@primediabusiness.com
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For over two decades, Drake Electronics have led the field in :he development and production of powerful,
high performance intercom systems. Drake provides a full family of "user friendly" intercom and

talkback solutions.

Built to the internationally accredited IS09001 quality standards and
with more than 2,000 systems in daly use in over 50 countries,
Drake systems have the proven reliability to meet the
most demanding communications requirements
and application.

With a choice of three matrix frame sizes, the
capability to support up to 3,000 users and a wide
selection of user panels, interfaces and accessories,
the 4000 Series II system is the choice of broadcast

professionals all over the world.

4000 Serif iv II
Modular System Design
Broadcast -Quality Audio
Unrivaled levels of redundancy
The widest range of user panel types
Supervisor Functionality
Multiple connectivity options
Powerful programming software
Multiple networking options
Comprehensive range of interfaces and accessories

Call to demo Drake's 4000 Series II

The state-of-the-art production communications solution, designed to meet the complex
challenges of today's broadcasters. It is digital intercom that you can rely on.
iiraite exclusively at /ludic; Specialties Group companies

WEST- Dave Richardson

888 . 810.1001

EAST- John Kowalski

800.542.3332

www.drakeus.cons

Need TV operations that run better for less?
True shared storage: Simultanecut. access to all content by all users
Ultra -fast Gigabit Ethernet IP connectivity: High-speed access
for media and asset management

Integrated shared -content editing: Ingest, edit, to air-with
no content transfers

NEXIO: The new server

platform for your Integrated
Content Environment (ICE)

Total integration: Support for all the software you count on most
Extreme extensibility: Additional storage and channels
in low-cosi increments

Just add ICE.
Turbo -charge your Integrated Content Environment:
www.leitchi.com/nexio

Canada +1 (8001387 0233
USA East +1 (800) 231 9673
USA West +1 (8813) 843 7004

Latin America +11305)512 0045

e LEITCH
www.leitch.com

